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Executive summary  

In the QualiMaster project, quality-aware configuration specifies the properties of an installed 
QualiMaster infrastructure including all running data processing pipelines and data analysis 
algorithms. Such a topological configuration is created before executing any pipelines, validated 
and instantiated automatically into deployable artifacts. This configuration also prescribes the 
options and limitations of potential re-configurations at runtime guiding the runtime adaptation of 
the data stream processing. By mapping the monitored system state into the runtime part of the 
configuration, it forms the foundation for the identification of constraint violations acting as 
adaptation triggers and as a knowledge basis for adaptive decision making, including reactive, 
proactive (learning-based) and cross-pipeline adaptation mechanisms. On top of the configuration, 
the adaptation approach performs runtime decision making, prepares the execution of the 
decisions by mapping them back to infrastructure concepts and triggers efficient execution 
mechanisms, such as runtime resource migration or algorithm switches aiming at reducing the 
runtime impact on the data processing. Moreover, the reflective adaptation aims at identifying 
strengths and weaknesses of the aforementioned adaptation mechanisms and tries to learn and 
help optimizing the adaptive execution. 

In this final deliverable for WP4, we summarize the achievements of the corresponding work-
package and discuss improvements and extensions within the context of the work performed, e.g., 
the realization of the reflective adaptation or the seamless integration of sub-pipelines into 
configuration, adaptation and infrastructure. In addition, we discuss the models that we created, 
the instantiation approach, the configuration tooling as well as the different adaptation and 
enactment mechanisms and their integration. We also discuss specific infrastructure contributions 
that are required as basis for realizing the final concepts created by this work package. For each of 
these parts, we provide lessons learned in terms of experiences. Also, we discuss the validation 
and evaluation of the components focusing on functional and performance aspects. Finally, we 
conclude with a discussion of the initial challenges collected for this work package and the overall 
achievements we made. An annex provides insights into tool and infrastructure documentation. 
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1 Introduction 
The QualiMaster approach to configuration and adaptation aims at a unified model for both sides, 
configuring the adaptive data analysis pipelines and infrastructure settings before runtime and 
using this information seamlessly for runtime adaptation. Therefore, WP4 created a topological 
configuration approach based on Software Product Line Engineering principles and techniques 
and integrated it for adaptation with concepts from Dynamic Software Product lines. During the 
project, the partners successfully applied both approaches to the configuration and adaptation of 
Big Data stream processing. 

In this deliverable, we present results and achievements from WP4 on quality-aware configuration 
and adaptation for data stream processing. Aiming at the big picture of our work in the context of 
the project, this deliverable summarizes the configuration and adaptation concepts. We provide an 
overview on the entire work of WP4 and elaborate on the new concepts and mechanisms that we 
developed after the submission of the previous deliverable, e.g., the reflective adaptation. Thereby, 
we highlight the achievements that we made, including that QualiMaster researched and 
developed the first Software Product Line approach based on topological configuration principles 
and constraint-based validation and model-based instantiation to deployable artifacts. Moreover, 
QualiMaster presented the first approach seamlessly linking product line configuration with 
adaptation allowing configuration knowledge to be used adaptation knowledge, but also enabling 
the configuration to influence and frame the adaptive behaviour. The adaptation relies on 
successful research on the field of enacting adaptive decisions, in particular an efficient approach 
to switch among alternative data processing algorithms at runtime considering the potential 
impacts on subsequent data-stream processing. 

In addition to the core work done in WP4, this deliverable also summarizes the particular 
infrastructure contributions required for the final project phase, especially since WP5 already 
submitted its final deliverable. These contributions include extended concepts such as the pipeline 
lifecycle for adaptive start-up and loosely integrated sub-pipelines enabling more flexible resource 
usage, the event flows for realizing the extended lifecycle, but also additional infrastructure 
services. Moreover, we provide an insight into the documentation of the QualiMaster infrastructure 
in the appendix of this deliverable, including how-to guidelines for the graphical QualiMaster 
infrastructure configuration tool (QM-IConf). 

The deliverable is structured as follows: In Section 2, we present an overview on the QualiMaster 
configuration approach ranging from the Configuration Meta Model, over the Configuration Model, 
the infrastructure instantiation and QM-IConf. We conclude Section 2 with an overview on realized 
requirements as well as a discussion on experiences with our approach. Section 3 is dedicated to 
the adaptation approach, i.e., linking adaptation and configuration, enactment of adaptation 
decisions and, in particular, reactive, proactive, cross-pipeline and reflective adaptation. Akin to 
Section 2, we conclude this section with an overview on realized requirements as well as a 
discussion on experiences with our approach. In Section 4, we discuss the infrastructure 
contributions that were required for the new and additional concepts in this deliverable, also 
including a discussion on the WP4 experience on realizing and integrating with the QualiMaster 
infrastructure. In Section 5, we validate and evaluate the new capabilities of the adaptation 
components and discuss our evaluation experience. Section 6 concludes the deliverable and 
provides a review of the challenges and achievements. An appendix provides an overview on 
documentation related to WP4. 
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Responses to the reviewer comments: 

This deliverable as an extension to the work discussed in D4.3 aims at responding to the 
comments of the reviewers. The particular comments were (in the sequence of the review report): 

Depending on the specifics of every stakeholder application, some quality measures (e.g. novelty) 
might be highly user-dependent. Therefore, the work in this WP might consider a personalised (or 
user-dependent) version of these measures. 

The project understands personalization as an enhancement of the stakeholder applications. 
Personalization may help identifying potentially relevant adaptation triggers to the end-user. 
However, to avoid highly-personalized pipelines running on a centralized infrastructure, the 
consortium decided to focus on quality measures on infrastructure and pipeline level rather than on 
measurements provided by the stakeholder applications on user level, while the stakeholder 
applications may take measurements on user-level into account to ease the usability, focusing on 
relevant data, taking into account suggestions, etc. 

Within the next few months it would be very interesting to further improve the switching technology 
and design intelligent “learning to switch” solutions, able to intelligently analyse from the 
environmental conditions (context) and able to learn when to switch. 

Providing capabilities for “learning to switch” is fully on the roadmap of WP4. In this regard, 
concepts and components were already prepared in D4.3 in terms of concepts. This deliverable 
details the components responsible for this capability, in particular the source volume prediction 
(Section 3.5.1), the algorithm profiles (Section 3.5.2) and the reflective adaptation (Section 3.7). 

Try to improve the adaptive crawling technology by incorporating more sophisticated ways to 
extract central terms. The component realization experiments performed in social media (in 
particular, the event prediction experiments) could be further improved by injecting data from other 
sources (e.g. news). 

WP4 is working on methods to reduce the noise produced by the adaptive Twitter crawler and 
therefore we focus on extracting only the central terms for a market player as reported in Section 
3.3. 

A better coordination between the event detection/prediction activities of this WP and the event 
detection/prediction activities of WP2 should be ensured. 

WP2 and WP4 are working on some similar, but also different components, in particular regarding 
for event detection and event prediction. To improve synchronization, WP2 and WP4 share team 
members on these components, hoping to increase synergy. D4.3 detailed this interaction. 
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Relation to other deliverables: 

• This WP is based on the configuration and adaptation-related requirements discussed in 
D1.1/D1.2 (refined in D4.1/D4.2). 

• WP4 uses the algorithms developed in WP2 as blue-print for configuration and adaptation 
concepts, for real-world tests and experiments. In particular, we integrate the data replay 
mechanism for providing stakeholder applications access to past analysis results from D2.3 
and D2.4 into the configuration and infrastructure instantiation. 

• WP4 relies on the hardware-based processing algorithms provided by WP3, with regard to 
their performance and the quality tradeoffs with / over software algorithms (D3.4). 
Infrastructure instantiation and adaptation are partially based on integration concepts 
mechanisms and runtime measurements developed by WP3 in collaboration with WP4. 

• D4.4 relies on previous work done in WP4, in particular the work discussed in D4.1, D4.2 
and D4.3 ranging over concepts, realized components and evaluation results. 

• The work in WP4 / D4.4, relies on the integrating work done in WP5, in particular on the 
latest deliverable D5.4. As WP5 does not have a deliverable at the end of this project, D4.4 
summarizes the particular infrastructure contributions and enhancements done since D5.4 
and provides an insight into WP4-related documentation of the QualiMaster infrastructure 
and tooling. 

• D4.3 is also related to D6.4, in particular regarding the overall evaluations, such as the user 
evaluation of QM-IConf, i.e., the configuration approach, as well as the cluster-based 
evaluations of the adaptive pipeline execution and the effects of the adaptation approach. 
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2 Configuration 
Configuration refers to the activities being performed before the execution of a pipeline on a certain 
infrastructure installation. This includes defining the resource pool, the algorithms and pipelines, 
validating the configuration and instantiating it in terms of executable and deployable artifacts. In 
QualiMaster, we apply for this purpose ideas and principles of Software Product Line Engineering 
(SPLE) [6, 18, 20]. The QualiMaster configuration is one of the first Software Product Line 
approaches supporting a topological configuration [12] and enables the generative instantiation of 
a configuration to pipeline artifacts [10, 11]. Moreover, the QualiMaster configuration approach 
allows linking configuration time and runtime by prescribing the adaptation space before runtime in 
terms of runtime configuration variables and runtime constraints. Here, the QualiMaster approach 
is one of the first encompassing approaches, which links traditional Software Product Line 
engineering with Dynamic Software Product Lines and software adaptation in a consistent manner 
[6]. 

In this section, we summarize the overall concepts of the QualiMaster configuration approach. In 
particular, we focus on the achievements of the QualiMaster project. We discuss the results of 
WP4 in context and link them to previous deliverables also highlighting the additions and 
improvements made since our last deliverable D4.3. 

This section contains the following:  

● QualiMaster Configuration Meta model (Section 2.1) 

● QualiMaster Configuration including the demonstration pipelines (Section 2.2) 

● QualiMaster infrastructure instantiation process (Section 2.3) 

● QualiMaster infrastructure configuration tool (QM-IConf) enabling configuration, validation 
and instantiation (Section 2.4) 

● Fulfilment of the requirements to configuration from D1.2 and D4.1 (Section 2.5). 

● Experiences with the QualiMaster Configuration approach we made during the project 
(Section 2.6). 

Please note that a user-oriented evaluation of the QualiMaster configuration approach, in particular 
of QM-IConf will be presented in D6.4 as part of the overall evaluations. 

2.1 The QualiMaster Configuration Meta Model 

The QualiMaster Configuration Meta Model1 is at the heart of the QualiMaster approach for a 
configurable and adaptable data processing infrastructure. The Configuration Meta Model defines 
the potential configuration options that are available for the QualiMaster infrastructure and the 
QualiMaster data processing pipelines, i.e., the configuration space. The configuration space is 
framed by the inter-dependencies among the configuration options given in terms of constraints. 
Moreover, as we will detail in Section 3, the QualiMaster Configuration Meta Model also allows 
framing the adaptation space using the same configuration (meta) modelling concepts. 

As introduced in D4.1, we use the Integrated Variability Modeling Language (IVML) for all 
configuration modeling purposes in QualiMaster. In the previous deliverables, in particular in D4.1, 
we provided a detailed discussion on IVML, the concepts of the Configuration Meta Model as well 
as on the rationales of its design. In this section, we give an overview on the final state of the 
QualiMaster Configuration Meta Model, i.e., summarize its construction as well as the changes 
over D4.3 and also provide some concluding statistics characterizing the concepts and the size of 
the model at the end of the project. 

                                                

1 Akin to the previous deliverables D4.1, D4.2 and D4.3, we use the term ”Configuration Meta Model“ to refer 
to the definition of the possible configuration settings and their interdependencies in terms of constraints, 
“Configuration” to refer to one instance of the meta model and „Configuration (Meta) Model“ to refer to the 
combination of both, the meta-model and its instance(s). 
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Figure 1 depicts the main (logical) modules of the QualiMaster Configuration Meta Model, the main 
configuration concepts defined within the modules as well as the interrelationships in terms of 
concept refinements and (configuration) references. Constraints are not shown in Figure 1 to 
support readability. A detailed discussion on the constraints has been given in the previous 
deliverables of WP4, in particular in D4.1 and D4.2. We now briefly summarize each configuration 
module in sequence of increasing interdependencies, i.e., starting with the most decoupled ones 
(centre right side of Figure 1, discussing Figure 1 in clockwise direction). If we introduced new 
configuration options over D4.3, we will present them as part of this discussion. 

The configuration module Execution Layer defines the physical execution resources, in particular 
the general-purpose server machines (compound type Machine) and the re-configurable hardware 
resources (HWNode and the refined type MPCCNode detailing the specific type of Maxeler Data 
Flow engines hosted at TSI). Both, server and hardware resources are characterized in terms of 
their network identification, communication ports and available processing resources, e.g., the 
number of processors, amount of memory, etc. This static characterization is in particular important 
as long as the infrastructure or the resources are not running, as at runtime the respective 
information can dynamically be acquired via the pipeline monitoring probes (D4.3, D5.3), the 
QualiMaster node monitoring service (D5.4) or the hardware monitoring protocol (D3.3, D5.3). 
Since D4.4., we extended the characterization of the general-purpose server machines with the 
information of the maximum desired Storm executors that shall be hosted by a single machine 
based on administrative experience, typically (a multiple of) the number of CPU cores. This 
information is taken into account by the cross-pipeline adaptation to be detailed in Section 3.6. 

The Data Management module defines the reusable data sources, data sinks and data 
management elements. Data Sources typically obtain the data to be processed from an external 

 

Figure 1: Overview of the QualiMaster Configuration Meta Model 
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service, such as the SPRING financial data API or Twitter and ingest the data into the QualiMaster 
infrastructure. For experiments, specific data sources can also ingest data from recorded 
information, e.g., historical financial data. Data Sinks pass the data processed by the QualiMaster 
pipelines on to the stakeholders. Details on how processed data is transported or formatted 
belongs to the specific implementation, i.e., is outside the scope of the QualiMaster infrastructure. 
For example, in the QualiMaster installations on the four clusters of the described in D5.3 an 
“external service” is realizing the entire communication with the stakeholder applications including 
requests for changing processing parameters. Moreover, Persistent Data Elements allow 
transparently storing processed data. 

Besides implementation information, such as the implementing artifact or classes, the configuration 
concepts in the Data Management module define the ingested type of data (data sources) or 
consumed (data sinks). The type of data is specified in terms of data Tuples consisting of data 
Fields, which, in turn, are described in terms of (pre-defined or algorithm-specific) Types. From 
the perspective of data management, data fields carry information whether fields contribute to data 
retrieval keys, and, thus, enable fast domain / application-specific access to data stored 
transparently by the Data Management Layer. More general, tuples, fields and types form the 
foundation of type-safe data processing pipelines, i.e., the individual data processing elements 
declare the data they can receive / process / emit and the configuration tooling can validate the 
consistency of the data processing before runtime. Tuples, fields and types are illustrated in Figure 
1 as part of the Processing Elements module. 

Algorithms and algorithm Families are defined through their input- and output types and their 
processing Parameters, i.e., typed name-value combinations such as a processing window for 
customizing algorithms before and at runtime. Akin to data sources and sinks, algorithms also 
specify their implementing component. Algorithm families represent algorithms with equal or similar 
data processing semantics, but different runtime characteristics. Thus, families specify their 
constituting family members in terms algorithms. As discussed in D4.3, the QualiMaster 
Configuration Meta Model defines three distinct algorithm types, namely SoftwareAlgorithm 
(simple Java or complex distributed algorithms manually implemented as software components 
running on multiple cluster machines), HardwareAlgorithm (executed by the re-configurable 
hardware machines) and SubPipelineAlgorithm (complex distributed algorithms modelled in 
terms of a pipeline and realized through code generation). 

Algorithm families, data sources, data sinks and data management elements constitute the 
processing elements of the QualiMaster adaptive data analysis pipelines (illustrated as the 
logical Pipeline Repository module in Figure 1). As already introduced in D4.1, we represent a data 
analysis pipeline as a (potentially cyclic) data flow graph consisting of sources, sinks or processing 
elements as nodes and data flows as edges. We link each processing element to its implementing 
concept using typed configuration references, i.e., pipeline sources to data sources, processing 
elements to families or persistent data elements, and pipeline sinks to data sinks. Data flow edges 
link sources with processing elements or sinks. Data flows can have certain properties, such as the 
grouping type indicating how data shall be distributed among multiple instances of processing 
elements (refined in D4.3 by links to the respective data tuple of the source processing elements, 
not shown in Figure 1). As specific form of sinks are Replay Sinks that we introduced in D4.3. 
Replay Sinks allow stakeholder applications to request the replay of specified historical data and 
enable the (re-)configuration of the Data Replay mechanism described in D2.3. From the 
configuration perspective, data analysis pipelines (as well as their subsequent links as described 
above) represent a topology and, thus, the QualiMaster Configuration (Meta) Model a topological 
configuration [12]. To be consistent, such a topological pipeline configuration must fulfil (at least) 
the following three main properties expressed in the QualiMaster Configuration (Meta) Model: 

● Data flow validity: A pipeline must be a valid data flow graph, i.e., sources can have only 
outgoing flows to non-sources, sinks can have only incoming flows and processing 
elements can be connected arbitrarily even in cycles. For expressing this semantic 
restriction, we use a hierarchy of pipeline-specific types and typed references, i.e., 
references specifying the target type (akin to Java references), and, through the type 
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hierarchy, the refined types of the target type. This allows defining valid topologies in a 
structural and efficient way. 

● Data type validity: Two subsequent pipeline elements e1 and e2 linked by a flow from e1 to 
e2 must be compatible with respect to the types of processed data, i.e., e2 must accept data 
produced by e1. This aims at type safety, i.e., the pipeline guarantees that an algorithm 
receives data it can process. We ensure data type validity through type-specific constraints 
defined for the pipeline elements, constraint propagation and user-defined constraint 
functions allowing domain-specific comparison of tuples, fields and types (as discussed in 
more detail in D4.2). 

● Implementation component validity: While it may seem sufficient to connect the data 
types to the pipelines as a whole, we found it necessary to represent data types on 
algorithm, data source and data sink level. The reason for this is that algorithms, data 
sources and sinks may exist that are not part of a family, e.g., defined for future use, or may 
actually be part of multiple families, which in an erroneous case can define different input 
and output tuple interfaces. We enforce this kind of validity through first-order logic 
constraints defined on the Family type. 

It is important to note that defining such a topological configuration (meta) model and its validity, 
configuring topologies and validating configurations is a novel concept in Software Product Line 
Engineering [4], for which we showed that a configuration model can successfully represent the 
structure as well as validity limitations through constraints [12]. According to our very best 
knowledge, the QualiMaster Configuration (Meta) Model is the first published integrated topological 
configuration model in the SPLE field with related tool support for defining and validating such 
models [12]. The tool support consists of the general purpose Open Source Software Product Line 
toolset EASy-Producer [8, 15] (maintained as Configuration Core in QualiMaster) and QM-IConf 
created during the QualiMaster) on top of EASy-Producer. We will provide details on QM-IConf in 
Section 2.4. 

The configuration of the adaptive data processing pipelines is at the heart of the configuration of 
the QualiMaster infrastructure before runtime. The pipeline structure, the algorithm families 
including alternative data processing algorithms as well as the algorithm parameters are also 
important concepts for capturing the adaptation space. This is complemented by  

• Runtime variables assigned to the individual configuration elements, e.g., the actual 
capacity or the monitoring frequency of a processing element at runtime,  

• Runtime constraints such as global lower and upper capacity boundaries, and  

• The (runtime) configuration containing the actual values of the runtime variables. A specific 
example of a configuration types used in the runtime configuration is the LoadShedding 
compound, which can be attached to each kind of pipeline element (introduced in D4.3, 
indicated in Figure 1 as part of the logical Pipeline Repository module).  

The adaptation space can be configured, e.g., through global boundaries for the constraints or 
through the available observables as part of the global monitoring settings and their relative 
weighting for runtime trade-off calculations characterize the adaptation space. The available 
observables include the predefined observables according to the QualiMaster quality taxonomy 
from D4.1/D4.2, but also allow configuring own monitoring plug-in components to extend the 
pipeline probe framework introduced in D5.4. 

For realizing advanced forms of adaptation such as the cross-pipeline adaptation, further 
information on the resource consumption of the individual processing elements is needed. This 
includes the scalability in terms of cluster resources as well as the ability on pipeline element and 
pipeline level to be scaled at all upon start-up or shutdown. We capture this information in terms of 
(Storm) executors and tasks2, in more detail the (optional) minimum and maximum number of 

                                                

2 Also the memory consumption may be important here, but due to the experience of WP2 executors and 
tasks are more relevant as even for resource intensive algorithms the memory consumption of individual 
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executors / tasks as an extension of the number of desired resources as introduced already 
introduced in D4.1. Moreover, also individual algorithms can be scaled. Here, specifically 
distributed software algorithms as well as hardware-based algorithms can be detailed with their 
resource consumption. Please note that sub-pipeline algorithms do not require specific resource 
requirements are defined through the configured pipeline elements of the sub-pipeline. 

Finally, the QualiMaster Configuration (Meta) model defines the global infrastructure settings, 
most importantly the active pipelines to be instantiated and executed on a cluster as well as the 
locations of the pipeline elements and the pipeline repositories. The latter settings include the 
development repository and the optional stable pipeline repository introduced in D4.3. 

Starting with the very first concepts in D4.1, the QualiMaster Configuration (Meta) model became a 
rich and complex Configuration Meta Model. In summary, the model represents the necessary 
configuration concepts for the QualiMaster infrastructure and the adaptive data processing 
pipelines. These concepts can be validated and instantiated before runtime and used for 
adaptation and instantiation at runtime, e.g., in terms of the algorithm profiling introduced in D4.3. 
In total, the QualiMaster Configuration Meta Model consists of  

● 13 configuration modules, which partially depend on each other through model imports. For 
readability we referred to them as logical modules in this section and in Figure 1. The 
implementing IVML model is similar in structure but also contains some more technical 
modules, such as one defining the basic types and constraints. Each configuration module 
is accompanied by a text file linking descriptive texts and constraint error messages to the 
individual configuration variables and types. These text files are read by the tool support to 
provide helpful information to the user. 

● 45 QualiMaster specific compound types, 6 of them in terms of abstract compounds 
defining the basis of specific type hierarchies such as the algorithms or the pipeline 
elements. 

● 349 top-level typed configuration variables and 306 configuration variables defined as part 
of compounds. These configuration variables defined the actual configuration options. 
Roughly half of these variables (in particular those defined as parts of compounds) are 
runtime variables capturing monitoring information or adaptive decisions and, thus, capture 
the adaptation space.  

For a traditional Software Product Line configuration model the number of variables would 
allow deriving the maximum number of configuration options. This is not possible for a 
model that contains Non-Boolean variability [9] as the QualiMaster Configuration Meta 
Model does. Moreover, the QualiMaster Configuration (Meta) Model is open in the sense 
that an arbitrary number of machines, algorithms, families, pipeline elements and pipelines 
can be configured, whereby each of these configuration concepts increases the number of 
actual configuration options in a concept-specific way. We will revisit the number of 
variables and configuration options for the actual QualiMaster configuration in the next 
section. 

● The QualiMaster Configuration Meta Model defines 325 constraints (133 on compounds) 
and 18 user-defined constraint operations. Most constraints are dedicated to configuration 
time, including the topological validity constraints for type-safe data flow graphs, but some 
also target runtime, e.g., the allowed capacity ranges, and, thus, can trigger adaptations. 

● 1004 Lines of IVML source code including commends in 13 files representing the 
configuration modules. 

                                                                                                                                                            

processing elements is typically sufficient (and sufficiently bounded by the JVM settings on the respective 
workers). 
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2.2 The QualiMaster Configuration 
The QualiMaster Configuration Model instantiates the QualiMaster Configuration Meta Model 
discussed in Section 2.1. The configuration defines the actual resource pool, the algorithms, 
families, pipeline elements and pipelines to be instantiated for execution on a certain QualiMaster 
infrastructure installation. In this section, we summarize the configuration work done by all 
QualiMaster partners during the lifetime of the QualiMaster project, in particular using the 
configuration tools provided by WP4. 

At the end of the QualiMaster project, the QualiMaster Configuration defines  

● 12 pipelines, among them 3 sub-pipelines representing complex distributed algorithms. 
The configured pipelines include the QualiMaster demonstration pipelines, such as the 
Priority Pipeline (D5.1), the Focus Pipeline (D5.3), the Dynamic Graph Pipeline (D5.3) and 
the Time Travel Pipeline (D5.3). Most prominently, the sub-pipelines include the distributed 
Hayashi-Yoshida correlation computation (D5.4). The remaining pipelines represent 
pipelines used on demand for different testing purposes.  

● 56 pipeline elements used to define the aforementioned pipelines. Among these pipeline 
elements are 12 pipeline sources, 32 family elements, 8 pipeline sinks and 3 pipeline replay 
sinks. 

● 30 algorithm families allow defining the family processing elements in the pipelines. 
These families utilize 51 algorithms as constituting members, including 43 software 
algorithms (simple Java algorithms and manually implemented sub-pipelines), 5 hardware 
algorithms and 3 sub-pipeline algorithms corresponding to the 3 sub-pipelines mentioned 
above. 

● 17 data management elements have been defined, among them 9 reusable data sources 
and 7 data sinks. Please note that the data sources are used to specify the implementing 
components for the 12 pipeline sources mentioned above, the 7 data sinks for the 8 
pipeline sinks and the 3 pipeline replay sinks, respectively 

● The resource pool consists of 54 general-purpose machines for 3 clusters and two TSI 
hosts for reconfigurable hardware of type MPCC. 

● 17 data types for describing the input / output tuples for various data sources, data sinks, 
algorithms and families. Among these data types are 9 pre-defined types from the 
Configuration Meta Model and 8 algorithm-specific types for the QualiMaster algorithms. 

In summary, the QualiMaster configuration model consists of 29 IVML modules containing 7862 
lines of IVML code. While the most lines of code (79%) are used to describe the resource pool, the 
data management, the algorithms and families, most modules (62%) make up the pipelines in 
terms of 22% of the whole IVML configuration code. 

From the perspective of Software Product Line Engineering, the number of actual configuration 
options of this model rather interesting, as it allows a rough comparison with the actual practice of 
configuration modelling. The overall number of configuration variables in the QualiMaster 
configuration (including runtime variables) amounts to 9066 with 93% of the variables defined in 
compound instances such as algorithms or pipeline elements. 35.8% of the variables are restricted 
by some form of constraint, typically by type constraints or by constraints defined on compounds. 

According to the study by Berger et al. [3], industrial variability models differ in the number of 
configuration units measured as features, decisions or variation points. In that study, e.g., two third 
of the considered models are rather small with less than 50 configuration units while 26% define 
more than 10.000 configuration units, in particular models from the automotive or the defence 
domain. Regarding constraints, 45% of the models have fewer than 25% of constrained 
configuration units, 21% between 26-50%, 7% between 51-75% and 21% between 76-100%. 
Based on the classification of the study in [3], the QualiMaster configuration model developed as a 
joint effort as part of the QualiMaster research activities corresponds in size to large industrial 
models with a typical number of constrained configuration options. 
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2.3 The QualiMaster Infrastructure Instantiation 
The QualiMaster instantiation process turns the QualiMaster Configuration discussed in Section 
2.2 into deployable and executable artifacts including family interfaces, reconfigurable hardware 
integration code, distributed (sub-pipeline-based) algorithms, processing pipelines as well as 
specific infrastructure support [10, 11]. The infrastructure instantiation aims at automating the 
generation of the specific artifacts for an installed QualiMaster platform, in particular using Apache 
Storm as execution system (D5.2), based on a valid configuration. In collaboration with the other 
work packages, in particular WP2, WP3 and WP5, the QualiMaster instantiation process has been 
developed to support full automated generation of the QualiMaster pipelines. As introduced in 
D5.2, the infrastructure instantiation is realized in terms of the Variability Instantiation Language 
(VIL), provided by the Configuration Code (EASy-Producer). In this section, we summarize the final 
state of the instantiation process including additions and improvements over Deliverable D4.3. 

The QualiMaster instantiation process generates: 

● Interfaces. For processing nodes in a pipeline, we generate programming language 
interfaces (Java) for data sources, algorithmic families and data sinks. In particular, we rely 
on the respective configured input and output types to enforce type-safe implementation of 
pluggable components, including software- and hardware-based components. This allows 
the data engineers in the role of the Pipeline Designer to design pipelines first (after 
creating family and stub algorithm configurations) and to implement the specific algorithms 
later (in the role of Algorithm Providers). The interfaces can be derived in an individual step, 
i.e., independently of the full infrastructure instantiation. For consistency reasons, it is also 
executed during the full instantiation process, where the interfaces are used to generate the 
code of the pipeline elements. 

● Data serialization. Data item instances must be turned into exchangeable representations 
(serialization) at various parts during data processing. Although generic serialization 
mechanisms such as Java serialization do exist, which do not require specific code, we 
cannot use them in all situations. On the one side, as discussed in D5.2, alternative 
serialization approaches with explicit code allow higher performance of the serialization 
and, thus, data processing. On the other side, programming language independent 
mechanisms are needed for a generic communication with hardware-based algorithms 
(D3.3). Along with the interface instantiation, we also generate the required implementation 
of type-specific serializers based on the configured input and output data types. We 
generate Kyro serializers for a fast serialization within Storm topologies and protobuf 
serialization code for the generic integration of hardware coprocessors (D3.3 and D5.3). 

● Integration of reconfigurable hardware. We generate the communication patterns for the 
reconfigurable hardware to ease the integration of hardware-based algorithms with the 
Storm framework and the QualiMaster pipelines. More specifically, we generate code for 
managing the required network connections and the sender / receiver functionality as parts 
of the involved pipeline nodes according to the framework discussed in D3.3. As recent 
development, we also support parallelization of network connections for achieving higher 
performance, in particular, for parallelizing those parts that feed hardware processing 
results back into the pipelines. 

● Pipelines. For the generation of processing pipelines, we traverse the configured data flow 
graph of a pipeline starting at its data sources following the outgoing data flows to all 
subsequent pipeline nodes. During the traversal, we record already visited nodes to detect 
loops in cyclic pipelines, such as the QualiMaster Time Travel pipeline (see Section 2.4 for 
an example of the configuration).  

For each node type, we apply a specific code generation template creating the respective 
implementation. For example, a specific template creates the implementation of a 
processing family based on the respective family interface created in the first step. Along 
with the instantiation of processing nodes, we also generate infrastructure-specific code 
supporting monitoring and adaptation, e.g., support for the adaptive start-up of pipelines 
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(see Sections 3.1 and 4.1 for more details), signal receivers for parameter / algorithm 
changes, load shedding enactment and changes of monitoring frequencies as well as 
monitoring probes used to trace the runtime state of the pipeline. In case of a 
reconfigurable hardware algorithm, we integrate the code generated in the previous 
hardware integration step. As discussed in Deliverable D4.2, we also perform 
optimizations during code generation, e.g., storage nodes are turned into separate one-
way pipeline paths duplicating the data stream to avoid performance drawbacks.  

Moreover, we also generate the code of complex distributed algorithms configured as sub-
pipelines. For this type of algorithms, we perform a recursive pipeline instantiation, i.e., run 
the pipeline instantiation for that pipeline and perform the required integration steps for a 
tight or a loose sub-pipeline integration. At the end of a pipeline, we generate the sink 
nodes allowing the communication with the stakeholder applications (through specified 
implementation components) as well as the replay sinks allowing to replay historical data 
on stakeholder request (D2.3 and D5.4. Finally, we create a pipeline descriptor containing 
the external interface of a pipeline easing the setup of stakeholder applications (D4.3) as 
well as a build specification, which compiles the code and packages all required 
dependencies into a deployable artifact. In more detail, we generate the following: 

o Data replay. To allow the stakeholder application to gather insights about the historical 
events, we generate the implementation support for data replay mechanism (D5.4) as 
part of the pipeline generation. This is part of the generation of the Replay Sink, which 
first stores processed results through a replay recorder and replays the historical 
results on the application’s requests through the replay streamer, both generic 
components provided by the Data Management Layer (D5.4). 

o Algorithm switching. We generate the advanced switching approach ([21, 22], as well 
as D4.2, D5.3) along with the integration of the distributed algorithms into the 
processing pipelines. Technically, we equip the distributed algorithms with an 
intermediary Spout and an ending Bolt to control the data forwarding via explicit 
queues during the switch. For control, we generate the required switch signals to 
identify the data transfer state of the algorithm, synchronize data items in both 
algorithms and finally trigger the switch at a certain point. It is important that this form 
of algorithm switching allows properly terminating the algorithm instance that is not 
used anymore after the switch. 

o Loose integration pipeline. To allocate the resources only to the running algorithms, 
i.e., for optimizing overall resource usage, we support a loose integration of sub-
pipeline-based algorithms into processing pipelines. This allows the QualiMaster 
infrastructure to deploy and execute the distributed algorithms on demand. Technically, 
a loose pipeline integration adopts the idea of intermediary nodes from the algorithm 
switch. Due to the dynamic need of network connections to transfer data between the 
main pipeline and the sub-pipeline-based algorithm, we a port management 
component provided by the QualiMaster infrastructure (Section 4.2). The loose 
integration is also integrated with the algorithm switching to start the new distributed 
algorithm on demand and to release the original algorithm after the switch. 

o Support for stakeholder applications. To ease the setup between pipelines and 
stakeholder applications, we generated a pipeline setup descriptor per pipeline to 
provide required configuration information. This descriptor details the external interface 
of the respective pipeline, in particular the connection settings, the data tuples provided 
by the pipeline sinks as well as the supported general and pipeline-specific commands. 

● Support for continuous integration and testing. The number of pipelines generated by 
the QualiMaster infrastructure instantiation process depends on the configured (active) 
pipelines. However, dynamically finding the pipelines to build from the overall ANT build 
script used by the continuous integration is not feasible, and so the instantiation process 
generates a sub-build script listing all pipelines to be built and packaged by executing the 
aforementioned pipeline build scripts. 
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● Optimizing, packaging and deploying the Configuration Model. The Configuration 
Model, the pipeline instantiation and the adaptation scripts are used by the infrastructure at 
runtime, e.g., for algorithm profiling (D4.3 and D5.4) and for adaptive decision making (see 
Section 3). For better runtime performance of the adaptation, we optimize the Configuration 
Model by pruning (D4.3). Finally, we, package the model into an own artifact and deploy it 
to the Pipeline Repository so that it can be obtained and loaded by the QualiMaster 
infrastructure. 

It is important to emphasize that the interface generation can be executed as a separate step 
before the entire instantiation process so that the programming language interfaces can be passed 
to the Algorithm Providers independent of a full infrastructure instantiation. Moreover, the pipeline 
instantiation is used as an own instantiation process for Algorithm profiling at runtime (D4.3). 

In summary, the QualiMaster instantiation process consists of 1 control script (804 LOC) and 36 
instantiation templates (~10.5 KLOC). Using the full QualiMaster Configuration as discussed in 
Section 2.2 as input, the instantiation process generates in total 268 Java source files (~75 KLOC), 
54 XML files (~6 KLOC) and 16 deployable JARs (842 Mbytes). The total time of this instantiation 
is 10:20 min including 8:50 min of Maven execution time (including download of actual 
dependencies, compiling and packaging artifacts) as well as 1:30 min for executing the developed 
QualiMaster VIL instantiation scripts is 1:30 min. 

2.4 The QualiMaster Infrastructure Configuration Tool 
We developed QM-IConf to support domain experts in creating data processing pipelines using 
domain concepts, in our case pipelines, pipeline elements, algorithms and algorithm families. The 
tool facilitates the configuration and generation of processing pipelines by means of the selection 
and automated composition of algorithms. In contrast to the underlying Configuration Core (EASy-
Producer [8, 15]), QM-IConf focuses on the domain concepts and even allows data analysts (in the 
role of Pipeline Designers) to compose data processing pipelines in a graphical drag & drop 
fashion. QM-IConf also allows capturing the adaptation space in terms of alternative algorithms 
within families, validity constraints and resource demands. Further, QM-IConf can validate a 
configuration by reasoning over the specified constraints (D4.3), execute the Infrastructure 
Instantiation Process (Section 2.3) and act as runtime frontend and dashboard for an installed 
QualiMaster infrastructure. 

It is important to emphasize that QM-IConf, which was completely realized during the QualiMaster 
project, mostly relies on generic capabilities provided by EASy-Producer and, thus, realizes a 
domain-specific frontend for a generic Software Product Line Engineering tool. This allows domain 
experts such as Pipeline Designers or Infrastructure Administrators to exploit the benefits of 
powerful and rather generic toolset without interacting with concepts and techniques of Software 
Product Line Engineering, configuration modelling or code generation.  

The next two subsections summarize the capabilities of the QM-IConf tool at the end of the 
QualiMaster project (Section 2.4.1) and its improvements since Deliverable D4.3 (Section 2.4.2). 
The final part (Section 2.4.3) presents the overall realization status of the tool. 

2.4.1 Main Functionality of QM-IConf 

The QM-Conf tool facilitates the configuration of the infrastructure, processing pipelines, and 
adaptation capabilities. Further it provides capabilities to control and to monitor active pipelines 
during their execution. In this section we briefly summarize the main functionality of QM-IConf: 

● QM-IConf enables the configuration of the QualiMaster infrastructure. This comprises the 
definition of data types to be transferred in the data streams, artifact repositories, cluster 
machines, reconfigurable hardware, algorithms, and algorithm families. An integrated code 
analysis component (see D4.2 for details) supports the user in the configuration of 
algorithms. The component analyses the selected Maven artifact containing the algorithm 
implementation and configures automatically input tuples, output tuples, and adaptable 
parameters. For software-based algorithm a manifest file declaring the algorithm classes is 
sufficient, as the remaining information can be obtained from the implementation 
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considering the generation principles for algorithm interfaces. For hardware-based 
algorithms, a complete manifest file indicating input and output types is required. The 
included IVML reasoner (see D4.2 and D4.3) is able to detect inconsistent configuration 
settings and marks erroneously configured items directly in the corresponding editors. 

● The graphical drag & drop pipeline editor facilitates the configuration of processing 
pipelines. Figure 2 illustrates the use of QM-IConf for designing the Time Travel pipeline, 
one of the most recent complex (cyclic) pipelines created by the QualiMaster partners. As 
discussed in Section 2.1, from the point of view of the most Software Product Line 
approaches, pipelines representing topologies are out of scope. The ability of defining the 
structure of such topologies, their validity in terms of constraints and, in particular, their 
configuration is novel in the area product line engineering [4, 12]. Besides top-level 
pipelines, in particular, complex distributed algorithms can be modelled as sub-pipelines 
(exhibiting processing elements as pipeline connections as discussed in D4.3). These sub-
pipelines can then be utilized as specific members in algorithm families and so seamlessly 
be exchanged akin to plain Java algorithms, manually implemented distributed algorithms 
or hardware-based co-processor algorithms. The ability to execute and manage sub-
pipelines is a novel and innovative capability of the QualiMaster infrastructure (more details 
in Sections 3.1 and 4.1), in particular to optimize the overall resource usage in a cluster by 
running only the actually required processing elements. Regarding pipelines, the reasoner 
is also able to detect erroneously configured pipelines based on topological constraints 
(see D4.2 and Section 2.1) and to mark the involved pipeline elements or data flows 
directly in the graphical pipeline editor to ease the work of the Pipeline Designer. 

● Algorithms and pipelines are built and deployed automatically as part of the continuous 
integration using the QualiMaster infrastructure instantiation process (Section 2.3). While 
this is desirable for pipelines and algorithms in development, it can be an obstacle in a 
production environment. Thus, QM-IConf also acts as a frontend for the (stable) pipeline 
elements repository, i.e., the user can explicitly deploy a pipeline into an extra repository to 
separate stable pipelines from pipelines those that are under development (see D4.3). 

● The tool further provides runtime functionality as a frontend to an installed QualiMaster 
infrastructure. On the one side, the user can start and stop individual pipelines without 
logging onto the cluster. To avoid interference with the adaptation, QM-IConf does not 
provide runtime commands such as explicitly changing algorithms, parameters or enabling 
load shedding. If absolutely required, this can be done (as administrative user) using 
cluster commands (depending on the installation). Moreover, QM-IConf allows monitoring 
pipelines during their execution. On the one side, pipeline elements are coloured in the 

 

Figure 2: Designing the (cyclic) Time Travel Pipeline in QM-IConf. 
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pipeline editor based their resource utilization as a quick overview on the actual runtime 
state of the respective pipeline. On the other side, a more detailed runtime view displays 
the current status of the entire infrastructure, individual pipelines and pipeline elements. 
There, the user (Pipeline Designer, Adaptation Manager, and Infrastructure Administrator) 
can combine selected observables for the pipelines and pipeline elements of interest into a 
runtime graph view, showing the execution and the evolution of the observables as time 
series graphs. As the graph views can be separated from the main QM-IConf user interface 
into individual windows and the runtime view settings can be persisted, the user can define 
an individual runtime cockpit to observe the pipeline execution and adaptation activities and 
to identify bottlenecks during the execution.  

2.4.2 Improvements over D4.3 

The QM-IConf tool was mostly feature complete as described in Deliverable D4.3 in order to 
enable the QualiMaster partners to create the planned complex pipelines, such as the time travel 
pipeline (Figure 2). As also indicated in D4.3, at that point in time not all requirements and use 
cases for QM-IConf were realized. This was in particular true for UC-AM3 and UC-AM4, but not for 
UC-PA12 and UC-PA13 which we identified to be pure administrative infrastructure functionalities 
of the QualiMaster infrastructure, i.e., as out of scope of QM-IConf. We used the time since D4.3 to 
realize the missing functionality and we continued the development of QM-IConf to improve the 
usability of the tool and its functionality along with the evolving Configuration (Meta) Model. In this 
section, we give an overview about the improvements since Deliverable D4.3. 

Configuring the adaptive behaviour as well as adding additional observables to the infrastructure 
was identified in D4.3 as incomplete functionality of QM-IConf. In particular, we deferred these 
functions until the Adaptation Layer and the related adaptation scripts make use of this information 
to improve the alignment of the related development tasks. In its final version, QM-IConf provides 
support for 

● Defining new observables using the extensible pipeline probing framework of the 
QualiMaster infrastructure introduced in D5.4. This functionality realizes UC-AM1 from 
D2.1. 

● Three forms of defining and changing the adaptive behaviour: 

○ Enabling and disabling individual adaptation strategies and tactics. This capability 
was requested in D1.2 by the industrial QualiMaster partners to have a simple way 
of influencing the adaptive behaviour, i.e., to quickly disable too flexible functionality 
for a certain application setting without digging into the adaptation code (REQ-C-14 
in D4.1 as refinement of UC-AM6 in D1.2). 

○ Defining weights for the individual observables to be taken up by the adaptation 
scripts. Defining weights requires more insight into the adaptive behaviour, but still 
without knowing the detailed execution paths. This, this is a second form of realizing 
REQ-C-14 in D4.1 as requested by the industrial partners. These weights are used 
to rank alternative Algorithm Profiles against each other and support linear (the 
higher the better) as well as inverse (the lower the better) weighting. It is important 
to mention that QM-IConf must synchronize both, configured observables and their 
weights, i.e., the number of observables must always match the amount of 
configurable weights. This is important as observables and weights are defined by 
two different user roles in two separate configuration modules (observables and 
adaptation in Section 2.1), i.e., two separate QM-IConf editors. 
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○ Finally, a user can influence, change, extend and refine the adaptive behaviour by 
modifying the rt-VIL scripts through the integrated rt-VIL editor. This functionality 
exists since the realization of the very first version of rt-VIL in the first year of the 
project.  

● The runtime user interface has been improved, regarding both, functionality and 
performance. For example, we stabilized and extended the functionality for creating user-
specific dashboards and allow the user to express preferences in pipeline colouring. 
Moreover, the performance of updating the runtime user interface has been increased by 
factor 31. 

● For deriving the model statistics discussed in Section 2.1 and 2.2, we extended the 
underlying Software Product Line Toolset EASy-producer by functionality for calculating 
customizable model statistics and refined this functionality in QM-IConf for the QualiMaster 
Configuration (Meta) Model. We included the functionality into the QM-IConf user interface, 
easing the collection of model statistics as given in Section 2.1 and 2.2. Figure 3 illustrates 
an example of the QualiMaster specific model statistics. 

2.4.3 Realization status of Requirements from D1.2 
This section indicates the actual realization state with respect to the requirements for QM-IConf 
given in D1.2. We categorize the realization state in terms of three categories, namely: 

● Full support: The realization is done and considered to be production ready. Improvements 
may happen due to the identification of improvements. 

● In progress: The realization is actually in progress, but already left the basic state. 

 

Figure 3: QualiMaster-specific model statistics provided by QM-IConf  
through EASy-Producer. 
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● No support planned: There is a use case indicated in D1.2, but the use case indicates that 
no specific tool support is required. 

Table 1 summarizes the realization state. 

Identifier Name Realization state 

UC-PD1 Define new pipeline Full support, including sub-pipelines 
for distributed algorithms 

UC-PD2 Modify pipeline definition Full support, including sub-pipelines 
for distributed algorithms 

UC-PD3 Delete pipeline definition Full support, including sub-pipelines 
for distributed algorithms 

UC-AM1 Define quality parameters of 
processing elements 

Full support in terms of user-defined 
constraints 

UC-AM2 Define pipeline quality 
characteristics 

Full support in terms of user-defined 
constraints 

UC-AM3 Define reactive adaptation 
rules 

Full support on three levels: 1) 
enabling / disabling runtime 
strategies and tactics, 2) configuring 
adaptation weights, 3) changing 
adaptation rules using the rt-VIL 
editor 

UC-AM4 Define proactive adaptation 
rules 

Full support on three levels: 1) 
enabling / disabling runtime 
strategies and tactics, 2) configuring 
adaptation weights, 3) changing 
adaptation rules using the rt-VIL 
editor 

UC-AM5 Monitor execution of 
adaptation rules 

Full support, user-defined display of 
execution state from multiple 
perspectives 

UC-AM6 Change adaptation settings Full support 

UC-PA1 Define platform quality 
parameters 

Full support, in addition to 
predefined quality parameters 

UC-PA2 Modify platform quality 
parameters 

Full support, in addition to 
predefined quality parameters 

UC-PA3 Add data processing 
algorithm 

Full support, including take-over of 
configuration information from 
artifact 

UC-PA4 Modify data processing 
algorithm 

Full support 

UC-PA5 Add Hardware-based Data 
Processing algorithm 

Full support, including take-over of 
configuration information from 
artifact 
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Identifier Name Realization state 

UC-PA6 Modify Hardware-based 
Data progressing algorithm 

Full support 

UC-PA7 Configure Pipeline Sources 
and Sinks 

Full support 

UC-PA8 Start Pipeline Full support 

UC-PA9 Stop Pipeline Full support 

UC-PA10 Configure QualiMaster 
Platform for Software-based 
Execution 

Full support 

UC-PA11 Configure QualiMaster 
Platform for Hardware-
based Execution 

Full support 

UC-PA12 Start QualiMaster Platform no UI support planned, realization 
via command line / operating 
system service 

UC-PA13 Stop QualiMaster Platform no UI support planned, realization 
via command line / operating 
system service 

UC-PA14 Instantiate Platform Full support 

UC-PA15 Monitor Execution Full support, user-defined display of 
execution state from multiple 
perspectives 

Table 1: Realization state of use cases from D1.2. 

In summary, the consortium collected 24 use cases for QM-IConf, out of which 22 have been fully 
realized. For 2 use case, no support by QM-IConf is needed, namely infrastructure start-up and 
shutdown. The reason for this decision is that different operating system versions provide different 
mechanisms of starting services and so the realization is installation dependent. Moreover, if not 
already provided by the operating system, further service daemons would be needed to enable 
remote execution of the respective commands. In summary, the realization of QM-IConf fulfils the 
use cases and requirements defined in D1.2. 

2.5 Fulfilment of Requirements 

D1.2 and, in more detail, D4.1, define the overall requirements for the QualiMaster configuration 
approach. In Section 2.4.3, we already reviewed the use cases for QM-IConf and concluded that 
all relevant use cases are implemented. In this section, we focus on the global requirements. Table 
2 summarizes the implementation state for the configuration requirements at the end of the project. 
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Identifier Summary State 

REQ-C-1 The application user 
does not need to know 
about the infrastructure 
configuration. 

The permission management of QM-IConf prevents 
application users to access the infrastructure 
configuration. Stakeholder applications can be designed 
with little configuration knowledge (D6.3) supported 
since D4.3 by pipeline setup information and 
stakeholder application users don’t interfere with the 
infrastructure configuration. 

REQ-C-2 The Platform 
Administrator must be 
able to configure the 
physical cluster 
compute resources. 

The resource pool allows configuring the physical 
compute resources for cluster machines. The QM-IConf 
permission management limits this functionality to 
Platform Administrators. 

REQ-C-3 The Platform 
Administrator must be 
able to configure the 
reconfigurable 
hardware units. 

The resource pool allows configuring the physical 
compute resources for reconfigurable hardware nodes. 
The QM-IConf permission management limits this 
functionality to Platform Administrators. 

REQ-C-4 The Platform 
Administrator must be 
able to configure the 
data sources, each 
potentially with different 
data type. 

The data management module of the QualiMaster 
Configuration Meta Model allows configuring data 
sources with ingested data tuples. The QM-IConf 
permission management limits this functionality to 
Platform Administrators. 

REQ-C-4 The Platform 
Administrator must be 
able to configure the 
data sinks, each 
potentially with different 
data type. 

The data management module of the QualiMaster 
Configuration Meta Model allows configuring data sinks 
with individual input / output tuples. The QM-IConf 
permission management limits this functionality to 
Platform Administrators. 

REQ-C-5 The Platform 
Administrator must be 
able to configure the 
data storage including 
historical data. 

The data management module of the QualiMaster 
Configuration Meta Model allows configuring persistent 
data elements for this purpose. The configuration 
approach infers the input / output tuples from the use of 
the data storage in the respective pipeline. The QM-
IConf permission management limits this functionality to 
Platform Administrators. 

REQ-C-7 The Platform 
Administrator must be 
able to administrate 
software-based and 
hardware-based 
algorithms with 
input/output types. 

The processing pipeline elements repository module of 
the QualiMaster Configuration Meta Model allows 
configuring software- and hardware-based algorithms, 
each with individual input/output types. The QM-IConf 
permission management limits this functionality to 
Platform Administrators. 

REQ-C-8 The Platform 
Administrator must be 
able to administrate the 
pool of algorithm 
families. 

The processing pipeline elements repository module of 
the QualiMaster Configuration Meta Model allows 
(explicitly) configuring algorithm families, each with 
individual input/output types. Algorithm families lead to 
programming language interfaces used for realizing 
algorithms. The QM-IConf permission management 
limits the configuration of families to Platform 
Administrators. 

REQ-C-9 The Pipeline Designer 
must be able to define 

The processing pipeline repository module of the 
QualiMaster Configuration Meta Model allows 
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Identifier Summary State 

the structure of data 
processing pipelines. 

configuring data processing pipelines in terms of data 
flow graphs / topologies as well as linking data sources, 
algorithm families and data sinks. QM-IConf allows 
graphical drag & drop composition of data processing 
pipelines. The QM-IConf permission management limits 
the configuration of families to Pipeline Designers. 

REQ-C-10 The Pipeline Designer 
must be able to execute 
a static feasibility 
analysis for the defined 
data processing 
pipelines. 

The QualiMaster Configuration Meta Model consists of 
various types of constraints defining the static feasibility. 
The IVML reasoner of EASy-Producer can analyze the 
fulfilment of the constraints and indicate errors, even in 
the graphical pipelines (D4.2 and D4.3). This 
functionality is available to all QM-IConf users. 

REQ-C-11 The Adaptation Manager 
must be able to specify 
means for measuring 
quality parameters. 

The QualiMaster Configuration Meta Model supports 
configuring the extensible pipeline probe framework 
(D5.4) through its Monitoring Layer module. This 
functionality is in QM-IConf only available to the 
Adaptation Manager. 

REQ-C-12 The Adaptation Manager 
must be able to define 
prediction 
mechanisms for 
proactive adaptation. 

The Adaptation Manager can apply infrastructure 
prediction mechanisms in the rt-VIL adaptation scripts, 
influence the weighting of the prediction or disable 
individual adaptation strategies or tactics. This 
functionality is in QM-IConf only available to the 
Adaptation Manager. 

REQ-C-13 The Adaptation Manager 
must be able to define a 
set of “adaptation 
rules”. 

The Adaptation Manager can define “adaptation rules” 
through the rt-VIL adaptation scripts and disable 
individual adaptation strategies or tactics. This 
functionality is in QM-IConf only available to the 
Adaptation Manager. 

REQ-C-14 The Adaptation Manager 
must be able to specify 
high-level adaptation 
settings. 

The Adaptation Manager can configure adaptation 
settings (runtime variables) through the Adaptation 
Layer module of the QualiMaster Configuration Model in 
terms of observable weights or enabling / disabling 
adaptation strategies or tactics. This functionality is in 
QM-IConf only available to the Adaptation Manager. 

REQ-C-15 The QualiMaster 
infrastructure must 
provide support for the 
execution and 
optimization of multiple 
pipelines. 

The QualiMaster infrastructure provides support for the 
adaptive execution of pipelines (D4.2, D4.3, D5.2, D5.3 
and D5.4) as well as mechanisms for cross-pipeline 
adaptation (D4.3 and Section 3.6). 

Table 2: Fulfilment of requirements for the QualiMaster configuration approach. 

We conclude that the QualiMaster configuration approach fulfils all the requirements from D1.2 and 
D4.1. As discussed above, the QualiMaster configuration approach contributed novel scientific 
aspects as documented in the referenced papers, in particular to topological configuration model, 
domains-specific configuration and model-based instantiation of complex (topological) software 
product lines, here for Big Data stream processing applications. 

2.6 Experience and Discussion 
In this section, we report on the experiences that WP4 made in realizing and applying the 
configuration and the model-based generation approach to QualiMaster pipelines. We base this 
discussion on feedback that we received from our partners, e.g., as part of meetings, configuration 
workshops or personal discussions. Moreover, we performed an anonymous user evaluation of the 
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configuration approach and its tooling involving the parts of the QualiMaster project. We will 
provide a discussion of the results in D6.4. In this section, we structure the discussion of our 
experience in chronological fashion, ranging from the initial phase of the project, the introduction of 
the model-based approach, its application and its evolution over time. We conclude this section 
with a summary of the fulfilled requirements. A short version of this discussion is part of [11]. 

At the beginning of the project, more precisely during the project kick-off, the data engineers 
from WP2 and WP3 playing the role of Algorithm Providers and Pipeline Designers were rather 
sceptical about the idea of a model-based approach. As far as we can see, the reason was that 
such an approach was rather unfamiliar to most of them. Also, defining a “configuration” from 
technical point of view is typically considered as a the activity of writing a kind of property file using 
a text editor rather than utilizing a typed model with complex configuration options including 
pipeline topologies through a sophisticated graphical tool. 

As the foundation for the configuration and generation approach already existed before the project 
in terms of the languages that we applied (IVML, VIL, VTL) and the EASy-Producer toolset, we 
were able to provide an initial version of the configuration meta model, an initial configuration as 
well as an initial generative instantiation already after some months of the project, more precisely, 
during the Chania meeting in the first project year. Here, the feedback was encouraging as the 
meta model appeared to be reasonable and already based on the underlying technology. 
However, as also mentioned in D4.1, the table-based configuration approach of the EASy-
Producer user interface was not considered as comfortable. Here, the idea of a graphical frontend 
allowing the user to configure the infrastructure and to compose pipelines in a more guided and 
drag-and-drop fashion came up and was welcomed by the partners. For the next meeting, WP4 
was able to present the very first version of QM-IConf including the graphical pipeline editor, the 
validation of configurations and the model-based instantiation. As discussed in the deliverables of 
WP, QM-IConf evolved over time, also requiring a more rigid approach to testing and quality 
control after the first evaluation phase. 

To support our partners applying the approach, we gave some hands-on workshops introducing 
the concepts, the configuration process, QM-IConf and how to implement the component 
interfaces generated during the infrastructure instantiation process. While the workshops were 
appreciated, the data engineers were puzzled about the enforced type safety as this is not required 
by Storm. Moreover, they perceived the idea of generating component interfaces rather than ones 
defined the by developers as rather strange. This may partially be due to the fact that the data 
engineers at that time focused more on the data processing rather than the dynamic exchange of 
data processing algorithms within a family, which requires common interfaces, and that generated 
code must rely on interfaces harnessing the implementation in a way that integration is fostered. 
After their first modelled pipelines were successfully generated and executed, the data engineers, 
who now started to fill the role of Pipeline Designers, used the configuration and generation 
approach in their practical work. Thereby, as reported in personnel discussions, they started 
focusing on the algorithm side rather than on pipeline realization aspects shielded by our 
approach. In this phase we received a lot of feedback on desired features, relevant configuration 
settings that we missed initially, but also on problems in QM-IConf and the generation, which 
helped us stabilizing the approach. For example, as described in D4.2 and D4.3, we revised the 
structure of the configuration model (data engineers working on the hardware side were confused 
by having the software configuration options in the same editor) and we added functionality for 
documentation indicating the background and rationales for configuration options. However, we 
were not able to realize all feature requests. One data engineer requested to perform an instant 
validation of the pipelines while drawing the flows in pipelines. At that point in time, the IVML 
reasoner was not fast enough for online validation. However, also with the improved reasoner 
(D4.3), we considered this obvious way of realizing this functionality as a workaround, as a correct 
implementation would require a change of concepts in EASy-Producer, namely to collect and 
assign all constraints for a certain configuration variable and to evaluate them rather than 
performing a reasoning on the full configuration. We considered this as out of scope. 

In later phases of the project, the data engineers acknowledged the structuring effect of the 
interfaces of the algorithm families and the QualiMaster infrastructure on their work as well as the 
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usefulness of typed data items. During these discussions, they also rediscovered the capability of 
QualiMaster pipelines to support simple Java algorithms in contrast to complex sub-topologies they 
tended to realize in the first year of the project. Here, the Algorithm Providers acknowledge the 
ease of the approach and the type-safety of the family interfaces, which reduce the need for error-
prone type casting. Moreover, as some data engineers never looked until then into the generated 
pipeline code and inspected how the family interfaces are used by the generated code, they were 
surprised about the ”magic” of transparent data serialization or parameter changes. It became 
obvious to them that here the generated code avoided tedious and error prone implementation 
tasks on their side. During the second project year, the data engineers also understood that 
realizing more complex parts of a pipeline manually would probably lead to a higher error rate. 
Examples are efficiently switching among alternative complex data processing algorithms at 
runtime [21, 22] (see also D4.2) or integrating hardware-based algorithms into the software side in 
a generic manner. Based on this insight, the value of the automated code generation of 
QualiMaster pipelines increased. This experience is a clear indication that the model-based 
generation successfully shields data engineers from complex development tasks. It also helps 
avoiding tedious and error prone programming work, such as data serialization code for Storm 
(pure Java) or hardware-based algorithms, which must be programming language independent as 
hardware-based algorithms are typically implemented in C (D3.3 and D3.4).  

However, we also noticed negative effects during integration phases: Modelling and code 
generation became the centre of the integration work and, in particular, integrating changes in 
models by different partners at the same time and fixing issues in the generated code significantly 
increased the workload in WP4. Although the data engineers also provided configuration 
fragments for the hardware configuration directly in IVML, we did not manage motivating the data 
engineers to modify the generation templates directly. In particular, in case of simple problems in 
the generated pipelines, this could have helped reducing the overall integration and 
communication effort. 

The realization work in the QualiMaster project followed agile ideas as already prescribed in the 
DoW, i.e., changing and restructuring code to introduce new or advanced capabilities is not 
unusual. In addition to the algorithms, also the meta model, the pipeline configuration and the code 
generation undergo an evolution. According to our experience, model-based generation helps 
here to quickly and consistently deploy changes and enhancements in a consistent manner across 
a set of pipelines. This releases the data engineers / Algorithm Providers from maintaining pipeline 
code over time. Of course, they still have to maintain and optimize the functionality and 
performance of their algorithms. However, also bugs or performance issues can easily be 
deployed into multiple pipelines in an accidental fashion. Small bugs and issues can have 
extremely big effects, in particular as their impact is replicated across all generated pipelines. To 
be able to revert to previous states, we maintained as part of the evolution of the infrastructure 
instantiation old versions of the model and the generation templates in the project’s SVN. 
Moreover, we maintained also old generation functionality, which can either be enabled as 
generation alternatives through the configuration or by explicit constants in the instantiation scripts. 

An important support mechanism for (distributed) development is continuous integration. We 
apply continuous integration to both, the code base for the algorithm components as well as the 
configuration model / code generation using a headless version of EASy-Producer. This ensures 
the deployment of up-to-date pipelines and acts as an early indicator of integration problems, such 
as accidental changes in the models and templates. It is important to mention that intensive unit 
tests for infrastructure components (we run about 12 different testing pipelines in local mode as 
unit tests on the continuous integration server) as well as the configuration model increase the 
overall build time. Just for illustration, in November 2016, a full build took around 91 minutes, 
including 16 minutes for EASy-Producer, 25 minutes for the QualiMaster infrastructure, 5 minutes 
for QM-IConf and 46 minutes for the algorithms and the Configuration Model including 
infrastructure instantiation and adaptation tests. Although initially the data engineers complained 
about the build error mails sent by the continuous integration server, they now even miss its 
absence, e.g., in case of network problems or during server maintenance. However, waiting for 
completely built data processing pipelines (as well as for the complete deployable QualiMaster 
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infrastructure) affects the round-trip times. Thus, the partners found a pragmatic way. For 
identifying and solving issues and bugs it became faster to change and modify (even the 
generated) code locally, to perform intensive testing and to integrate the changes back into the 
configuration, the algorithms or the generation templates. From a quality assurance perspective, 
also regression tests on the pipelines themselves would have been important. However, these 
tests would have multiplied the overall build time and there would have been the need for (black-
box tests) of the pipelines as well as for a dedicated cluster to run the generated pipelines in 
distributed fashion as part of the continuous integration. As this would have exceeded the overall 
resources of the project (although it was in discussion), all partners decided to test the generated 
pipelines upon integration and synchronization points in a manual fashion.  

For providing a stable version of QM-IConf, we duplicated the configuration model into a stable 
and a development model (see also D4.3) and intensified the testing after D6.2. The stable model 
is used by the released version of QM-IConf while the development model by the nightly builds and 
the development version of QM-IConf. Although this provided stability to the partners, it also 
included efforts in synchronizing the models regarding relevant configuration settings but also 
updated capabilities. In particular during the integration phases this required patching the stable 
model by important improvements in the development model so that the data engineers playing the 
role as Pipeline Designers were able to safely go on defining new pipelines, modifying the 
configuration for test and experiment purposes and generating pipelines for testing and 
experiments. 

Based the experience that WP4 made during the project, we conclude that a model-based 
configuration approach has several positive effects on the development of configurable and 
adaptive Big Data streaming applications. Technical benefits include avoiding issues of manually 
implementing schematic code such as serializers, easing and speeding up the realization of 
complex structures, e.g., switching among alternative distributed algorithms or consistently 
changing and evolving code over time. This allows data engineers / Algorithm Providers to 
concentrate at a certain point in time on task-specific competences, e.g., developing new data 
analysis algorithms and composing them to QualiMaster data analysis pipelines. In our case, the 
more the data engineers worked with the approach, the more their confidence in stability and 
correctness increased. However, this also requires an increasing level of quality assurance, 
responsiveness and support among the partners to avoid that potential issues affect the achieved 
trust, in particular during integration and evaluation phases. 
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3 Adaptation 
Adaptive execution of data processing pipelines in QualiMaster aims at sustaining and improving 
the data processing even if the context changes, e.g., the input data streams or the resource 
situation on the cluster due to the execution of other pipelines. Adaptation in QualiMaster relies on 
the configuration model, which prescribes possible adaptations (adaptation space) in terms of 
runtime variables and constraints. The core idea is to use a single model for characterizing the (re-
)configuration options before and at runtime. The QualiMaster approach is one of the first 
approaches providing such a seamless integration [7]. 
The QualiMaster adaptation approach uses various techniques and adaptation mechanisms 
combining reactive, proactive, cross-pipeline and reflective adaptation. Figure 4 gives an overview 
of all available adaptation techniques according to the point in time when they can be applied, i.e., 
in terms of the extended pipeline lifecycle introduced in D5.4. A starting, running or stopping 
pipeline undergoes a series of lifecycle states.  

● A pipeline start is requested by a command issued by the Infrastructure Administrator. If not 
already running, this starts the lifecycle of the requested pipeline. The Checking and 
Checked states allow validating the expected resource consumption of a starting pipeline 
with respect to the available resources in the cluster at this point in time, i.e., before 
assigning resources and rendering the pipeline to the cluster. Pipelines with unrealistic 
resource demands are rejected and their lifecycle ends here. During the Checking phase, 
the cross-pipeline adaptation can scale the starting as well as running pipelines to better 
use the available resources, e.g., to scale up the starting pipeline or to move resources 
between starting and running pipelines (see Section 3.6 for details).  

● The Starting, Created and Initialized state guideline the adaptive start-up of a 
QualiMaster pipeline, i.e., to dynamically decide which algorithms shall be used already 
from the beginning of the execution of a pipeline. This decision also depends on the actual 
resource usage in the cluster, e.g., whether hardware resources are free to utilize 
hardware-based algorithms. Data processing starts if all algorithms are assigned as then 
the infrastructure opens the data sources and connects the data sinks. This also avoids the 

 

Figure 4: Adaptation overview in terms of the extended pipeline lifecycle 
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typical start-up fluctuations in throughput and latency that happen during a default Strom 
start-up, which can have negative impact on the adaptation results. 

In the Started state, we use Storm to render the pipeline to the cluster according to the 
previously acknowledge resource allocation. As soon as the pipeline components are 
available (Created state), the Adaptation assigns the initial algorithms and algorithm 
parameters. Therefore, we consider the Algorithm Profiles (Section 3.5.2), the available 
resources or the configured default algorithms per family. Implicitly, the adaptation decides 
about the use of alternative sub-pipelines representing complex, distributed algorithms. As 
mentioned in Section 2.3, the QualiMaster infrastructure offers two integration modes for 
sub-pipelines, tight and loose integration. A tightly integrated pipeline uses the resources 
required by all alternative algorithms all the time, which may be an option for simple 
pipelines. In loose sub-pipeline integration (see D4.3), sub-pipeline algorithms are executed 
as separate Storm topologies avoiding the static resource allocation for a pipeline laid out 
pipeline with all alternatives. In the loose case, the infrastructure starts now the assigned 
sub-pipelines, each following an own (simplified) lifecycle. From the perspective of the main 
pipeline, the start-up of the sub-pipelines defers the ending of the Created state until the 
sub-pipelines are ready for running. As soon as all processing elements and algorithms are 
initialized, the infrastructure switches the pipeline into the Initialized state, which signals 
the Data Management Layer to connect the data sources, the Monitoring Layer to observe 
the running pipeline and the Adaptation Layer to start processing adaptation events for this 
pipeline. 

● In the Started state, the pipeline is processing data and results can be passed to the 
stakeholder applications. During the Started state, a combination of all QualiMaster 
adaptation mechanisms, namely reactive (Section 3.4), proactive (Section 3.5) and cross-
pipeline adaptation (Section 3.6) is utilized. Reactive resource constraints as well as 
Source Volume Prediction (Section 3.5.1) can trigger adaptive decision making including 
chains of potential adaptation tactics such as (cross-pipeline) resource migration, algorithm 
change (considering available resources and predictive Algorithm profiles), data replay 
adjustment and, ultimately, load shedding. Moreover, reactive user-defined algorithm 
constraints can indicate unavailable algorithms requesting a change of algorithms (also 
considering predictive Algorithm profiles). In addition, user requests to algorithm parameter 
change (including feasibility checking utilizing the Source Volume Prediction) and algorithm 
change (including resource feasibility checking) can influence the execution of the data 
processing at runtime. Finally, the respective adaptive is realized by the various enactment 
mechanisms (Section 3.2) and the adaptive crawling (Section 3.3) 

● Ultimately, the Infrastructure Administrator can request stopping a pipeline through an 
infrastructure command. Now, the main pipeline first goes into the Stopping state, which 
signals all Infrastructure Layers that the pipeline is about to be stopped and removed from 
the cluster. Now the Adaptation Manager stops processing adaptation events for this 
pipeline, the Monitoring Layer stops observing and aggregating raw monitoring data sent by 
this pipeline and the Data Management Layer disconnects the data sources and sinks. As 
part of the shutdown, loosely integrated sub-pipelines enter the Stopping state, are not 
considered by adaptation and monitoring anymore and, finally, if their infrastructure 
resources have been freed, enter the Stopped state. If all sub-pipelines are stopped and 
the resources of the main pipeline are freed, the main pipeline also enters the Stopped 
state. This allows the cross-pipeline adaptation (Section 3.6) to revisit the actual resource 
usage on the cluster and, if required, to assign more resources to the actually running 
pipelines. 

On top of the pipeline lifecycle and the explained adaptation mechanisms, the reflective adaptation 
(introduced in D4.3, detailed in Section 3.7) analyzes the monitoring and adaptation actions to 
learn patterns for indicating better adaptation options. One potential result is to lower constraint 
thresholds in order to improve the adaptive behaviour of the algorithm switching, i.e., to cause 
switching earlier than needed by the algorithm to reduce the queued data items, which may cause 
peaks during switching.  
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As described in D4.1 and D4.2, the adaptive decision making process is described in the runtime 
Variability Instantiation Language rt-VIL, which has been developed on top of EASy-Producer 
during the QualiMaster project. In contrast to a realization deeply integrated with the Adaptation 
Layer, the use of rt-VIL allows adjusting the adaptive behaviour without changing the source code 
of the QualiMaster infrastructure. 

In this section, we discuss the final state of the QualiMaster adaptation approach in terms of its 
concepts and techniques. We start in Section 3.1 with a discussion of the relation of configuration 
and adaptation as well as recently introduced mechanisms to improve the performance of 
executing the adaptation models. In Section 3.2, we provide a summary of all enactment 
mechanisms researched in QualiMaster and related them to the enactment patterns introduced in 
D4.1. In Section 3.3, we discuss the state of adaptive crawling. In Section 3.4, we summarize the 
reactive adaptation, which also provides a basis for realizing more advanced adaptation 
mechanisms. In Section 3.5, we discuss the state of the predictive adaptation including Algorithm 
Profiles and the Source Volume predictions, two mechanisms aiming at learning when and how to 
switch. In Section 3.6, we provide details on the adaptation of multiple pipelines (cross-pipeline 
adaptation). In Section 3.7 we detail the concepts and the realization of the reflective adaptation. 
Finally, in Section 3.8, we review the actual state with respect to the requirements collected in D4.1 
and, in Section 3.9, discuss experiences with the QualiMaster adaptation approach. Component 
evaluations of the respective implementations will be given in Section 5, evaluations of the 
adaptation scenarios utilizing the QualiMaster pipelines and the full infrastructure will be discussed 
in the upcoming deliverable D6.4. 

3.1 Approach: Relation of Configuration and Adaptation 
As mentioned in Section 2.1 (as well as in previous WP4 deliverables), we consider configuration 
and adaptation (through re-configuration) as two sides of the same medal happening at different 
points in time of the software lifecycle. Configuration defines system properties before runtime and 
instantiation of the configuration leads to instantiated source code (like generating artifacts through 
the QualiMaster infrastructure instantiation, see Section 2.3). Adaptation decides about changing 
system properties at runtime and runtime-instantiation leads to subsequent re-configuration of the 
underlying adaptive system. Following this idea, configuration already prescribes configuration 
options that are, but also are not available at runtime anymore. Moreover, configuration decisions 
can limit adaptation options, and, thus the adaptation space. Thus, configuration information 
becomes an important source of adaptation knowledge at runtime, e.g., in QualiMaster the 
structure of pipelines or the configured alternative algorithms in the algorithm families. According to 
our knowledge, linking both pre-runtime and runtime by seamlessly integrating configuration 
knowledge into adaptive decisions as we do in the QualiMaster project is a novel approach [7] and, 
as we will discuss in Section 3.9, can be of mutual benefit for both, adaptation and configuration. 

 

Figure 5: The unified configuration and adaptation approach in QualiMaster. 
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Figure 5 provides an overview on the unified QualiMaster configuration and adaptation approach. 
The configuration contains configuration options dedicated for runtime, e.g., to store monitored 
information or the results of adaptive decision making (right shaded side of the configuration in 
Figure 5). While these runtime options (variabilities marked for runtime binding time, i.e., in IVML, 
variables marked with an annotation for a certain runtime phase). In contrast to traditional 
configuration variables, for which a value must be assigned before infrastructure instantiation, 
runtime variables can remain unbound until runtime (of course, they may in specific cases also 
have a value before runtime). Runtime variables can be free of any relationship to the remaining 
configuration and represent (parts of) an unbounded adaptation space. Alternatively, they can be 
linked to the configuration or to other adaptation options. For this purpose, we use validation and 
propagation constraints, which are based at least on one runtime variable. As runtime variables 
are (typically) bound at runtime, these constraints are considered undefined before the actual 
value binding and become active at runtime. Such constraints can then propagate values from the 
configuration into runtime variables (including calculation), validate values set at runtime, e.g., 
through adaptive decision making or re-configure the adaptive decision making, e.g., by changing 
configured optimization functions [7]. 

Before runtime, the fixed parts of this configuration are turned into components of the adaptive 
system, in QualiMaster in particular pipeline artifacts created by the infrastructure instantiation and 
used during execution by the QualiMaster infrastructure.  

At runtime, the entire configuration model, in particular the runtime variables and constraints, or as 
discussed as optimization in D4.3 a projection on the relevant information required at runtime, 
become part of the QualiMaster infrastructure. The model is then used in all phases of the adaptive 
execution, in QualiMaster as illustrated in Figure 5, the MAPE-K (Monitoring-Analysis-Planning-
Execution-Knowledge) cycle. During Monitoring, the runtime variables are filled with the observed 
system state. During Analysis, the constraints are evaluated using the IVML reasoner (D4.2, D4.3) 
constraint violations are detected and sent as adaptation events to the Adaptation Layer. During 
Planning, these adaptation events, but also configuration information such as the pipeline 
structures, the configured resource usages, the available processing resources are taken into 
account to make adaptive decisions (as we will detail in the remaining sections of this chapter). 
These decisions lead to changes of runtime variables, e.g., the actual algorithm of a family or the 
actual value of an algorithm parameter, and, after validation of the runtime constraints by the IVML 

 

Figure 6: Overview on the rt-VIL modules constituting the adaptive decision making. 
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reasoner, the changed variables are enacted during the Execution phase. All phases are described 
in terms of an adaptation script given in rt-VIL (introduced in D4.1). Thus, the adaptation 
knowledge consists of configured information as well as monitored and enacted runtime 
information. 

During QualiMaster, we researched this approach, developed the respective components, 
integrated them with the QualiMaster infrastructure and realized the respective adaptation script. 
The QualiMaster adaptation script consists of a set of mutually imported rt-VIL modules illustrated 
in Figure 6. 

● The top-level rt-VIL module defines the strategies and the main entry points into the 
adaptation script. Typically, the strategies differ in the type of adaptation event they handle, 
whereby a strategy can also handle multiple adaptation events through the QualiMaster 
event hierarchy as introduced in D5.2 and D5.3. 

● The Mapping module defines how the monitored system state is turned into IVML runtime 
variables. Having the ability to define this mapping as part of the rt-VIL scripts allows 
keeping the adaptation approach independent of the application field and the underlying 
adaptive system. Alternatively, a specific Java implementation imported into rt-VIL through 
the QualiMaster-EASy-Producer binding library (see D4.2 and D4.3) can be used in order 
to speed up the adaptive decision making. 

● The Tactics module is a breakdown of the potential actions that realize the adaptive 
decisions. As introduced in D4.1, a strategy can be realized by multiple tactics, whereby the 
highest-ranked successfully executed tactic defines the adaptation to be performed. In 
particular, regarding resource adaptation, multiple tactics can be applied, such as resource 
migration, algorithm change, disabling replay or, ultimately, load shedding (see D4.3 for a 
more detailed description) and the respective strategy selects the most appropriate one. 
The tactics module relies on further VIL rules defined by the remaining rt-VIL modules. 

● The Clear module resets all runtime variables of a given pipeline to their initial values 
during start-up and shutdown of a pipeline. An alternative would be, copying the pipeline 
configuration into a runtime copy (as we do for the algorithms, sources and sinks during 
model initialization directly after reading the configuration). However, this requires that 
configuration copy commands are available in VIL, which is currently not the case. 

● The Algorithms module assigns the most appropriate available algorithm to one or more 
pipeline parts. Making this decision includes the information in the algorithm profiles and 
the configured (default) algorithms. However, over time, the resource utilization within a 
cluster changes, in particular if loosely integrated sub-pipelines are executed. So blindly 
changing algorithms is not always possible. Therefore, the algorithms module relies 
(transitively) on the Capacity module to obtain the actual resource usage and the desired 
capacity of a potential algorithm candidate as well as on the scaling module to scale a 
selected candidate into the available cluster resources if needed. 

● The Scaling module determines the scaling factor for scalable pipeline elements and 
applies the scaling factor to an upcoming pipeline (Storm workers, executors and tasks can 
be modified), to a running pipeline (executors and workers can be modified by resource 
migration) or to an upcoming (sub-pipeline) algorithm or a hardware-based algorithm 
(actual parallelization of data receivers and transmitters). 

● The Capacity module performs the resource re-allocation / migration and provides 
mechanisms to collect the actual / required resource usage of pipelines and algorithms. 

● The Enactment module turns changed runtime variables into QualiMaster infrastructure 
commands in order to adapt the running pipelines. 

● The Utils module provides helpful functionality, e.g., to find a pipeline node, to read out or 
change an algorithm parameter, etc. Specific functionality is needed due to the type 
hierarchies in the Configuration Meta Model, e.g., for pipeline nodes or algorithm 
parameters. 
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In summary, the QualiMaster adaptation script consists of 9 modules defining 12 adaptation 
strategies and 20 adaptation tactics. Strategies and tactics can be enabled or disabled through the 
configuration allowing the Adaptation Manager influence on the adaptive behaviour without deeper 
knowledge on its implementation. The rt-VIL modules consist of 2750 lines of rt-VIL code. 

3.2 Enactment Mechanisms 
Enactment mechanisms play an essential role in finally executing different forms of adaptation in 
QualiMaster. In particular, with the overall goal of minimizing the impact on data processing during 
adaptation, enactment mechanisms realize the enactment patterns identified in D4.1 to fulfil the 
adaptation needs of the QualiMaster infrastructure. Starting from the definition of the enactment 
patterns (D4.1) and continuing with their realization and validation (D4.2) afterwards, WP4 
achieved a set of advanced enactment mechanisms for Big Data stream processing (D4.3), which 
enable reactive, proactive, cross-pipeline and reflective adaptation. In this section, we summarize 
the enactment mechanisms researched and realized in the QualiMaster, particularly linking back to 
the enactment patterns we defined in D4.1. Further, we provide an overview on the actual state of 
the literature survey and the switch toolbox started in D4.3.  

The actual enactment mechanisms used in the QualiMaster infrastructure are: 

● Parameter Adaptation: We apply the parameter adaptation on data sources, data sinks 
and data processing algorithms to adapt their behaviours at runtime. This mechanism 
realizes the primary enactment pattern of changing a functional parameter (EP-1 in D4.1). 
The aim of this mechanism is mainly to support pipeline internal and user-triggered 
adaptations in terms of adapting: 

• Data source parameter: Changing a data source parameter, e.g., the Twitter stream 
selection / filtering or the subscription to financial data sources. 

• Algorithm parameter: Changing an algorithm parameter, e.g., the window size of the 
correlation computation for the actual active algorithm. 

• Data sink parameter: Changing a data sink parameter, e.g., the frequency of 
monitoring the data items passed to stakeholder applications. 

Parameter changes are enacted as a coordination command, translated into the distributed 
signal mechanism of Storm via the Zookeepers (see D5.2) and received by the data 
processing components. Along with the instantiation process summarized in Section 2.3, 
we generate the corresponding code to enable parameter changes for each processing 
element, i.e., the code realizing the respective signal reception. Moreover, we generated 
generate code for indicating whether a change was successful or not in terms of an 
infrastructure response event. 

● Data Replay: The data replay mechanism enables stakeholder applications obtaining 
historical pipeline processing results on demand (see D4.3, D2.3, D5.4 and D2.4). This 
requires a set of replay parameters indicating the data to be replayed, e.g., the replay 
speed. From the point of view of enactment patterns, adapting the data replay is also a 
form of changing a functional parameter (EP-1 in D4.1) on specific replay sinks. The 
implementation of the data replay is generated along with the replay sink (Section 2.3) and 
supported by the Data Management Layer. 

● Load Shedding: In order to handle overload situations, we equip either the data source or, 
if required, each pipeline node with a potential load shedder. This mechanism realizes the 
primary enactment pattern of performing load shedding (EP-3 in D4.1). Technically, load 
shedding is realized in terms of a parameter change (EP-1 in D4.1) leading to the 
attachment of a load shedder instance as well as respective parameters indicating the 
intended load shedding (D4.3). During pipeline instantiation, we generate the support of 
load shedding along with the processing elements (Section 2.3). 

● Adaptive Algorithm Assignment: During the start-up of a processing pipeline, we 
adaptively assign the initial algorithms to individual processing components based on the 
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configured algorithm families, the current resource situation and the Algorithm Profiles. The 
aim of this mechanism is to select optimal algorithms from the processing family (EP-2 in 
D4.1). Along with the instantiation processing, we generate the specific code in the 
processing elements to enable the algorithm assignment and to report about the result of 
algorithm assignment, which is important for tracking enactments and for controlling the 
pipeline lifecycle. 

● Algorithm Switch: In QualiMaster, we can switch among alternative algorithms within an 
algorithm family dynamically at runtime to adapt the execution of processing elements as 
needed. This also realizes the algorithm selection pattern (EP-2 in D4.1) and is similar to 
adaptive algorithm assignment, but happens at runtime rather at start-up time of a pipeline. 
One particular situation is that we switch between software- and hardware-based 
processing algorithms (EP-4 in D4.1) to handle high resource demanding situations. Here 
we warm up the target algorithm to reduce the impact of switching on the data processing. 
For example, this is applied to the switch between software- and hardware-based Hayashi-
Yoshida correlation algorithms. The realization of this mechanism is generated along with 
the processing elements of the pipelines as well as the referenced sub-pipelines by 
equipping intermediary nodes (Section 2.3). 

● Processing Parallelization: We adjust the parallelization of processing elements to utilize 
additional resources in parallel in order to speed up data processing or to compensate 
computationally intensive processing elements as needed. This happens during pipeline 
start-up and shutdown (cross-pipeline adaptation, see also Section 3.6) and at runtime, 
e.g., turning sequential Storm tasks into parallelized ones (D4.2, D5.4). However, as 
discussed in D4.2, the options for effectively changing the parallelization at runtime are 
limited due to Storm design decisions. In summary, this mechanism realizes the primary 
enactment pattern EP-5 from D4.1 and realized by extended pipeline options (during start-
up) or based on a respective command handled by the Coordination Layer. 

● Resource Reallocation: To optimize the resource usage among the processing pipelines, 
we also provide mechanisms for changing the resource allocation to compute nodes at 
start-up, during runtime and at shutdown. In particular, this happens by migrating executors 
from shared to individual resources and back (see D4.2, D5.4). Along with this mechanism, 
we realize the primary enactment pattern of migrating the execution of processing tasks 
(EP-6 in D4.1), which is also triggered through a command of the Coordination Layer. 

● Adaptive Monitoring: To reduce the monitoring overhead but also the load on the central 
QualiMaster event bus, we allow changing the monitoring frequency to achieve different 
levels of granularity. This mechanism corresponds to the secondary enactment pattern ES-
6 from D4.1. Technically, it is realized by re-configuring the respective monitoring 
frequencies either on the Monitoring Layer through an event or through a parameter 
change enactment (EP-1 in D4.1) on the processing nodes. On the processing nodes, this 
involves the aggregation / reporting frequency of the generated probes as well as the 
probes inserted by SPASS-Meter through instrumentation. The realization of this enactment 
mechanism partially relies on monitoring probes for individual observables generated along 
with the instantiation process as described in Section 2.3. 

● State Transfer: We provide a state transfer mechanism to improve the enactment of 
stateful algorithms, e.g., with regard to stabilizing processing results earlier. Initially, we 
introduced three different strategies (D4.2), namely warm-up, direct transfer and external 
storage strategy. Due to the specific needs when switching between software-based and 
hardware-based algorithms, which are realized by significantly different state realizations, 
we apply the warm-up strategy during algorithm switch ([20, 21], D4.2, D5.3). Moreover, 
changing the parallelization of the processing as well as reallocating resources utilizes 
direct state transfer based on serializing processing instances of the same type (D5.4). In 
terms of enactment patterns, this enactment mechanism relates to the secondary 
enactment pattern ES-11 from D4.1 used in combination with the mentioned primary 
enactment patterns. The realization of this mechanism is generated along with the sub-
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topologies in pipelines or implemented as part of the infrastructure, here the extension of 
Apache Storm. 

● Data Buffering: We apply data buffering during the algorithm switch to temporarily store 
data items. This allows us to synchronize the processing when the actual switch is 
triggered. Technically, we combine this mechanism with an acknowledgement mechanism, 
currently the one provided by Storm, to ensure the synchronization on each data item 
buffered during the switch (see [20, 21], D4.2, D5.3). The aim of applying this mechanism is 
to avoid data loss and disturbance on the sequence of data items while switching. This 
mechanism corresponds to the secondary enactment pattern ES-1 from D4.1 used in 
combination with the above algorithm switch mechanism. The realization of this mechanism 
is also included while generating the algorithm switch mechanism.  

As summarized above, we realized all primary (mandatory) enactment patterns through specific 
enactment mechanisms. As indicated in D4.1, the secondary enactment patterns are intended to 
be optionally used to support or optimize the primary enactment patterns. Table 3 summarizes the 
relation of enactment mechanisms, primary and secondary enactment patterns as well as their 
validation in previous deliverables. According to need, most of the enactment patterns described in 
D4.1 (except for ES-10 on result setting) have been applied and realized in QualiMaster, either 
through code generation as part of the infrastructure instantiation or by infrastructure operations. 

For identifying alternative adaptation and enactment mechanisms, we are performing since D4.3 a 
systematic literature review on stream processing adaptations. Here, we completed the selection 
of primary studies. Totally, we select 65 papers, namely 26 papers from ACM and 39 from 
ScienceDirect. From the selected papers, we extracted seven categories of stream processing 
adaptations. Five of them, namely parameter adaptation, processing parallelization, resource 
scheduling, load shedding and processing schedule, are already discussed in the initial result 
presented in D4.3. Other further two categories over D4.3 are: 

● Resource scaling aiming at elasticity, i.e., the ability to dynamically scale resource usage 
is found in literature, such as [19]. In QualiMaster, we support similar adaptation through 
start-up scaling and for multiple pipelines through the cross-pipeline adaptation (Section 
3.6). Moreover, we performed additional experiments of dynamically deploying QualiMaster 
pipelines into a Cloud-based infrastructure (see Section 5.6). 

● Another special type of adaptation is switching optimization algorithms to achieve 
optimal processing according to varying stream environments. For example, switching 
replication techniques to meet the current workload characteristics [17]. This type of 

Primary Enactment Patterns Secondary Enactment Patterns Validation 

Parameter Adaptation (EP-1) Algorithm Instantiation (ES-4), Synchronization 
(ES-12), Adapt Monitoring Frequency (ES-6) 

D4.2 

Algorithm Selection (EP-2) Data Buffering (ES-1), Element Bypass (ES-3), 
Algorithm Bind/Unbind (ES-7), Re-route (ES-8), 
ES-12 

D4.2 

Load Shedding (EP-3) ES-3, ES-12 D4.3 

Algorithm Switch (EP-4) ES-1, Hardware Reprogram (ES-2), ES-7, ES-8, 
ES-10, State Transfer (ES-11), ES-12 

D4.2 

Processing Parallelization (EP-5) Parallel Execution (ES-5), Topology Adjustment 
(ES-9), ES-10, ES-12 

D4.2 

Processing Migration (EP-6) ES-1, ES-8, ES-11, ES-12 D4.2, D5.3, D5.4 

Table 3: Overview on enactment mechanisms and enactment patterns. 
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adaptation can be seen similar to our algorithm switching. However, we focus on the switch 
of processing algorithms, including sub

Figure 7 depicts the distribution 
categories that we found, including those from D4.3. As we can see, QualiMaster is support most 
of the known approaches, but, in particular, it combines them into a single data processing 
infrastructure. 
To improve the code generated by the QualiMaster platform instantiation process
experiments with different options of switching
The aim of this toolbox is to ease generation and programming of algorithm switches for stream 
processing applications. Based on the initial design discussed in D5.4 as well as the recent 
support of model-based sub-pipelines, we 
infrastructure changed the infrastructure instantiation to support 
loosely integrated sub-pipelines. This 
into to a more structured and better readable 
with different switch techniques. 

3.3 Adaptive Crawling 

The main idea of the concept of adaptive crawling, introduced in D2.1 and D4.2, consists in 
dynamically updating a list of search terms based on the current input to increase the number of 
relevant tweets crawled over time. 
discussed in Section 3.3 as it facilitates the realization of specific data source parameters, i.e., 
seamlessly and adaptively providing 

In D4.2, we presented an approach for adaptive 
occur with one of the given seed keywords within a time window. To reduce the amount of noise 
introduced by crawling unrelated or ambiguous keywords that are reachable already within a single 
step, in D4.3 we added a post-processing step that validates the keywords using correlation of the 
number of tweets within a time window

The latest advances in adaptive crawling have been achieved in collaboration with the BMBF 
project K33, which focuses on monitori
real-time. Our approach to adaptive crawling has been augmented by using a Bayesian inference 
framework where, after each time
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keywords are relevant for a monitored event are updated according to both recent and newly 
observed evidences. The hashtags
iteration to monitor the event. Moreover, the user can actively assist the al
relevant terms that the system did not discover or remove terms that the system considers 
relevant. A system prototype to support adaptive crawling has been developed jointly within the 
QualiMaster and K3 projects. Figure 
system. On the left-hand panel there are the distributions of the top hashtags present in the 
crawled tweets, the top contributing users and the top mentioned ones. The temporal distribution of 
the crawled tweets (i.e., how many tweets have been created within a time unit) is shown within 
the top-right panel and can be adapted to different time intervals (present and 
granularities. Finally, in the main central panel, the user can inspect the text and other metadata of 
the crawled tweets. 

3.4 Reactive Adaptation

Reactive adaptation aims at identifying a problem, performing an immediate decision on how to re
configure the underlying system and executing that re
deeply into the current system context. The realization of the reflective ada
has been discussed in detail in D4.3. In this section, we briefly summarize o
adaptation and its integration with the other forms of adaptation in QualiMaster.

Basically, reactive adaptation is cause
infrastructure and the pipelines as scope
desired change of data processing, e.g., include a certain 
can be raised by data processing components and, more prominently, by constraints in the 
configuration model. Constraints can be global, e.g., to avoid capacity under
i.e., user-defined, for limiting the applicability of certain algo
by regular monitoring and reported as a trigger to the Adaptation Layer.

With the advent of proactive adaptation mechanisms
source volume prediction, we integrated 
improve the overall adaptation 
validate a potential adaptation decision. For example, in
number of market players, the Adaptation Layer asks the Source Volume Prediction to indicate 
whether the actual change probably leads to a significant increase of 
Similarly, upon algorithm change (either through user trigger or as 
over- or underuse), the Adaptation Layer queries the minimum / expected resource usage of 
candidate algorithms to exclude them as well as the Algorithm Profiles to predict the next 
observable behaviour as a basis for ranking alternative

Figure 8: Screenshot of the adaptive crawling dashboard.
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Also the proactive adaptation mechanisms can become active themselves and use the reactive 
adaptation paths to trigger a potential adaptation. This is in particular true for the Source Volume 
Prediction, which constantly monitors the data source volumes and tries to predict future trends in 
input volumes. If dynamic alarm thresholds are exceeded, an adaptation event with the prediction 
is raised, basically causing a reactive adaptation upon proactive monitoring / analysis. 

3.5 Proactive Adaptation 
Proactive adaptation in QualiMaster consists of two mechanisms aiming at predicting the near 
future behaviour of some components. We focus on the following two mechanisms: 

• The source volume prediction (Section 3.5.1) is informed by the Monitoring Layer about 
actual volume and frequency measures of the pipeline input items produced by the data 
sources. Based on this time series information, the source volume prediction can forecast 
trends based on seen and learned source volumes and warn the infrastructure about 
upcoming problems (proactive adaptation using reactive adaptation as implementation 
mechanism). Moreover, the infrastructure can query the source volume prediction how a 
change in parameters, namely source subscriptions, may change the input load in order to 
take countermeasures.  

• The algorithm profiles (Section 3.5.2) capture the behaviour of individual algorithms with 
respect to the quality parameters defined in D4.1 / D4.2. The profiles can be created before 
execution and deployed with the algorithms or they can be learned during testing on the 
target cluster or during runtime of pipelines. The profiles capture information for distinct 
input rate / parameter combinations, but also allow approximation of so far unseen settings. 
Primarily, the profiles are used in combination with other adaptation forms to determine the 
best algorithm in a current situation from other adaptations, e.g., to react based on 
resource constraints or user requests. 

In this section we summarize the state of these two components and report on recent 
developments and improvements. 

3.5.1 Source Volume Prediction 

The goal of the source volume prediction is to forecast the volume of a given source term (e.g., a 
stock market player in the financial data source) within an immediate future time point, given its 
recent volumes and a prediction model trained on the historical ones. In case high-volumes are 
predicted, alarms are sent to the Adaptation Layer, which can select adaptation strategies 
accordingly. Moreover, even without recent volumes for a given source term (i.e., when such a 
term is not monitored yet), the volume prediction can provide an estimation of the term’s volume at 
a desired time point only based on historical data (on-demand prediction). The method developed 
for source volume prediction has been described and evaluated in D4.3, while its integration has 
been presented in D5.4. Here, for sake of completeness, we provide a summarizing high-level 
overview of the component. 

The prediction method that we apply is aware of the natural temporal ordering of data in time 
series. First, for each time point in the historical data, an augmented pattern is created by 
concatenating the volumes observed at previous points to the current one. Second, we apply a 
standard learning algorithm suitable for regression (Support Vector Regression (SVR) was the 
most accurate one according to our evaluation) on the whole set of augmented samples to learn 
how to weight the different features (i.e., recent volumes) to predict the future volumes. The time 
required to make predictions with the trained model is around few milliseconds, thus making the 
volume prediction applicable at high frequency (even every minute) without being cumbersome for 
the whole platform. The model is retrained daily during the night to keep it updated with new data 
and trends. 

The source volume prediction has been integrated in the QualiMaster infrastructure as part of the 
Monitoring Layer, where it observes the available source(s) and communicates to the Adaptation 
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Layer. Figure 9 shows an overview of the integrated component. We distinguish between 
continuous and on-demand monitoring and subsequent prediction: 

For continuous prediction, every time a source becomes available and is required to be 
monitored, historical data (volumes) for the given source is retrieved and prediction models for 
each term are trained. In case sources manipulate terms in terms of internal ids, which are 
different from their real name (e.g., $AAPL), then an ids-names mapping is required (and provided 
by the data sources). Every time new volume observations are available for one or more source 
terms, the model predicts their volumes at the next time step. If the predicted volume is declared 
as critical, then an alarm is sent to the Adaptation Layer. The criticality of predictions is 
automatically assessed based on how the predicted volume deviates from the recent values. The 
respective adaptation strategy virtually increases the capacity load on the involved components of 
the pipeline paths originating at the data source and, if required, runs tactics for capacity overload, 
in particular, algorithm change or resource migration.  

On-demand prediction occurs if the Adaptation Layer requests for a validation of a data source 
change. Before starting to enact a parameter change to include a new term, e.g., a user-triggered 
adaptation to include more financial market players, the Adaptation Layer asks for an estimation of 
the volume that such a new term would cause and, based on a virtual increase of the load and an 
estimation of the impacts on the data processing (see above), the Adaptation Layer, accepts or 
rejects the parameter change. Therefore, the component also supports an on-demand estimation 
only based on historical data (and not on recent volumes, since the term is not monitored yet). We 
refer to this case as on-demand prediction, since prediction requests are done asynchronously by 
the Adaptation Layer when observations for the given term are not available. 

3.5.2 Algorithm Profiles 

Algorithm profiles aim at capturing the quality-relevant characteristics of individual algorithms in a 
data processing pipeline over time and to provide predictions and foundations for tradeoffs among 
algorithms within an algorithm family. Collecting the characteristics for the performance dimensions 
introduced in D4.1 over time allows applying prediction mechanisms. As introduced in D4.3, we 
utilize an extended Kalman filter per quality parameter. Here, a Kalman filter allows representing 
the observed time series as statistical data, learning and updating this information over time as 
well as predictions for the next points in time. 

 

Figure 9: Overview of the Source Volume Prediction. 
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However, the behaviour of an algorithm and, thus, the observed measurements depend on the 
actual context, i.e., in which pipeline is the algorithm running for which pipeline element, how is the 
input rate provided by the preceding components and which algorithm parameters have been set. 
Thus, for a given pipeline and pipeline element, each algorithm has its own, specific input rate / 
parameter space. Measurements and predictions are done for a specific point within this space. 
This is illustrated by Figure 10.  

The parameter space of an algorithm is defined by p+1 dimensions, i.e., the configured parameters 
of the algorithm (family) and the input rate. Within the parameter space, a single point represents 
an observed operation situation of that algorithm. For such a point, we represent the measured 
observables as time series in terms of Kalman filters (illustrated by the inner coordinate systems 
attached to a single point). To avoid capturing an extreme amount of data, we decided to discretize 
the parameter space, i.e., we do not maintain predictors for each individual possible point of the 
input rate / parameter space rather than for a discrete version of it. The way individual values are 
discretized depends on the value type so that for clusters of points we can even allow a higher 
density of data points. For handling entire pipelines, we defined a data structure representing of 
pipelines, pipeline elements, algorithms as well as points in the input rate / parameter space. We 
introduced this data structure in D5.4. 

For using the algorithm profile data structure as an adaptation component, we integrated it with the 
Monitoring Layer, i.e., on regular basis the observed system state is fed into the algorithm profiles 
and observed values are updated. The observations are collected whenever the infrastructure is 
executing a pipeline. However, when a pipeline is executed first on a certain infrastructure 
installation, e.g., a production cluster, no algorithm profiles are available.  

As an initialization, the infrastructure allows to profile an algorithm, i.e., as discussed in D4.3, a 
specific profiling pipeline is created dynamically on demand. Therefore, the configured algorithm 
family and profiling data bundled with the algorithm are considered, the algorithm is executed and 
profile data is collected. This information can be fed back into the deployed algorithms. The 
infrastructure instantiation combines the information of the different algorithms into a deployable 
pipeline so that the algorithm profiles can be taken up by the infrastructure upon first execution of a 
pipeline / algorithm execution. However, clusters differ in their physical setup so that the initial 
profiles just reflect what has been observed on a similar or different cluster. In particular for 
extremely detailed performance data such as micro-benchmarking in micro- or nanoseconds, 

 

Figure 10: Input rate and parameter space for a specific algorithm including predictors 
for known points and inter/extrapolation for unknown points. 
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significant differences between individual hardware machines may occur [13]. Thus, the initial 
profiles are only considered for the very first adaptive decisions and augmented and updated by 
information observed from the actual cluster installation. Here, also intensive tests with different 
input rates and parameter settings support collecting more detailed profiling. 

The Monitoring Layer allows querying the algorithm profiles, i.e., for a given pipeline, pipeline 
element and, if required also parameter settings, the predicted observables of all known alternative 
algorithms can be returned. Moreover, the predictions for alternative parameter settings can be 
queried. As the infrastructure layers shall be loosely integrated (see D5.2), the Monitoring Layer 
defines events to query such predictions, i.e., another layer, typically the Adaptation Layer, creates 
a prediction request and receives a prediction response in synchronous fashion (akin for the on-
demand Source Volume Prediction discussed in Section 3.5.1). The Adaptation Layer uses this 
information whenever the decision about alternative algorithms / parameters must be made, e.g., 
when initializing the algorithms to be taken during adaptive pipeline start-up or during capacity 
problems to figure out whether a different alternative algorithm from the same algorithm family 
would be better suited for the situation at hands. By observing trends, also an adaptation request 
event could be issued as done by the continuous Source Volume Prediction (Section 3.5.1), but 
this form if application was not in scope of the algorithm profiles so far. 

As an experience from experiments with this approach, we found that the predictions achieve an 
accuracy of more than 85%, even for short data series, quickly changing or fluctuating monitoring 
curves. However, some observables imply a certain value range, e.g., load / capacity, is a derived 
measurement in percentage, e.g., given within [0;1]. Here, unrestricted predictions can easily also 
return values outside the valid range in particular if the observed values are close to the 
boundaries of the interval. Thus, we extended the approach and the architecture introduced in 
D5.4 by observable-specific validators, which take domain knowledge into account and, e.g., 
prevent that load / capacity predictions outside the valid range can occur. 

Due to the collected data, the infrastructure has now information about alternative settings and 
algorithms, but unseen points in the input rate / parameter space can still not be used. To enable 
more adaptation opportunities, we also collect the observed measurements per pipeline element 
and parameter/input rate and construct an approximation of the underlying relation using an 
observable-specific approximator. This is also illustrated in Figure 10, where the blue seen 
parameter points determine a spline curve representing known and unknown relationships. This 
allows inter- and extrapolating unknown points and their relationships such as the green points on 
that curve in Figure 10. So far, we integrated polynomial, harmonic and spline-based 
approximators utilizing the Apache commons Math library4 also providing the implementation of the 
basic Kalman filter (see D4.3). In particular, our (default) spline-based approximator combines 
interpolation on the fitted spline with linear extrapolation. It is important to note that these 
approximators introduce a further degree of freedom for the adaptation as now also unknown and 
untested combinations can be selected as adaptive decisions. For more conservative application 
settings, we allow disabling approximation-based predictions through the infrastructure settings so 
that only known points in the parameter space are considered as adaptation options. 

Figure 11 summarizes the updates in the Algorithm Profiling component in terms of a class 
diagram. New classes are in particular, the validators (center, lower part), the approximators (right 
part) and the storage strategies (center, top left) allowing the approximators to use the same 
storage paths than the algorithm profiles. 

  

                                                
4 http://commons.apache.org/math/  
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Figure 11: Overview of the Algorithm Profiling component. 
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3.6 Cross-pipeline Adaptation 
In contrast to the adaptation techniques discussed before, the cross-pipeline adaptation aims at 
optimizing the execution of multiple pipelines. In this section, we discuss the final approach to 
cross-pipeline adaptation, in particular the underlying the design decisions, the technical 
limitations, the adaptation approach as well as its technical realization. 

As discussed in D4.3, the most important case for cross-pipeline adaptation in QualiMaster is the 
migration of resources among pipelines running in parallel on the same cluster. In particular, this 
includes loose integration of sub-pipelines running as own Storm topologies. As far as possible 
from the point of view of required and available resources, we consider a command to start a 
pipeline issues by the Infrastructure Administrator as imperative. Thereby, we assume that the 
Infrastructure Administrator knows about the current resource situation so that, if somehow 
possible, a requested pipeline start shall be performed although other pipelines are running on the 
same cluster. 

Although cross-pipeline adaptation is an interesting approach to further optimize and balance 
pipeline characteristics, it is also motivated by practical needs, namely to start the same pipeline 
with the same configuration in different clusters providing different resources. In a smaller cluster 
such as TSI Okeanos, running the Hayashi-Yoshida correlation estimator with 14 parallelized tasks 
(on 14 different executors / workers) may be optimal, while on TSI SoftNet using 18 parallelized 
tasks would be better. As the desired number of tasks, executors and workers is typically given in 
terms of constant numbers in the configuration (as supported by QM-IConf), the layout of such 
pipelines would always be sub-optimal for clusters that were not considered during pipeline design. 
One configuration-based solution could be to express the desired number of tasks / executors 
using a formula (supported by IVML) involving the actual cluster size, or, better, the free space in 
the cluster, turning all the involved configuration options into runtime variables. However, such 
formulae are currently not supported for configuration slots in QM-IConf, runtime variables are 
currently not visible in QM-IConf and, further, this approach would increase the required 
knowledge of the Pipeline Designer. 

After several design discussions, WP2 and WP4 decided to indicate the desired, minimum and 
(optional) maximum resource usage per pipeline element in the configuration and to realize the 
logic for checking and scaling pipelines as part of the infrastructure / adaptation script. Although 
(as indicated above), parts of the computation could already be done in the configuration, involving 
the infrastructure and the adaptation is needed for manually implemented distributed algorithms, 
i.e., sub-topologies implemented in terms of Storm concepts on top of the QualiMaster Storm 
Commons library. Please note that this does not apply to configured sub-pipelines, which are 
realized through generation as discussed in Section 2.3. These manually implemented sub-
topologies introduced in the first year of the project are rather specific, as neither their internal 
structure nor their scaling behaviour is recorded in the configuration (just the knowledge that such 
a sub-topology is available as a software algorithm). Thus, specific code to be implemented by the 
Algorithm Provider is needed to define how such a sub-topology processes data and, in particular, 
how it shall be scaled at start-up or during runtime. The latter is rather difficult to generalize, as 
individual sub-topologies may require different scaling behaviour, e.g., the Hayashi-Yoshida sub-
topology allows scalability of the Hayashi-Yoshida bolt, but not of the preceding Mapper bolt (for 
more details see D2.2). This leads to a pipeline-specific functionality, which must either be 
recognized by the configuration or the adaptation. However, the configuration modelling language 
IVML is closed in this regard as it does not supporting language extensions, while VIL and rt-VIL 
are extensible languages. This argumentation led to the decision of focusing on the adaptation 
scripts for realizing the cross-pipeline adaptation rather than on the configuration. 

Based on these design decisions, we extended the Storm Commons library of the QualiMaster 
infrastructure as well as the adaptation scripts to realize the intended form of cross-pipeline 
adaptation. We discuss first our approach to cross-pipeline adaptation detailing the concepts 
presented in D4.3 and provide then some information on the implementation and integration. We 
focus here on scaling pipelines during pipeline start-up (lifecycle phases Starting, Checking and 
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Checked) as well as shutdown (lifecycle phase Stopped) as this refines D4.3. We do not detail the 
migration of executors among pipelines as this was already discussed in D4.3. 

From a technical point of view, we must consider some limitations for scaling pipelines. By 
design invariants of Storm, it is not possible to change the number of tasks (potentially parallelized 
execution units) of a certain processing element at runtime. However, the number of tasks is also 
the upper limit for the number of executors for a topology component, i.e., the maximum 
parallelism. Thus, scaling the number of tasks and enabling more or less parallelism is therefore 
only possible before starting a pipeline, or more precisely, at latest when the Storm components for 
the pipeline are created. During pipeline start-up, the QualiMaster infrastructure passes additional 
pipeline options to the starting pipeline. These pipeline options can contain the actual number of 
workers, executors or tasks superseding the configured numbers. Initially, this mechanism was 
intended for pipeline experiments, used then for algorithm profiling and now can be resembled for 
cross-pipeline adaptation, i.e., we can exploit this mechanism for implementing upwards and 
downwards scalability of a starting QualiMaster pipeline. As mentioned above, at runtime, we 
cannot change the number of tasks anymore, but we can utilize executor migration (D4.2) to 
change the number of tasks assigned to an executor, the number of executors running on a worker 
and, thus, the number of workers. So cross-pipeline adaptation consolidates the use of already 
existing infrastructure mechanisms to achieve a novel form of adaptation. 

We utilize the number of tasks, executors and workers to quantify the resource usage of a pipeline 
and the utilization of a cluster for cross-pipeline adaptation. As mentioned in Section 2.1, we might 
also consider memory requirements and utilization, but from practical experience with memory 
demanding algorithms this is not required for the current QualiMaster pipelines. For quantifying the 
resource use and the scalability of a pipeline, we consider the configured amount of fixed 
(minimum / desired) and scalable tasks, executors and workers as illustrated in Figure 12a) left 
side. The fixed resources are the minimum requirements to start and operate a pipeline, although 
this might not represent the optimal resource conditions. Typically, most processing elements are 
not scalable and operate at the configured number of tasks, while individual processing elements 
can opt for scalability utilizing more or even all cluster resources if permitted. The latter processing 
elements constitute the scalability of a pipeline, more precisely the difference between desired and 
minimum required (fixed) resources. 

 

Figure 12: Cross-pipeline alternatives. 
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We denote the fixed and the scalable resources of a pipeline P as   

 
 

 
with minR(e), desiredR(e) and maxR(e) as minimum, desired and maximum resource usage for 
resources � ∈ {�����, ����	�
��}. Please note that Figure 12 illustrates the concept of fixed and 
scalable resources without explicitly naming the respective resource. 
Similarly, we quantify the actual resource usage of a cluster C as depicted on the right side of 
Figure 12 a). 

with running(C) denoting the running pipelines on cluster C and available(C) the available 
machines of cluster C. For each machine in a cluster, the Infrastructure Administrator defined the 
number of desired (maximum) executors, e.g., based on the number of CPU cores. Moreover, the 
configuration defines the �����������	 ∈ (0; 1) as the percentage of resources reserved for 
adaptation, e.g., enacting switches with warm-up over loosely integrated sub-pipelines. Again, 
Figure 12 just illustrates the concepts without explicitly naming the resource. 

For customizing how pipelines can be scaled into a cluster, we consider several scalability modes. 
A pipeline shall 

• Not be scaled at all,  

• Be scaled so that it fits into the cluster  

• Use all free resources allowed by the cluster according to a cluster allocation mode. 

A cluster can (currently) 

• Provide all free resources, which easily may lead to overscaling as all CPU cores shall be 
used for a pipeline 

• Allocate its free resources in trenches of one executor per machine, i.e., a pipeline may run 
in fractions of all machines across individual CPUs.  

We can imagine further modes, but decided to realize and experiment with the described ones. 
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Upon start-up, four cases for a given cluster C and a starting (sub-)pipeline P in lifecycle phase 
Checking can occur. These cases are also illustrated in Figure 12. The cases are 

1) �������������� + ����������������� 	≤ 	 �������������: The starting pipeline P fits into the free 
resources of the cluster C as illustrated in Figure 12b), even  the scalable resources can be 
allocated. The pipeline is permitted to start as desired and ����������������� can be used 
completely according to the scalability mode of P. The next lifecycle phase of P will be 
Checked. 

2) �������������� + ����������������� 	> 	 ������������� ∧ 	�������������� 	≤ 	 �������������: The 
starting pipeline P does not completely fit into the cluster, but its minimum (fixed) resources 
can be executed within the free resources of cluster as illustrated in Figure 12c). 
Depending on the scalability mode, the pipeline is permitted to execute and the scalable 
resources (tasks, executors, workers) are reduced so that P fits into the free resources of 
C. Running pipelines are not changed by now, rather than we rely on runtime migration of 
the executors to balance the resource usage dynamically as needed. The next lifecycle 
phase of P will be Checked. 

3) �������������� > 	 ������������� ∧ 	�������������� 	≤ 	 ������������� + 	 �����������������: The 
starting pipeline P does not fit into the free resources of the cluster C, in particular the fixed 
resources of P cannot be fulfilled by free resources of the cluster. However, the pipeline 
would fit into the scalable and free resources of the cluster. In this case, we scale down the 
scalable resources of all running pipelines so that at least the minimum required resources 
do fit. If cluster resources remain, scale P into the remaining resources. Moreover, we rely 
on runtime migration of the executors to balance the resource usage dynamically as 
needed. The next lifecycle phase of P will be Checked. 

4) None of the cases above applies, i.e., pipeline P does not fit into the available resources of 
cluster C. Reject pipeline P, i.e., let the adaptation fail, do not switch to lifecycle phase 
Checked and inform the calling processes. 

After shutdown of a pipeline P, if ����������������� 	> 	0	we try to scale the running pipelines 

� ∈ �	�����(�)	with actual resource usage less than ����������������� 	> 	0	in a fair manner into 

�������������, i.e., we determine a scaling plan for all scalable running pipelines and apply 
resource migration to provide a better resource situation for the running pipelines. 

We realized the different cases in terms for rt-VIL strategies for pipeline start-up and shutdown, 
scaling tactics and supporting VIL rules, e.g., for collecting the resource usage. Moreover, scalable 
manually implemented sub-topologies must now implement a specific interface 
(IScalableTopology), which provides a serializable self-contained infrastructure plug-in 

calculating the desired /needed scalability for that sub-topology. These plug-ins are registered 
during the start-up of the pipeline with the infrastructure and utilized through the extensible VIL/rt-
VIL language infrastructure by the adaptation scripts. 

3.7 Reflective Adaptation 
The goal of reflective adaptation is to improve the quality of the infrastructure configuration over 
time, by observing the execution of reactive and proactive adaptation strategies and refining them 
according to their outcome. In D4.3, we have introduced a general formulation of reflective 
adaptation, which conceptually fits a wide range of applications. Since any problem instance has 
its own peculiarities and issues, which make having a universal component directly applicable to 
any scenario unfeasible, we decided to identify one problem instance and to develop a reflective 
adaptation model for it. In the rest of this section we describe the tackled problem (Section 3.7.1), 
the involved data (Section 3.7.2), as well as the implementation of the reflective adaptation model 
and how it has been integrated in the QualiMaster infrastructure (3.7.3).  

3.7.1 Problem Statement 

The scenario that we consider is the switching between algorithms within the same family. Inspired 
by the real-world setup provided by the Hayashi-Yoshida correlation estimation family, we consider 
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algorithms with different processing delays as well as a warm-up period required before switching. 
A warm-up period can be required by hardware implementations of algorithms as well as software 
algorithms needing some models to be loaded in advance. The switching of algorithms is regulated 
by the Adaptation Layer based on the rate of input items through user-defined constraints (see 
D4.3): If the number of input items emitted by the source in one second exceeds a threshold, then 
a switch to a faster algorithm is planned as form of reactive adaptation, which, as explained in 
Section 3.4 is complemented by resource considerations and algorithm profiles. In this situation, 
the threshold is static and configured before running the platform in terms of a user-defined 
constraint. 

The problem in this setup is that depending on the value of the switching threshold, the slower 
algorithm might saturate before switching due to the warm-up period required by the faster 
algorithm. This would result in queuing of items before the executing data processor of the 
algorithm, which cannot keep the pace of the source. The queued items would be directly 
processed after switching the algorithm with the faster one, generating a peak of throughput as the 
one shown in Figure 13 (the switching happens at the red point). This behaviour is clearly not 
desired, since the queued items cannot be processed in real-time, and it could be avoided by 
reducing the switching threshold. A sufficiently low threshold would start the switching in advance 
and make the faster algorithm active before the slower one saturates. However, it also should not 
be too low because, in such case, the switching would be triggered when it is not needed yet. 

Our assumption is that there is not a unique correct threshold value, it rather depends on a variety 
of aspects: The trend of the input rate, the current resource allocation in the whole platform, the 
delay of the slower algorithm, and the duration of the warm-up period. For instance, if the rate of 
the input volume increases, then the threshold might become smaller because more data would be 
fed during the warm-up period (thus making the slower algorithm saturate earlier). In the 
experiments we will focus on adapting the threshold based on the input rate, but the approach 
described in the rest of this section remains applicable to the other aspects as well. As long as 
different variations for the same aspect (e.g., different algorithm delays, different warm-up periods) 
are executed and recorded in the monitoring logs, a model aware of them can be learned in the 
same manner. Once a model for reflective adaptation of the switching threshold exists, it is 
possible to periodically adjust the threshold based on the observed state of the pipeline. 

Summarizing, to map this problem instance with the general idea of reflective adaptation, the 
threshold-based algorithm switching is the strategy that the reflective adaptation aims at refining, 
adjusting the threshold based on the current state of the platform (input rate). The criterion for 

 

Figure 13: Throughput peak when switching algorithms with warm-up. 
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assessing the outcome of past adaptation strategies, and therefore for identifying optimal 
thresholds, is the absence of peaks of throughput during the algorithm switching. 

3.7.2 Data 

We now describe how monitoring data is being acquired and how it is being exploited to derive 
features and labels, which are needed to train the reflective adaptation model for the considered 
problem instance. 
 
Monitoring Traces. Training data is gathered by running the pipeline(s) of interest multiple times, 
each time varying those parameters that are relevant for the considered adaptation problem. In our 
case, we vary the following parameters at each run: 

• Input rate: Different behaviours over time as shown in Figure 14, such as constant rates 
(with different modulus) and ramps (with different slopes). 

• Switching threshold: Values within a specified range of throughput, so that the optimal one 
for each pattern of the input rate can be identified (and used as label). 

The whole dataset is therefore made of the Cartesian product [input rate] x [switching threshold] 
and the corresponding monitoring traces. 
Features. During each run, with a given combination of input rate and switching threshold, one 
pattern is extracted at each time step, until the switching has been enacted. This allows to also 
capture the increasing input values, not only their trends. Conceptually, each pattern is made of 
two sets of features: one representing the monitored state of the platform at the current time point, 
one aggregating the recent evolution of the platform within a window of k seconds (5 seconds in 
our experiments). In more detail, the features composing each pattern at a given time t are the 
following: 

• Observables (e.g. capacity, volume, throughput, latency, etc.) of the whole platform at time 
t, to support the case of more pipelines running at the same time. 

• Observables of the pipeline of interest at time t. 

• Observables of each processing element of the pipeline of interest at time t. 

• Aggregated observables of the whole platform within a window of k seconds, such as 1) 
variations between first and last time point, and 2) variations of the variations at each time 
point (to model non-linear increases). 

• Aggregated observables of the pipeline of interest (as done for the platform). 

• Aggregated observables of the nodes of the pipeline (as done for the platform). 

Labels. The labels of the patterns consist in the optimal switching threshold observed for the kind 
of input rate the pattern refers to. Optimality is assessed based on the behaviour of the throughput 

 

Figure 14: Constant and increasing input rates. 
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observed during the whole run: it should not exhibit peaks, meaning that the first slower algorithm 
did not saturate before switching to the faster one. 

3.7.3 Reflective Adaptation Model 

The described machine learning problem is modelled as regression, i.e. the optimal switching 
threshold is predicted based on the current and recent observables of the platform, pipeline, 
nodes. Different models can be used for regression, such as Linear Regression, Decision Trees, 
Naive Bayes, Multilayer Perceptron, Support Vector Regression. We will experiment with them and 
report results for the QualiMaster demonstration pipelines in the upcoming deliverable D6.4. 

Once the model has been trained offline and made available within the QualiMaster infrastructure, 
the reflective adaptation is called periodically with a desired period (e.g. 1 second) to continuously 
adjust the switching threshold. At each time point, the features are extracted from the (recent) 
monitoring data and the new switching threshold is predicted. It will be used by the reactive 
adaptation like it was normally done for the static thresholds. 

3.8 Fulfilment of Requirements 
In this section, we summarize the requirements to the QualiMaster adaptation approach imposed 
by D1.2 and subsequently refined in D4.1 as well as the actual state of realization at the end of the 
QualiMaster project. 

Identifier Summary State 

REQ-A-1 An application user must be able 
to pass adaptation triggers to the 
infrastructure. The user may not 
be aware of the effect or that 
he/she is triggering an 
adaptation. User triggers may 
be considered of lower priority. 

The Adaptation Layer provides means to 
specify user triggers, to distinguish them from 
internal triggers, to reject and validate them, but 
also to execute them through respective rt-VIL 
strategies / tactics. 

REQ-A-2 The QualiMaster infrastructure 
must provide dynamic means to 
maximize the computational 
performance. 

Enactment and adaptation mechanisms were 
identified, realized and integrate via respective 
rt-VIL strategies and tactics to dynamically 
manage and maximize computational 
performance. 

REQ-A-3 The QualiMaster infrastructure 
must provide dynamic means to 
autonomously measure and 
optimize the resource usage. 

The Monitoring Layer employs Storm statistics, 
SPASS-meter and the hardware monitoring 
protocol to observe the resource usage. 
Resource migration and cross-pipeline 
adaptation are designed to optimize the 
resource usage. 

REQ-A-4 The QualiMaster infrastructure 
must support timeliness of real-
time data streams to produce up-
to-date results. 

The enactment mechanisms of the QualiMaster 
infrastructure are designed and evaluated to 
support this goal, in particular algorithm 
switching [21, 22]. Enactments below 200 ms 
with an adaptation execution of typically below 
1s support this goal. 

REQ-A-5 The QualiMaster infrastructure 
must provide means to 
customize the coverage of data 
sources. 

Data sources allow changing the source 
subscription to change the coverage. Internal 
triggers as well as recommendations leading to 
user triggers allow dynamically changing the 
coverage (“focus”) of the analysis. 
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Identifier Summary State 

REQ-A-6 The QualiMaster infrastructure 
must provide means to specify 
the accuracy of the performed 
calculation. 

The QualiMaster infrastructure can obtain 
algorithm-specific measures from the 
implemented data analysis algorithms, 
aggregate them during monitoring, specify and 
analyze constraints over such observables and 
consider them during adaptation. 

REQ-A-7 The QualiMaster infrastructure 
must provide means to 
characterize and react on the 
content quality of the data 
processing. 

Akin to REQ-A-6, the QualiMaster infrastructure 
foresees mechanisms to obtain, monitor, 
aggregate, analyze and adapt to algorithm-
specific measures. 

REQ-A-8 The QualiMaster infrastructure 
must measure and cope with 
scalability aspects. 

The Big 3Vs are measured, aggregated and 
considered for adaptation through direct or 
indirect constraints. E.g., we added 
mechanisms to measure the actual number of 
and volume on the data streams of QualiMaster 
pipelines. 

REQ-A-9 The Platform Administrator must 
be able to monitor the pipeline 
operations. 

QM-IConf provides a customizable runtime 
view, which can be used as operations cockpit 
for this purpose. 

REQ-A-10 The Adaptation Manager must 
be able to monitor and analyze 
the execution of adaptation 
rules. This shall be further 
supported by the reflective 
adaptation. 

The QualiMaster infrastructure logs both, the 
monitored system state over time as well as the 
executed adaptation options. Both logs are 
considered as basis for reflective adaptation. 
Further, QM-IConf allows connecting to running 
pipelines and displays their execution / 
adaptation state in graphical as well as in 
(listed) textual form. 

REQ-A-11 The QualiMaster pipeline(s) must 
support switching between 
hardware and software-based 
stream processing at runtime. 
Further, switching algorithms 
in a family at runtime must be 
supported. 

Switching among algorithms in a family is the 
more general concept, as it encompasses 
switching among hardware- and software-based 
execution. The QualiMaster infrastructure 
supports this specific form of enactment 
mechanism (see Section 3.2) and specific 
designs of efficient switches have been 
analyzed and realized [21, 22]. 

REQ-A-12 The QualiMaster infrastructure 
must support (dynamic) pipeline 
analysis to determine the 
potential impacts of adaptation. 

The QualiMaster infrastructure realized this in 
particular for resource consumption in terms of 
the cross-pipeline adaptation (Section 3.6). 

 
Based on the discussions in the section above and in particular in this section, we conclude that 
the QualiMaster infrastructure realizes all requirements from D4.1 and D1.2.  
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3.9 Experiences and Discussion 
Following an integrated approach to configuration and adaptation is beneficial in QualiMaster, but 
must not be beneficial in all situations [7]. In this section, we discuss our experience with the 
adaptation from a more general point of view.  

We see that an integrated approach to configuration is beneficial as it: 

● Unifies the configuration and adaptation into a single configuration model and enables 
consistent use of configuration knowledge during adaptive decision making. Knowledge 
created during the configuration of the system before runtime becomes available to 
mechanisms at runtime. In QualiMaster, this is in particular true for the pipeline structures, 
the algorithm families, the algorithms and the resource pool. 

● Allows achieving an even higher level of consistency if (larger) parts of the system are 
derived (automatically) from the configuration and are executed at runtime. This increases 
the consistency of the overall system, as the implementation is based on the 
configuration, i.e., the configuration model describes (mostly), what will be executed 
irrespective of misunderstandings during implementation. In QualiMaster, this is in 
particular the case for the generated pipelines while we must trust in the realization of data 
sources, algorithms and data sinks. Moreover, instead of following an interpreted MAPE-K 
approach, also the adaptation manager can be generated (on demand). 

● Can eliminate irrelevant alternatives using traditional product line techniques, even at 
runtime, and, thus, save resources and adaptation time. System parts such as pipelines 
that have been disabled / removed from the configuration are not executed and cannot 
influence the overall system behaviour or the adaptation. 

However, an integrated approach can also have drawbacks, especially the following: 

● The realization of such an integrated approach requires a highly expressive 
configuration modelling language. If expressiveness is missing, the integration may 
suffer from overly complex constraints, e.g., rather than a quantor or a set operation all 
alternatives are given disjunctive form. Fortunately, this is not the case in QualiMaster, as 
IVML is such a highly expressive modelling language, which we successfully applied to 
realize a seamless integration between configuration and adaptation. 

● Utilizing an integrated variability model requires sophisticated tool support, which, 
furthermore, must be integrated with the underlying adaptive system. Typically, Software 
Product Line tools are designed for a rather specific purpose, namely modelling a 
configuration, analyzing and validating it and instantiating the configuration into multiple 
products. Utilizing such a tool in a headless manner in an adaptive system is often out of 
scope. Also here, QualiMaster profited from the underlying configuration approach and 
tooling. EASy-Producer is not just a traditional product line tool. It can be applied in 
standalone manner as a (rather huge) Java library. Integrating it into QualiMaster happens 
at some distinct points, for loading the models in the Coordination Layer, for executing rt-
VIL (mapping only) and the reasoning in the Monitoring Layer and for executing full rt-VIL in 
the Adaptation Layer. However, these few interaction points as well as a usable integration 
of the QualiMaster infrastructure with EASy-Producer for easing the development of the rt-
VIL scripts comes with the need for a binding library. This binding library became more and 
more expressive over the time, reflects the names of many concepts as code constants for 
easing the implementation, is useful for the realization of QM-IConf, but also a central 
failing point in the continuous integration as it contains parts of both, QualiMaster and 
EASy-Producer. 

● The reuse of configuration knowledge in the adaptation phases may not be beneficial in 
all kinds of domains, e.g., in domains where relevant concepts belong more to the solution 
space rather than the problem space. Typically, configuration models in Software Product 
Line Engineering represent domain knowledge and, thus, the problem space. Realization 
concepts such as architectures belong to the solution space. In QualiMaster, all relevant 
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concepts, such as the resource pool, the algorithms, the pipelines are part of the domain 
terminology of data analysis and, thus, represent the problem space and not the solution 
space. Thus, we were able to represent them in the Configuration Meta Model, to configure 
and instantiate them and to transition them even into runtime for adaptive decision making. 

● There may be forms of adaptation that are cannot be expressed in terms of combined 
configuration and adaptation concepts. Although we did not identify such forms of 
adaptation in QualiMaster, they may exist nevertheless. Then, such an integrated form may 
become an obstacle in realizing and enacting them.  

Testing adaptive systems is challenging [16] as various different situations have to be considered, 
some approaches even aim at testing at runtime, e.g., the authors in [16] suggest a MAPE-T 
approach (including testing). We will discuss our experiences on testing and validation as part of 
Section 5. 

We can summarize that from a conceptual point of view, QualiMaster as a specific application and 
Big Data stream processing in more general are nearly ideal cases for applying an adaptation 
approach, which operates at the boundary between configuration and adaptation space. Although 
the rt-VIL scripting for the QualiMaster adaptation is powerful and rt-VIL provided the needed 
concepts for realizing the adaptation, the scripts became rather technical and, thus, also rather 
complex. Moving more and more functionality into a common rt-VIL library or into the binding 
library might be a first step. Applying more functional concepts as done in clojure/Storm may also 
be a way of simplifying complex expressions (if not unreadable operators are introduced at the 
same time). Form a more global perspective, we envision to experiment with more declarative 
concepts to adaptation. However, a prerequisite for identifying candidate concepts and 
mechanisms (instead of just integrating further existing approaches such as goal-based 
adaptation) is a sufficiently complex and working system, which is now present through the 
QualiMaster infrastructure, its configuration and its adaptation scripting. We believe, that using 
QualiMaster as a non-trivial example / prototype can help us creating future adaptation approaches 
having more desirable properties for defining / specifying the adaptation. 
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4 Infrastructure Contributions 
In this section, we summarize the final extensions and improvements to the QualiMaster 
infrastructure, in particular from the point of view of WP4. It is important to mention that the 
additions have been realized in combination with the other technical work packages (i.e., WP2, 
WP3 and WP5), but are reported in this deliverable as they are close to the work of WP4 and there 
is no final WP5 deliverable according to the QualiMaster DoW. The main additions are 

● Adaptive start-up of pipelines enabling the full pipeline lifecycle for loosely integrated sub-
pipelines (Section 4.1).  

● Distributed dynamic port management for dynamically assigning network ports to 
processing elements in order to interact with other processing elements, especially for 
loose sub-pipeline integration (Section 4.2). 

● Account management for storing passwords and access tokens as a central service for all 
processing elements enabling to simplify the configuration (Section 4.3). 

● Extended monitoring for adaptive start-up and volume monitoring (Section 4.4). 

The following sections discuss these four additions and are followed by a presentation of our 
experiences regarding the QualiMaster infrastructure (Section 4.5). 

4.1 Adaptive Start-up 
The adaptive start-up of a pipeline of the QualiMaster pipeline lifecycle is a particular capability of 
the QualiMaster infrastructure. During adaptive start-up, the adaptation layer decides about the 
initial algorithms from the individual algorithms a pipeline shall use. After all algorithms are 
assigned to a starting pipeline, the Data Management Layer is informed to connect all data 
sources and data sinks. This ensures that there is no data loss during the start-up and to avoid 
fluctuations in throughput and latency of a normal Storm topology start-up as Storm is still starting 
executors while already data is ingested by the data sources.  

From a technical point of view, the adaptive start-up is a particular complex functionality, which 
involves several components developed by the technical partners. We utilize the adaptive start-up 
as an example of illustrating the state of the infrastructure operations. Other examples for complex 
interactions could be the enactment of adaptation decisions, adaptive decision making or the (sub-
)pipeline shutdown, which advances over the default topology shutdown of Storm as it ensures that 
all processing elements are in a safe state before terminating them. Figure 15 illustrates the 
(simplified) interactions of the most important infrastructure components during the start-up of a 
pipeline with (at least) one alternative algorithm realized as a loosely integrated sub-pipeline. 
Moreover, Figure 15 relates the pipeline lifecycle phases of both, the main and the sub-pipeline 
(left side) to the message flow. 

At �, the pipeline is started due to an external command, e.g., through QM-IConf or the command 
line interface of the QualiMaster infrastructure. As described in D5.2, the Adaptation Layer acts as 
external frontend to administrative clients, i.e., it receives the start-up command and may 
immediately reject it if currently no pipelines are allowed to start. If the start command is 
permissible, the Adaptation Layer passes the command to the Coordination Layer, which starts the 
pipeline lifecycle. The Coordination Layer obtains the pipeline artifact from the Pipeline Element 
repository by querying the Configuration Model and reads the mapping description relating 
Configuration and generated implementation (required by the other infrastructure layers) and 
issues a CHECKING lifecycle message5. The Adaptation Layer analyzes the actual resource 
usage, performs a cross-pipeline adaptation for scaling the pipeline into the cluster if needed and, 
if successful, advances the pipeline lifecycle to Checked �. 

                                                

5 Messages are sent to all interested parties, in particular lifecycle messages to all layers of the QualiMaster 
infrastructure. Lifecycle messages are represented in Figure 15 as a message to the most important receiver 
to improve understandability. 
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Figure 15: Adaptive (sub-)pipeline start-up as Sequence Diagram. 
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Now the Coordination Layer can create the Storm topology realizing the pipeline and submit it for 
execution to Storm. Storm creates individual instances for the pipeline elements, starts the 
executors, renders the pipeline onto the cluster and initializes the individual components by calling 
the open/prepare methods of the Spouts and Bolts implementing the processing elements �. 
While most processing elements just initiate a cluster (Zookeeper) connection to receive 
enactment signals, the data sources and sinks register themselves with the Data Management 
Layer. Moreover, the data receivers at the end of a sub-pipeline register themselves with the Port 
Manager (see Section 4.2 for more details), which allocates and returns a free network 
communication port for the respective cluster machine the processing element is running on. This 
port is later taken up by the data senders in the main and the sub-pipeline. At the end of the 
initialization, all processing elements notify the infrastructure about their availability of receiving the 
initial algorithm assignment (the monitoring messages indicating the actual number of tasks and 
executors). If the message is received for all processing elements, the Monitoring Layer switches 
the pipeline to the Created lifecycle phase �. 

The Adaptation Layer takes over and determines the initial algorithm assignment based on the 
actual resource usage and the algorithm profiles. Although this information could have been 
passed along with the initial task / executor resource assignment while submitting the pipeline 
through Storm, we opted for a single runtime mechanism, which also serves for runtime enactment 
of algorithm changes. The algorithm assignments are represented as algorithm change commands 
and sent (along with the initial algorithm parameter settings for the individual algorithms) to the 
Coordination Layer. The Coordination Layer translates this information into distributed signals (see 
D5.2) and optimizes the signal sending by packing all information dedicated to the same 
processing elements (possibly parallelized into multiple Storm tasks) into the same signal.  

If certain algorithms are realized in a distributed fashion, i.e., as sub-pipeline and the sub-pipeline 
was integrated in a loose fashion during infrastructure instantiation, the Coordination Layer must 
defer the algorithm change signal and start now the respective sub-pipelines. Sub-pipelines cannot 
be started before the main pipeline as the actual initial algorithms are determined while the main 
pipeline is starting up. As the Checked phase for the main pipeline implies at least a minimum 
allocation of the resources for the sub-pipeline and the algorithm allocation performs a resource 
usage check and resource scaling before issuing the algorithm change command, the 
Coordination Layer can directly start the lifecycle of the sub-pipeline in the Starting phase. As for 
the main pipeline, this leads to the creation and submission of the implementing topology, the 
distribution of the components to the cluster and their initialization. During the initialization, the 
sinks of the sub-pipeline ask for the communication ports of their counterparts in the main pipeline 
and the sources register and obtain their communication port for their data reception thread. Akin 
to the main pipeline, the processing elements of the sub-pipeline notify the infrastructure via 
monitoring events about their readiness to process data. If all processing elements of the sub-
pipeline are ready, the Monitoring Layer advances the lifecycle of the sub-pipeline to Created � 
and the Adaptation Layer assigns the initial algorithms to the sub-pipeline by sending algorithm 
change commands to the Coordination Layer, which forwards them in terms of distributed signals 
to the processing elements. The processing elements initialize their algorithms, e.g., simple Java 
algorithms (see D5.1) load the respective classes and initialize them �. Thereby, the data sinks of 
the sub-topology request the communication host/port of their main pipeline counterpart and 
establish a network data connection. The initialized processing elements respond with an algorithm 
changed event. If all confirmation events of the processing elements of the sub-topology are 
received, the Monitoring Layer advances the sub-pipeline to Initialized � and as no data sources 
or sinks need to be connected to external services, the sub-pipeline enters the Started state (not 
shown in Figure 15). 

The Started state of the sub-pipeline allows the Coordination Layer to send the deferred algorithm 
change signals for the family processing elements representing the sub-pipelines. Akin to the sub-
pipeline, the processing elements of the main pipeline initialize their algorithms (in a running 
infrastructure, this happens earlier, but we mention this here to simplify Figure 15 and the overall 
description) and the final sub-pipeline data connections are established by the family processing 
elements using information requested from the port manager. As soon as all processing elements 
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of the main pipeline confirmed the algorithm change by algorithm changed messages, the 
Monitoring Layer switches the lifecycle state of the main pipeline to Initialized �. Now the Data 
Management Layer connects all (previously registered) data sources and data sinks of the main 
pipeline and data processing can start on an initialized and distributed QualiMaster data 
processing pipeline. To indicate this, the Data Management Layer advances also the main pipeline 
to Started 	, which is finally reported through the Adaptation Layer to the origin of the pipeline 
start-up command, in Figure 15 QM-IConf. In this state, all event and signal connections are 
established, the monitoring (also through lower level SPASS-meter monitoring events) is 
happening and adaptive decisions such as changing parameters or algorithms can be requested 
and enacted by the corresponding processing elements. 

Also the pipeline shutdown process involves the components utilized during the adaptive start-up, 
but the message sequence for the shutdown is simpler. Basically, the Adaptation Layer switches 
the main pipeline into the Stopping state and now all components start to unregister and stop 
individual parts. However, as Storm does not guarantee that the individual pipeline elements are 
informed about a shutdown, basically a Java shutdown hook that is not guaranteed to be executed, 
the QualiMaster infrastructure informs all pipeline elements via signals to perform a graceful 
shutdown and to release their resources. Both, sub-pipelines and the main pipeline are requested 
to shut down. Finally, the Coordination Manager requests Storm to terminate the sub-pipelines and 
the main pipeline and changes the lifecycle of all involved pipelines to Stopped, which finally 
releases the related resources in the QualiMaster infrastructure such as the regular monitoring and 
reasoning for these pipelines in the Monitoring Layer. 

4.2 Dynamic Network Port Management 
In addition to the network communication ports used by Storm, the communication with the central 
Zookeepers and the communication with the QualiMaster Event Bus, QualiMaster pipelines can 
require network ports for their internal communication. This is in particular true for loosely 
integrated sub-pipelines (D5.4), which run as separate storm topologies, i.e., in own Java Virtual 
Machines / operating system processes. However, when starting a pipeline, it is per-se not known 
how many communication ports on which server machine would be required, in particular as the 
allocation of algorithms can change dynamically at runtime. As a consequence, we decided to 
allow pipeline elements to request, use and release network communication ports on demand, i.e., 
no overall planning is required and pipeline elements can dynamically request the required number 
of network ports per machine from a global range of available ports. This is supported by the Port 
Manager realized by the QualiMaster infrastructure in the QualiMaster Storm Commons library. 

Conceptually, we maintain a central assignment table as black board in the central Zookeepers of 
a Storm cluster. The table stores which pipeline element requested and received which port. For 
reverse-lookups on the same node, the table also stores the utilization of ports on a physical host 
machine. However, a central table in a distributed environment can easily become a bottleneck. 
Thus, we split this table into individual associative containers per pipeline element or host, 
respectively, trying to avoid locks different parallel requests by a fine-grained data structure with 
individual access parts (illustrated as part of the qm Zookeeper namespace on the right side of 

Figure 16). The individual requests are realized as Zookeeper transactions so that no port per 
machine is allocated twice, i.e., hosts table and ports table are always modified within the same 
transaction. The port manager supports the following requests 

● Register port assignment: A pipeline element identifies itself as as pipeline name, 
pipeline element name, Storm task identification and executing host name. If no port is 
already assigned, the port manager determines a free port for the given host from the 
global cluster range of free pipeline communication ports and stores the assignment in the 
respective tables. 

● Request port assignment: Given a pipeline name, pipeline element name and Storm task 
identification, the Port Manager determines existing port assignments and returns host 
name and port number. 
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● Clear port assignments: For a given pipeline, all port assignments are cleared. Moreover, 
all port assignments for all pipelines can be cleared. 

Inspired by the design of the Storm Nimbus service, the Port Manager itself is just a Java frontend 
to this distributed ports assignment table, which can acquire ports, answer port requests and 
release ports (right side of Figure 16). The Port Manager itself is stateless, each operation results 
in a request / modification of the respective Zookeeper tables. Multiple creations of instances or 
loss of instances is not problematic. Moreover, the calling implementation can register a callback 
with the Port Manager to be informed when a certain port has been assigned (passive event-based 
waiting).  

We use the port manager in particular during the start-up / shutdown of sub-pipelines. As 
discussed in Section 4.1, and illustrated in Figure 16, receiving pipeline elements of a sub-pipeline 
(sources) or the main pipeline (where the sub-pipeline results are merged back into the main 
pipeline) request a port for them and, in the same step, announce the port assignment through the 
Port Manager. The corresponding parts, e.g., the family node in the main pipeline or the sinks of a 
sub-topology for a port assignment, wait for a port assignment made for the logical names of their 
counterparts. As soon as the port assignment is available, the respective network connection is 
established. Upon shutting down a pipeline, the individual pipeline elements close their network 
connections and the infrastructure clears the whole pipeline in the Port Manager. To be on the safe 
side, upon shutting down the QualiMaster infrastructure, all port assignments of all pipelines are 
cleared. 

4.3 Account Management 
Several pipeline elements require credentials or account information to operate. Most prominently, 
pipeline sources require different forms of passwords, access or session tokens to obtain the 
required information from an external data source such as the SPRING financial API or Twitter.  

Basically, account information can be seen as a kind of algorithm / source / sink parameter, 
defined in the QualiMaster configuration and passed to the respective pipeline elements upon 
(adaptive) pipeline start-up. However, this implies that sensitive information is stored in the 
configuration and can be accessed easily. Moreover, neither IVML nor QM-IConf support 
mechanisms to encrypt such information. 

To avoid this situation, the QualiMaster partners decided separating such potentially sensible 
information from the configuration and from the implementation of the pipelines and the algorithms. 

 

Figure 16: QualiMaster infrastructure Port Manager. 
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As a consequence, all account-related information from the configuration is persisted in a central 
keyword storage, which is accessible to every pipeline element) and the underlying data is served 
by a distributed file system of the cluster. Basically, the keyword storage allows linking an account 
name to a password, but also storing more information such as the real user name, additional 
access tokens, etc. This allows using a virtual user name representing all information needed by 
an implementation to successfully access an account. The keyword storage can be used in two 
basic scenarios: 

● The implementation of the source / algorithm / sink knows the (virtual) user name. Then, 
upon demand, the implementation is just requesting the required information and using it. 
However, this scenario limits reuse of the implementation. 

● The implementation of the source / algorithm / sink is independent of credential information 
and utilizes it only temporarily. In this scenario, the (virtual) user name becomes a 
parameter of the source / algorithm / sink. The actual (virtual) user name is stored in the 
configuration and passed upon pipeline / component start to the component. Now the 
component accesses the keyword storage and uses the obtained credential information. As 
the implementation is independent on the actual user name, it can be easily reused, e.g., 
multiple pipelines accessing the SPRING financial data API in parallel through multiple 
accounts. 

4.4 Extended Monitoring 
Since D4.3, also the Monitoring Layer of the QualiMaster infrastructure was improved and refined, 
in particular with respect to the detection of the extended pipeline lifecycle for sub-pipelines and for 
volume monitoring. We will briefly discuss these two improvements in this section. 

As discussed in Sections 3 and 4.1, we extended the QualiMaster pipeline lifecycle to handle 
loosely integrated sub-topologies in order to enable further options to adapt for resource 
consumption at runtime. As part of the realization activities for the extended lifecycle, we extended 
the Monitoring Layer to detect respective pipeline lifecycle phases, in particular the Created and 
the Initialized phase due to aggregated information provided by the pipeline elements, such as 
(alive) monitoring and algorithm changed messages. Moreover, we extended the creation of the 
internal monitoring topologies (see D5.4) for the application to loosely integrated sub-topologies, 
as in this case the configured data flow between family and next processing element needs to be 
replaced by the respective sub-topologies. 

We also extended the resource monitoring capabilities of the QualiMaster infrastructure in order to 
observe the transferred data volume in bytes (see D4.1 and D4.2 for the QualiMaster quality 
taxonomy). As the actual transferred volume depends on the capabilities of the serialization 
approach (using Java or kryo for Storm components, protobuf6 for hardware-based algorithms as 
discussed in D3.3), we decided to estimate the transferred volume in terms of the memory 
allocated by the individual data items. Although in most cases the memory size is constant as only 
primitive data types such as integer are transferred, in some parts of the QualiMaster pipelines 
elements also produce formatted strings of varying length and so the actual memory consumption 
is also varying. As Java does not provide a direct way of measuring the memory consumption of 
an object, we decided to resort to the capabilities of SPASS-meter [8, 15], here to the underlying 
native libraries, which allow using the internal Java functionality or transparently utilize a reflection-
based approximation. Volume monitoring is now integrated with the QualiMaster Storm Commons 
library, available to all Storm workers, utilized by the monitoring probes, signalled through regular 
worker monitoring events to the QualiMaster infrastructure, aggregated by the Monitoring Layer 
and made available to constraint analysis and adaptive decision making along with the other 
QualiMaster observables. For experiments, the volume monitoring can be switched off on 
infrastructure level. 

                                                
6 https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/  
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4.5 Experience and Discussion 
The QualiMaster infrastructure is a complex, heterogeneous and distributed system. This is in 
particular true, as the QualiMaster infrastructure builds on already existing non-trivial technologies. 
Examples are Apache Storm for distributed stream processing, Apache Hadoop for batch 
processing using or hardware coprocessors, with their own design and implementation flow as 
discussed in the deliverables of WP3. Incorporating such existing technologies allows to build on 
existing knowledge and experience as well as to reuse implemented techniques. It also leads to 
the inclusion of even more technologies, e.g., in the case of Storm and Hadoop cluster 
management frameworks such as Apache Zookeeper, Apache Curator or Apache Thrift. 

One experience that we made during the QualiMaster project is the complexity of running them in 
a stable and coordinated way, in particular for Open Source as documentation of knowledge, 
design or best practices is typically done in multiple places at all. For example, figuring out how to 
stabilize a Storm cluster, how to operate it over time, how to install it as system services (TSI, LUH 
and SUH cluster follow here different approaches due to the underlying operating systems) or how 
to perform automated testing in such a cluster required additional effort. Moreover, some of the 
operations of the QualiMaster infrastructure, such as parallelizing the output streams of the 
hardware co-processor in a way that Storm and the infrastructure can handle were heavily 
influenced by the configuration of the central zookeepers. Similar experience has been made by 
industrial colleagues working with these (but also other open source) technologies as, e.g., 
reported by Deloitte during the 2016 meeting of the German software architects working on Big 
Data Systems in Hildesheim. 

Enabling adaptive behaviour in a stream processor, which is not ready for such advance runtime 
operations, is a complex task. On the one side, we could have relied on already adaptive stream 
processing systems, such as Borealis [24] as discussed as related work in D4.1. However, building 
research on other research systems does not always lead to (quick) success as all the research 
work and the work on replicating experiments in the field of variability analysis of the Linux kernel 
shows. Research systems are often build for a certain purpose and also frequently less 
documented than Open Source systems, such as Storm or Hadoop after their incubation phase. 
Thus, relying on a framework that is also used in industrial settings is not only a way to foster 
impact but also to rely on a stable and proven basis. In our case, we needed to extend this basis 
as required dynamic functionality was not available from the beginning of the project. While we 
were able to realized simple forms of adaptive enactment rather quickly, e.g., through Zookeeper 
signals as explained in D4.1 and D5.2, a lot of research and technical work was needed for 
efficient algorithm switching on top of Storm or resource adaptation as a Storm extension. 

Designing and realizing the QualiMaster infrastructure on top was a challenge for the QualiMaster 
consortium, not only from a, but in particular from an interdisciplinary point of view. The 
QualiMaster consortium encompasses expertise in stream processing, hardware co-processing, 
financial data processing and software engineering. The QualiMaster infrastructure is a result of 
combining all these complementing competences. The QualiMaster infrastructure enables 
configurable, adaptive and heterogeneous real-time data stream processing involving hardware 
co-processors, and thus, follows a distributed, event-based approach. Designing and realizing the 
basis for an event-based communication with the execution systems (Coordination Layer), 
advanced and dynamic data management including efficient data replay (Data Management 
Layer), heterogeneous, topology-based monitoring, data aggregation and analysis (Monitoring 
Layer) and adaptation on top (Adaptation Layer) included the creation of new components and 
new services as well as their integration and testing. Integration included in particular the use of 
Storm, Hadoop and the hardware co-processors, but also the (re-)configuration technology in 
terms of the Configuration Core (EASy-Producer). As mentioned above and also documented in 
the deliverables of the technical work packages, the realization of the infrastructure was in some 
aspects a rather complex task, see e.g., Section 4.1 for one particular example, which also led to 
several insights in designing and realizing such systems. While parts are already documented in 
terms of (joint) publications, future ones are in planning or in the publication process. The result is 
a flexible, configurable and runtime adaptive infrastructure for dynamic real-time stream-
processing enabling data analysis in different roles to configure not only the infrastructure, but in 
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particular adaptive data stream processing pipelines, through QM-IConf even in a user-friendly 
graphical drag & drop manner. 

We summarize that the QualiMaster partners successfully collaborated and shared their 
knowledge, ideas and views to quickly identify and solve such problems during the project, even 
including complex designs on top of Storm [21, 22] or extensions of the Storm stream processing 
framework as documented in the deliverables of WP4 and WP5. 
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5 Validation and Evaluation 
In this section, we validate and evaluate the adaptation components developed by WP4. In 
particular we focus on the new concepts as well as their integration. In more detail, we discuss the 
following: 

● Effects of volume monitoring on stream-based data processing (Section 5.1). 

● Impact of load shedding on stream-based data processing (Section 5.2). 

● Performance of the loose sub-pipeline integration (Section 5.3). 

● Testing and improvement of the integrating adaptation strategies for reflective, proactive 
and cross-pipeline adaptation (Section 5.4). 

● Evaluation of the cross-pipeline adaptation (Section 5.5) 

● Explorative and experimental dynamic deployment of the QualiMaster infrastructure and 
QualiMaster pipelines into a cloud environment (Section 5.6). 

Please note that in this deliverable we focus on component evaluation continuing work done in 
previous deliverables. The source volume prediction has been evaluated in D4.3. More 
(regression) testing for the algorithm profiles has been done, and the results obtained indicate a 
prediction accuracy of more than 85%. An evaluation of the adaptation effects as well as of the 
reflective adaptation in the context of the full infrastructure along the adaptation scenarios 
introduced in D4.3 will be presented in D6.4.  

5.1 Volume Monitoring 

As discussed in Section 4.4, we equipped the monitoring probes for the pipeline elements with the 
capability of volume monitoring, i.e., how many bytes of data have been processed by a pipeline. 
Therefore, we integrated SPASS-meter capabilities with the QualiMaster Storm commons library. 
In this section, we discuss an experiment on estimating the impact of the volume monitoring on a 
running pipeline. Following the component evaluation approach of WP4 discussed in the previous 
deliverables, we utilize for this purpose the experimental SUH running a fast-as-lightning topology 
(Switch Pipeline) at 1000 items/s. The pipeline just passes through data as the actual data 
processing is irrelevant to this experiment as we aim at recording the effects of volume monitoring 
rather than data processing. We enable / disable volume monitoring at infrastructure start-up, 
execute the pipeline for a certain time and collect the runtime information, here the regularly 
logged information of the Monitoring Layer also utilized for reflective adaptation. 

Figure 17 illustrates the impact on the pipeline execution for the setup described above. Regarding 

 

Figure 17: Runtime measurements for volume monitoring in terms of  
throughput (left) and latency (right). 
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throughput there is nearly no difference between execution with/out volume. In terms of numbers, 
after stabilization (around 60 s execution time) the difference between execution with and without 
volume monitoring is on average less than 0.3 items/s. During the start-up latency peak, 
differences between running with/out volume monitoring can be noticed, but after stabilization also 
the difference is less than 0.08 ms, in average less than 0.0014 ms. 

For cross-validation, we repeated the experiment on the TSI Okeanos cluster. Here, the 
stabilization took longer, i.e., for more than 40 seconds during the start-up we observed differences 
of more than 20 items/s at latency differences of less than 0.2 ms. We ended the experiment at the 
end of the data collection after 3 minutes, the difference dropped below 4 items/s at a stable 
latency difference. 

We conclude that volume monitoring can be used with QualiMaster pipelines at a small and 
reasonable runtime overhead. 

5.2 Load Shedding 
Load shedding [1, 5] is an ultimate measure to protect a data-streaming infrastructure. The basic 
idea is to throw away data in a controlled fashion, e.g., based on statistical information such as the 
n-th tuple or due to semantic analysis of the data items. The QualiMaster infrastructure provides 
both forms of load shedding through its load shedding framework (D5.4), but provides a generic 
implementation just for statistical load shedding. Semantic load shedding can be added through 
the means of plug-ins. In this section, we provide a performance evaluation of the load shedders 
shipped with the QualiMaster infrastructure. 

As described in D5.4, the QualiMaster infrastructure provides a single statistical load shedder. For 
this experiment, we extended the load shedding framework by two further approaches. In 
summary, we evaluate: 

● The n-th tuple load shedder (D5.4). The implementation is very simple as it just counts 
the number of data items passed through and compares it with a given number n. At 
multiples of n the shedder throws away the actual data item. However, this approach does 
not allow shedding more than each second tuple. 

● A random load shedder [1] receives a shedding probability, determines a random number 
in [0;1] for each tuple and discards the tuple if the random number is larger than the 
probability. This requires the calculation of a random number for each item. Due to the 
random number, the shedding rate cannot be guaranteed, just a shedding result, which is 
somewhat close to the given probability. The higher the quality of the shedding / random 
number calculation, the more computational time is needed, which may affect the overall 
latency of data processing. 

● A pattern-based “fair” load shedder calculates a regular shedding pattern upon 
enactment based on a shedding ratio (similar to the shedding probability for the random 
shedder). Akin to the n-th tuple shedder, it just counts modulo the length of the pattern and 
discards individual tuples based on the shedding pattern.  

The individual load shedding implementations are subject to automated regression tests of the 
StormCommons library developed during the QualiMaster project. 

Load shedders can be placed at different positions in distributed data processing, basically at each 
distributed node, but typically at the data sources [5]. The QualiMaster infrastructure instantiation 
process eases adding load shedders at various places in a consistent manner, even, if not needed 
leaving them out at all. In this evaluation, we evaluate three positions for load shedding, namely: 

● At none of the pipeline nodes, i.e., disabling load shedding at all by not generating it. This 
corresponds to a classical software product line technique on removing unneeded code in 
order to optimize the execution. 
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● Only at the sources as suggested in [5]. As code is only executed on the data sources 
where the biggest effect for shedding shall occur, we expect that this alternative leads to 
the smallest impact. 

● For all nodes, which are selected for load shedding. This alternative provides most 
flexibility at runtime, while we expect the highest impact on performance. 

If shedding is enabled, the respective shedding command of the QualiMaster infrastructure defines 
the pipeline nodes to perform load shedding on. 

As done in Section 5.1, we follow the component evaluation approach of WP4 and utilize in this 
experiment at the experimental SUH running a fast-as-lightning topology (Switch Pipeline) at 1000 
items/s. The pipeline just passes through data as we focus in this experiment at the effects of load 
shedding on the data processing. We enable / disable volume monitoring at infrastructure start-up, 
execute the pipeline for a certain time and collect the runtime information, here the regularly 
logged information of the Monitoring Layer also utilized for reflective adaptation. We first run time 
pipelines for one minute so that processing can stabilize and enact then the load shedding aiming 
at shedding one third of the tuples for each of the load shedding mechanisms introduced above. 

Figure 18 visualizes the measurements taken from the Monitoring Layer of the QualiMaster 
infrastructure at runtime for the whole experiment pipelines. In this part of the experiment, the load 
shedding pipelines can perform load shedding on all pipeline nodes, while the baseline pipeline 
does not support load shedding at all. The throughput graph on the left side of Figure 19 illustrates 
the point in time when the switching takes place (around 60s). The pipeline generated without load 
shedding support operates at a slightly higher throughput, at the point of enabling load shedding 
roughly at 1.3% tuples/s faster. At this point in time, the three load shedding mechanisms perform 
nearly the same level (fair shedding is 2 items/s faster than n-th tuple shedding, which, in turn is 2 
items/s faster than probabilistic shedding). When enabling load shedding, the throughput drops as 
expected and converges at 2/3 of the items. Due to queuing effects and a smoothing calculation of 
the throughput, the number of items per second does not drop immediately.  

The right side of Figure 18 illustrates the pipeline latency during the experiment. The peak 
indicates the point in time when data starts flowing through the pipelines, here, with data sources 
connected since submitting the pipelines (no late data source connect as done through adaptive 

 

Figure 18: Runtime measurements for load shedding available on all pipeline  
nodes in terms of throughput (left) and latency (right). 
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start-up). Also the latency of the pipelines differs, i.e., the pipeline generated without load shedding 
support has approx. 18% less latency than the ones with load shedding at the point in time when 
load shedding is enabled and 26% at the end of the experiment. The individual load shedding 
mechanisms cause less than 1.8% difference (5% at the end of the experiment) in latency with 
probabilistic shedding at lower latency than fair and, in turn, n-th item shedding. 

Figure 19 illustrates the results for pipelines allowing load shedding only on the pipeline sources. 
The overall characteristics are rather similar. However, when enabling load shedding, the load 
shedding enabled pipelines run at 1.6-4.2% (14-35 items) less than the baseline pipeline. As the 
code of the pipelines in this experiment part is mostly the same (except for the load shedding code 
in the processing elements) than in the experiment before, we believe that this difference is an 
outlier and caused by a slightly delayed load shedding signal. The latency measures also indicate 
that the pipeline without load shedding code operates at lower latency, but, as expected, the 
difference to the load shedding pipelines is smaller, i.e., around 3.4% when enabling load shedding 
and 13% at the end of the experiment. 

The experiment results discussed in this section indicate that the load shedding mechanisms 
provided by the QualiMaster infrastructure can be applied to reduce the overall load in extreme 
situations. However, the results also indicate a trade-off between flexibility and performance. 
Allowing load shedding on all pipeline nodes leads is more flexible and allows more adaptation 
options, but it also leads in particular to a larger impact on pipeline latency also affecting the 
overall throughput that can be reached. This may be further optimized by directly generating the 
load shedding code into the pipelines. While this may reduce the number of required method calls, 
e.g., by sacrificing object-oriented principles such as information hiding, it also reduces the 
opportunity of integrating more appropriate semantic load shedding on demand. This is supported 
by the generic QualiMaster load shedding framework, where we explicitly faced this trade-off and 
decided for more flexibility. Although a difference of 13% or even 26% may appear large, it is 
important to consider the small scale of the measurements. Pipelines executing real algorithms 
typically have significantly higher latency measures so that enabled load shedding will not affect 
their latency behaviour (see D6.4 for more evaluations on the QualiMaster demonstration 
pipelines). Confirming [5], we conclude that load shedding is most effective at the data sources, 

 

Figure 19: Runtime measurements for load shedding available on data sources only in 
terms of throughput (left) and latency (right). 
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i.e., we focus also in the adaptation scripts on load shedding for pipeline sources. Load shedding 
on further nodes is a generation option, which requires additional rt-VIL code (to be provided by 
the Adaptation Manager). From the experiment results, we see a slight preference for the fair load 
shedding mechanism, but also random and (with functional limitations as discussed above in this 
section) n-th tuple shedding can be applied. 

5.3 Loose Sub-pipeline Integration 
Loose integration of configured sub-pipelines aims at saving resources by allocating only the active 
alternatives of distributed complex algorithms in an adaptive data processing pipeline to the 
cluster. The main benefit of loose sub-pipeline integration is a more dynamic and reduced average 
resource utilization. For realizing the loose sub-pipeline integration, we require the extended 
pipeline lifecycle with adaptive pipeline start-up as discussed in Sections 3 and 4.1. We realized 
the respective additions to the QualiMaster infrastructure and the automated infrastructure 
instantiation (see Section 2.3). In this section, we evaluate the runtime characteristics of loose and 
tight sub-pipeline integration with respect to the expected benefits and effects on the data 
processing. 

We validated the basic functionality of starting and stopping pipelines as well as algorithm 
switching for simple Java algorithms, tightly integrated sub-topologies, loosely integrated sub-
topologies and generated sub-topologies for integrating hardware co-processor. We observed that 
the infrastructure detects all pipeline lifecycle phases correctly and that the pipelines are operating 
correctly. Moreover, we validated that also archived (now legacy) pipelines can be executed. The 
implementation of these pipelines initializes the processing elements by the configured default to 
start data processing immediately. This is counterproductive for loosely integrated pipelines, as it 
can lead to double algorithm switching upon start-up if the default algorithm differs from the 
decision of the Adaptation Layer. Moreover, it is not needed as we defer connecting the data 
sources in the extended lifecycle for adaptive start-up until the Initialized pipeline lifecycle state. As 
the archived legacy pipelines work with different assumptions, we introduced a pipeline start-up 
mode for the infrastructure emulating the correct behaviour for legacy pipelines and inform the 
processing elements upon start-up about the respective start-up mode. We observed that also 
these pipelines can be executed successfully. 

We evaluate now the runtime characteristics of the loose and the tight pipeline integration. From 
loose pipeline integration, we expect dynamic and reduced average resource usage as mentioned 
above. However, we also expect a higher start-up time and a higher total time until algorithm 
switches are completed as this includes the time for dynamically starting the sub-pipelines through 
Storm and warm-up time for switching. To evaluate the actual effects of the loose sub-pipeline 
integration, we set up two fast-as-lightning test pipelines with the same data source, algorithms 
and data sinks, namely: 

● P1 integrating both alternative algorithms in loose, dynamic fashion. 

● P2 including both alternative algorithms in a fixed way (tight integration).  

While the algorithm implementation does not differ for P1 and P2, their configuration and 
integration differs to enable loose and tight integration, respectively. As in the previous evaluations 
with fast-as-lightning pipelines, the pipelines just pass through the input data. This allows us 
recording the characteristics of the integration while implicitly excluding potential side-effects of the 
data processing. Both pipelines are generated by the Infrastructure instantiation process (see 
Section 2.3). We execute both pipelines on the experimental SUH cluster and discuss the results 
collected and logged by the Monitoring Layer of the QualiMaster infrastructure, i.e., as in the 
previous experiments validate also the functionality of the Monitoring Layer. 

Figure 20 illustrates the execution of the two pipelines. As P1 requires more time for starting the 
sub-pipelines, we executed P1 longer than P2. As expected, both pipelines, i.e., the applied 
integration approaches differ in their runtime characteristics. We discuss first the observations for 
executors, then latency and throughput. 
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For P1, the number of executors of P1 changes dynamically as depicted Figure 20 a), while the 
number of executors for P2 is allocated at pipeline start-up and remains constant over the lifetime 
of the pipeline as shown in Figure 20 b). Regarding P1, first the number of executors raises to 4, 
i.e., the number of executors of the main pipeline, then after the Created lifecycle phase upon the 
adaptive assignment of algorithms, the sub-pipeline of the active alternative algorithm starts, i.e., 4 
further executors including a sub-pipeline source and a sub-pipeline sink for exchanging the data 
with the main pipeline are allocated. This number of executors remains allocated until the algorithm 
switch is requested. For the time of the switch, the infrastructure starts the alternative algorithm 
(further 4 executors), warms it up (for 30 s) and then switches the algorithms. Then, the 
infrastructure terminates the first algorithm and frees its executors. Due to the Storm activities 
during pipeline start-up, the overall switch takes now around 60s, i.e., start-up time (~30s) and 
warm-up time (30s). 

The latency graphs of both pipelines show peaks during start-up and upon switching. While the 
loose integration in P1 illustrated in Figure 20 b) causes narrower, but also significantly higher 
peaks (factor 10), the peaks in the tight integration depicted in Figure 20 e) are significantly 
broader. In particular, during algorithm switching, the loose integration in P1 causes a shorter 
effect on the main pipeline. While both types of integration cause queuing effects as indicated by 
the decay phases of the peaks, the tight integration in P2 affects the overall data processing for a 
significantly longer time.  

 

Figure 20: Execution results for the loose sub-pipeline integration (a, b, c) and tight 
sub-pipeline integration (d, e, f).  
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Also the throughput characteristics differ. As expected, the loosely integrated pipeline P1 induces a 
delayed and longer settling time as shown in Figure 20 c) due to the dynamic start-up of the sub-
pipelines during main pipeline start-up. Moreover, P1 does not cause peaks in throughput even 
during the switch. In contrast, in P2 as depicted in Figure 20 f) the settling time is significantly 
shorter and the throughput initially increases more steeply. However, corresponding to the latency 
peak in Figure 20 e), the switch causes a significant throughput peak. 

We summarize that the realization of the loose sub-pipeline integration requires an extended 
pipeline lifecycle as discussed in Section 3 and 4.1, allows dynamic allocation of executors, causes 
rather narrow and fast peaks on switching algorithms, but (currently) also implies a higher 
throughput settling time. In contrast, the tight integration requires a constant resource over-
commitment, switching causes longer-lasting effects on the data processing while the start-up 
happens faster at higher throughput rates.  

Although the difference in resource usage could appear small in this experimental setting, it is 
important to note that even for two simple distributed alternative algorithms the loose integration 
can save four executors, which, depending on the cluster setup can amount to, e.g., one 
QuadCore server machine. In case of the complex sub-topologies in QualiMaster such as the 
Hayashi-Yoshida correlation computation, the difference is more significant. The software-based 
implementation requires the allocation of 15-19 executors depending on the cluster size, while the 
hardware-based algorithm allocates 1 DFE and 2-5 executors depending on the parallelization of 
the hardware output network connections. Switching from software to hardware then causes a 
difference of 10-14 executors, which may even allow running a further pipeline. We will detail these 
effects in D6.4 along with the other evaluations of the QualiMaster demo pipelines. 

5.4 Adaptation Strategies 
For testing the adaptation mechanisms on component level, we created 33 regression test cases 
utilizing the Configuration Model and the rt-VIL scripts as input and execute them as part of the 
continuous integration. The test cases are intended to cover the adaptation scenarios to validate 
that the decision-making is working as expected. As already described in D4.3, we created a 
testing framework for the adaptation easing the creation of test cases. It allows simulating the 
monitoring, performs the analysis, allows asserting results, runs planning and enactment and 
allows asserting the enactment results. Not all tests require all MAPE-K cycle phases, e.g. analysis 
is not required for start-up adaptations. For the individual phases, the testing framework collects 
the execution times which we will report. For some components where the respective underlying 
models are difficult to create for the respective test case we used fixed data and validate the 
affected cases as part of manual cluster test which we will report in D6.4 as part of the overall 
infrastructure evaluation. 

We realized the following adaptation test cases, partially using the QualiMaster demo pipelines, 
partially the internal test pipelines: 

● Cross-pipeline adaptation at start-up involving a pipeline which can start with no change, 
must be rejected, needs to be scaled and needs to be scaled in combination with scaling an 
already running pipeline. Please note that in case of rejection no adaptive execution / 
enactment is needed. This form of adaptation involves clearing the runtime configuration of 
the starting pipeline(s). 

● Cross-pipeline adaptation at shutdown with no change to the running pipelines, re-
scaling a running pipeline and shutting down the last pipeline on the cluster. This form of 
adaptation involves clearing the runtime configuration of the terminating pipeline (s). 

● Adaptive start-up, i.e., assignment of initial algorithms at start-up for the SwitchPip, for a 
sub-pipeline, with algorithm prediction and for the time travel pipeline (due to the cycles as 
discussed in Section 2.3). 

● Runtime algorithm switch between hard- and software based on user constraints, and for 
the random (test) pipeline. 
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● Various forms of user triggers as collected during pipeline and infrastructure 
development including source and algorithm parameter change. 

● Internal parameter change as if caused by a pipeline element or an algorithm such as the 
event detection. 

● Resource adaptation based on capacity constraints. 

● Data replay adaptation as a subsequent adaptation of a failing resource adaptation (no 
resource migration possible). 

● Load shedding adaptation as a subsequent adaptation of a failing resource and a failing 
data replay adaptation. 

Due to time limitations, we decided not to realize the administrative trigger scenario (A-5.3), which 
is a combination of user trigger and resource adaptation, i.e., utilizing existing components a 
realization can be done at reasonable effort. Regarding A-2.2 (long-term event prediction), a 
component has been developed by WP2, but finally the consortium made the decision not to 
integrate it with the adaptation approach. 

As discussed in D4.3, the execution time of the adaptation can be improved by pruning the 
configuration model before deployment and by using an improved mapping of monitored values 
into rt-VIL. Pruning aims at removing pre-runtime constraints, which are not relevant at runtime as 
the underlying configuration options have been frozen and checked before instantiation. Moreover, 
pruning removes unused elements such as IVML comments. Improving the mapping of monitored 
values refers to realizing a generic Java algorithm, partially as part of EASy-producer as well as 
the rt-VIL binding library, which replaces the explicitly specified mapping in the adaptation scripts. 
We realized both improvements and discuss their effects now as part of the overview of the test 
cases. From the pruning we would expect improvements in phases involving constraint checking 
such as (constraint violation) analysis and, if at all, validation of the re-configuration as part of 
processing the strategies and tactics selection. From the improved mapping, we expect a reduction 
of the phases where monitoring values are bound to IVML runtime variables, i.e., the (constraint 
violation) analysis and the binding for processing strategies and tactics. 

Table 4 summarizes a selection of the adaptation scenario test cases, with focus on the ones 
created or improved since D4.3. Table 4 indicates the relation of the test cases to the adaptation 
scenarios and the execution time measurements. Following the MAPE-K cycle, we distinguish 
between activities of the 

• Monitoring Layer: Monitoring (simulated by the test case), Analysis (binding of monitoring 
values and constraint violation),  

• Adaptation Layer: Planning (binding of monitoring values and execution of strategies) and 
Enactment (translation into infrastructure commands).  

We record the time of the individual phases (except for the monitoring as observing values is 
simulated) as well as the time required for executing the activities in the Adaptation Layer on a Dell 
Latitute 6430u. For each part, we report about the execution time of the original adaptation 
implementation (O), the model pruning (P), the improved binding (B), and the combination (C) of 
improved binding and model pruning (listed vertically in this sequence). As discussed above, the 
model pruning shall improve the execution of the strategies while the binding approach shall 
improve analysis and binding times. In combination, both modifications shall improve the overall 
adaptation time. In the table, we mark expected and reached improvements for the respective 
phases over the original adaptation implementation collected in this experiment in bold font and 
indicate the overall improvement of the combination in terms of the speedup in percents. 
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Test case Adaptation 
scenario 

Analysis 
[ms] 

Binding 
[ms] 

Strategies 
[ms] 

Enactment 
[ms] 

Adaptation 
Layer [ms] 

Start-up cross-pipeline adaptation 

No change A-5.1  O: 90 
P: 0 
B: 0 
C: 4 

O: 62 
P: 64 
B: 80 
C: 84 

O: 5 
P: 4 
B: 11 
C: 9 

O: 172 
P: 76 
B: 97 
C: 105 (39%) 

Reject A-5.1  O: 96 
P: 0 
B: 0 
C: 0 

O: 64 
P: 60 
B: 71 
C: 57 

 O: 167 
P: 71 
B: 75 
C: 61 (63%) 

Scale single A-5.1  O: 85 
P: 2 
B: 3 
C: 5 

O: 352 
P: 189 
B: 455 
C: 184 

O: 131 
P: 64 
B: 90 
C: 66 

O: 572 
P: 259 
B: 553 
C: 260 (55%) 

Scale 
multiple 

A-5.1  O: 109 
P: 25 
B: 27 
C: 46 

O: 289 
P: 247 
B: 272 
C: 168 

O: 77 
P: 68 
B: 72 
C: 67 

O: 476 
P: 347 
B: 375 
C: 286 (40%) 

Shutdown cross-pipeline adaptation 

No change A-5.2  O: 88 
P: 28 
B: 33 
C: 28 

O: 84 
P: 75 
B: 81 
C: 73 

O: 4 
P: 4 
B: 6 
C: 3 

O: 181 
P: 111 
B: 123 
C: 109 (40%) 

Scale 
remaining 

A-5.2  O: 80 
P: 31 
B: 29 
C: 19 

O: 277 
P: 152 
B: 341 
C: 157 

O: 76 
P: 61 
B: 70 
C: 60 

O: 437 
P: 254 
B: 445 
C: 239 (45%) 

Last pipeline A-5.2  O: 87 
P: 3 
B: 0 
C: 2 

O: 55 
P: 65 
B: 70 
C: 78 

O: 6 
P: 9 
B: 7 
C: 6 

O: 155 
P: 85 
B: 81 
C: 93 (40%) 

Adaptive start-up 

Switch 
Pipeline 

Adaptive 
start-up 

 O: 298 
P: 5 
B: 5 
C: 6 

O: 945 
P: 551 
B: 1408 
C: 603 

O: 123 
P: 147 
B: 219 
C: 657 

O: 1395 
P: 730 
B: 1658 
C: 1290 (8%) 

Sub-Pipeline 
of  
RandomPip 

A-5.1  O: 221 
P: 0 
B: 1 
C: 0 

O: 539 
P: 332 
B: 543 
C: 331 

O: 71 
P: 71 
B: 99 
C: 70 

O: 835 
P: 419 
B: 648 
C: 406 (51%) 

Algorithm 
Profile 

Adaptive 
start-up  

 O: 147 
P: 1 

O: 498 
P: 216 

O: 104 
P: 45 

O: 755 
P: 269 
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Test case Adaptation 
scenario 

Analysis 
[ms] 

Binding 
[ms] 

Strategies 
[ms] 

Enactment 
[ms] 

Adaptation 
Layer [ms] 

B: 0 
C: 0 

B: 337 
C: 271 

B: 49 
C: 47 

B: 391 
C: 322 (57%) 

Time Travel 
Pipeline 

Adaptive 
start-up 

 O: 82 
P: 0 
B: 0 
C: 1 

O: 946 
P: 836 
B: 909 
C: 732 

O: 154 
P: 85 
B: 75 
C: 81 

O: 1187 
P: 926 
B: 988 
C: 820 (31%) 

Runtime algorithm switching 

SW→HW 
 

A-1.1, A-1.2 O: 252 
P: 120 
B: 181 
C: 128 

O: 80 
P: 24 
B: 23 
C: 28 

O: 382 
P: 310 
B: 360 
C: 346 

O: 60 
P: 60 
B: 55 
C: 51 

O: 526 
P: 399 
B: 442 
C: 431 (18%) 

HW→SW 
 

A-1.1, A-1.2 O: 260 
P: 127 
B: 195 
C: 134 

O: 82 
P: 22 
B: 21 
C: 26 

O: 509 
P: 422 
B: 500 
C: 435 

O: 53 
P: 58 
B: 52 
C: 56 

O: 646 
P: 506 
B: 576 
C: 521 (19%) 

RandomPip, 
Algorithm1 → 
Algorithm2 

A-1.1, A-1.2 
user 
constraint 

O: 248 
P: 112 
B: 189 
C: 116 

O: 86 
P: 28 
B: 33 
C: 33 

O: 372 
P: 243 
B: 355 
C: 256 

O: 32 
P: 27 
B: 33 
C: 28 

O: 496 
P: 303 
B: 427 
C: 321 (35%) 

RandomPip , 
Algorithm2 → 
Algorithm1 

A-1.1, A-1.2 
user 
constraint 

O: 264 
P: 111 
B: 252 
C: 113 

O: 86 
P: 27 
B: 39 
C: 29 

O: 313 
P: 226 
B: 285 
C: 210 

O: 25 
P: 25 
B: 22 
C: 21 

O: 427 
P: 284 
B: 350 
C: 264 (38%) 

User triggers 

Time travel 
pipeline 
snapshot 

A-3.2  O:82 
P: 1 
B: 1 
C: 0 

O: 239 
P: 122 
B: 284 
C: 172 

O: 51 
P: 38 
B: 54 
C: 36 

O: 375 
P: 168 
B: 346 
C: 212 (43%) 

Focus 
pipeline 
market player 

A-3.1  O: 83 
P: 0 
B: 0 
C: 0 

O: 255 
P: 120 
B: 236 
C: 118 

O: 44 
P: 43 
B: 45 
C: 36 

O: 386 
P: 166 
B: 284 
C: 158 (59%) 

Focus 
pipeline 
source 
adaptation 

A-3.3  O: 98 
P: 22 
B: 27 
C: 24 

O: 289 
P: 128 
B: 214 
C: 129 

O: 45 
P: 39 
B: 43 
C: 39 

O: 436 
P: 195 
B: 290 
C: 197 (55%) 

Focus pip. 
on-demand 
prediction 
(reject) 

A-2.1  O: 229 
P: 17 
B: 60 
C: 16 

O: 135 
P: 125 
B: 140 
C: 148 

 O: 369 
P: 147 
B: 177 
C: 169 (54%) 

Focus pip. A-2.1  O: 173 O: 604 O: 76 O: 856 
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Test case Adaptation 
scenario 

Analysis 
[ms] 

Binding 
[ms] 

Strategies 
[ms] 

Enactment 
[ms] 

Adaptation 
Layer [ms] 

on-demand 
prediction 
(accept) 

P: 11 
B: 9 
C: 8 

P: 415 
B: 854 
C: 407 

P: 89 
B: 79 
C: 69 

P: 522 
B: 677 
C: 488 (43%) 

Internal Parameter Change 

Change 
parameter 

A-3.3  O: 86 
P: 0 
B: 0 
C: 0 

O: 348 
P: 221 
B: 320 
C: 222 

O: 54 
P: 41 
B: 49 
C: 93 

O: 491 
P: 265 
B: 372 
C: 318 (35%) 

Resource adaptation / migration 

Cause 
adaptation 

A-1.1, A-1.2 
/capacity 

O: 574 
P: 164 
B: 271 
C: 192 

O: 241 
P: 164 
B: 271 
C: 192 

O: 269 
P: 288 
B: 632 
C: 114 

O: 42 
P: 55 
B: 72 
C: 53 

O: 659 
P: 373 
B: 739 
C: 192 (71%) 

Keep state A-1.1, A-1.2 
/capacity 

O: 324 
P: 156 
B: 383 
C: 180 

O: 92 
P: 27 
B: 29 
C: 33 

O: 306 
P: 220 
B: 322 
C: 318 

O: 46 
P: 32 
B: 40 
C: 40 

O: 449 
P: 284 
B: 396 
C: 396(12%) 

Data replay adaptation 

Keep replay A-1.1, A-1.2  O: 136 
P: 0 
B: 0 
C: 0 

O: 6 
P: 6 
B: 5 
C: 5 

O: 7 
P: 4 
B: 5 
C: 4 

O: 154 
P: 14 
B: 16 
C: 11 (93%) 

Disable 
replay 

A-1.1, A-1.2 O: 283 
P: 95 
B: 200 
C: 98 

O: 80 
P: 10 
B: 10 
C: 10 

O: 243 
P: 114 
B: 255 
C: 142 

O: 68 
P: 116 
B: 58 
C: 50 

O: 394 
P: 245 
B: 327 
C: 206 (48%) 

Load shedding 

Start A-1.1, A-1.2 O: 255 
P: 108 
B: 175 
C: 114 

O: 97 
P: 23 
B: 25 
C: 22 

O: 437 
P: 134 
B: 426 
C: 143 

O: 88 
P: 46 
B: 40 
C: 46 

O: 626 
P: 207 
B: 495 
C: 215 (66%) 

Increase A-1.1, A-1.2 O: 256 
P: 109 
B: 175 
C: 111 

O: 81 
P: 20 
B: 29 
C: 19 

O: 346 
P: 110 
B: 348 
C: 112 

O: 29 
P: 24 
B: 28 
C: 24 

O: 459 
P: 157 
B: 409 
C: 159 (65%) 

Decrease A-1.1, A-1.2 O: 259 
P: 102 
B: 198 
C: 106 

O: 99 
P: 20 
B: 40 
C: 21 

O: 355 
P: 158 
B: 442 
C: 114 

O: 34 
P: 29 
B: 36 
C: 22 

O: 493 
P: 211 
B: 523 
C: 160 (68%) 

Disable A-1.1, A-1.2 O: 310 
P: 106 

O: 86 
P: 20 

O: 2 
P: 2 

O: 4 
P: 4 

O: 95 
P: 30 
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Test case Adaptation 
scenario 

Analysis 
[ms] 

Binding 
[ms] 

Strategies 
[ms] 

Enactment 
[ms] 

Adaptation 
Layer [ms] 

B: 304 
C: 104 

B: 46 
C: 19 

B: 4 
C: 2 

B: 6 
C: 4 

B: 60 
C: 28 (71%) 

Table 4: Summary of adaptation scenario test cases including execution timing and 
optimizations. 

The measurements for the test cases shown in Table 4 meet (mostly) our expectations described 
above. Both modifications typically speed up the constraint analysis as well as the binding during 
strategy and tactics processing. In most cases, both modifications also improve the execution 
speed of strategies and tactics, but if the execution speed was already fast there is not significant 
improvement. This is also true for the enactment, where we did not expect significant speedups 
(and reached some), but typically the execution times are roughly the same. In summary, pruning 
unused constraints and comments as well as realizing the variable binding in a generic manner 
outside rt-VIL lead to an average speed-up of 48%. 

Further, a specific test case for the continuous source volume prediction (A-2.3) was set up. It 
simulates certain source volume behaviour, feeds it into the source volume prediction and 
observes whether the dynamic threshold is / shall be passed and asserts the respective behaviour. 
This test case requires the most execution time of all adaptations scenario test cases due to the 
simulation of a data source. From this perspective, it is not comparable to the test cases above 
and, therefore, not reported in the above schema. 

In summary, all adaptation scenarios from D4.3 (except for A-2.2 and A-5.3 as explained above) 
are covered by the test cases as shown in Table 4. The new mechanisms introduced since D4.3, 
namely instantiating the Configuration (Meta) Model before runtime by pruning and mapping the 
monitored values through their name schema to IVML runtime values by program code rather than 
VIL code improve the execution time of the adaptation by 48% in average and do not affect the 
functionality of the adaptation. For most cases, the adaptive decision making including IVML 
reasoning and translation to infrastructure commands can now be executed in less than 350ms. 
Decision making for runtime algorithms is a bit slower (up to 520 ms). This is in particular due to 
the required computations for trade-off calculation involving the algorithm profiles and validation / 
scaling of resources upon for algorithm candidates and the selected algorithms. Even the decision 
making for the adaptive start-up is now faster than 1s, which is just a minor portion of the overall 
start-up time of a pipeline, which is typically takes more than 30s as the respective pipeline needs 
to be placed on the cluster and started in a distributed fashion. 

5.5 Cross-pipeline Adaptation 
Cross-pipeline adaptation aims at balancing the resources between multiple starting, running or 
stopping pipelines. In this section, we focus on an experimental validation of the start-up and 
shutdown cross-pipeline adaptation as described in Section 3.6. However, executing multiple 
pipelines on the same cluster requires specific considerations as aims, design decisions and basic 
setup of the Execution Systems, in particular Storm, can overlap with the QualiMaster aim of 
cross-pipeline execution and adaptation. Therefore, we start this section with a discussion of 
technical pre-requisites for cross-pipeline adaptation and knowledge that we collected in this 
respect during the project. Then we discuss the setup for the evaluation of the cross-pipeline 
adaptation capabilities and end with an evaluation of the results. 

Executing multiple pipelines on the same cluster and optimizing their execution and resource 
allocation behavior is a specific aim of the QualiMaster project. This implies that all involved 
Execution Systems as well as the QualiMaster runtime platform, i.e., the infrastructure layers, 
support the execution of multiple pipelines. By selection and design, this holds for all involved 
components and layers. However, in particular the execution systems compared to the 
QualiMaster runtime platform partially aim at fulfilling different quality (non-functional) requirements 
and, thus, are realized through different design decisions. While this must not necessarily lead to 
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conflicts, it can imply that at least the setup of some parts or, in the extreme case, the realization of 
specific parts must be adjusted to properly support the execution of multiple QualiMaster pipelines, 
i.e., enable cross-pipeline adaptation from a pipeline execution point of view. Starting and 
executing multiple pipelines may affect already running pipelines, e.g., during the startup or 
processing phase, physical processing resources such as CPU cores may be allocated by the 
operating system to other pipelines. This can cause resource shortage, leading to the accidental 
activation of mechanisms intended to realize different design goals, such as reliability. 

Several interrelated technical details must be taken into account as we found out during 
experiments for cross-pipeline adaptation, but also, in collaboration with WP2 and WP5 for 
executing multiple pipelines on the same cluster as well as with WP3 for profiling and running the 
hardware algorithm integration at better performance. In this section, we aim at documenting the 
interrelationships on a higher yet technical level, while the actual technical settings are described 
in the documentation of the QualiMaster infrastructure (see Appendix A for more details). 

• Apache Storm aims at reliable data processing, i.e., specific mechanisms ensure that all data 
items are processed even if they must be re-sent in case of data loss or interruptions of the 
data processing. Explicitly acknowledging processed tuples enables reliability in Apache Storm. 
This must also be taken into account by the advanced runtime algorithm switch approach 
developed in QualiMaster (see D4.2, D4.3 but also [21, 22]). The acknowledgment mechanism 
is closely related to the capability of observing and restarting the data processing worker 
nodes, e.g., if they fail due to overuse of memory or due to programming errors. To control the 
health of individual workers, Storm applies several mechanisms, including distributed 
heartbeats and worker timeouts. The worker timeouts can be exceeded accidentally if multiple 
pipelines are executed, in particular during pipeline start-up, where the underlying operating 
system must bring up new JVMs, allocate memory, create new processes and threads, etc. 
Without adjusting the worker timeouts, starting a second pipeline even on a bigger cluster 
such as Okeanos or SoftNet can cause sudden restarts of existing workers disturbing or 
preventing the pipeline operations. Even in smaller clusters such as the experimental SUH 
cluster, the start-up of a single pipeline with higher resource usage, such as the profiling 
pipeline for hardware algorithms with parallelized reception nodes for hardware processing 
results can cause a similar behavior. One technical problem is to identify the reason of the 
related symptoms, as Storm reports in its logs that some parts are suddenly stopping, but not 
the actual cause. The adaptive Storm version developed by the QualiMaster project (see D4.2, 
D4.3, D5.3 and D5.4) now includes respective logging output. In general, combining reliability 
with the state-based algorithms in QualiMaster requires mechanisms for properly restarting a 
worker at runtime, e.g., strategies for storing the state of individual tasks and reloading it upon 
restart such as a form of external storage strategy discussed in D4.2. However, according to 
our knowledge, such capabilities would require a further extension of Storm, i.e., we opted for 
preventing accidental restarts. 

• Apache Storm relies on Apache Zookeeper, a distributed hierarchical data storage component 
for important information, e.g., the assignment of tasks to worker nodes or the worker 
heartbeats. The Zookeeper framework aims at coordinated services, reliability of the stored 
through dynamic leader election, fast response time for read-dominant workloads and 
(partially) at security. While replication and data access (at least of the older Zookeeper 
versions) is known to the Storm community as a bottleneck, the security aims can easily 
prevent the execution of larger Storm topologies, i.e., QualiMaster pipelines. The bottleneck 
can lead to longer response times in case of parallel accessing nodes, which in particular 
occurs in multiple pipeline settings. Longer response times can cause a violation of the 
negotiated session timeout between workers and Zookeepers, which, in turn, can again lead to 
sudden accidental worker restarts. This can also prevent the migration of multiple tasks into 
one larger executor. A solution, as also suggested by some posts of the Storm community, is to 
increase the timeout for the Zookeeper (Curator) connections. This is, however, not the 
complete solution for this symptom. Also the minimum and maximum session timeouts for the 
Zookeepers must be adjusted accordingly so that the timeout negotiation can happen within 
the expected range. Moreover, for preventing denial-of-service attacks, the Zookeeper setup 
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allows limiting the number of connections initiated by an individual machine, e.g., a worker 
node. The default maximum number of permitted connections is usually 10, which already can 
prevent the execution of a hardware profiling pipeline with 4 parallelized hardware reception 
nodes. The symptoms are quite diffuse, as workers or individual tasks just don’t start 
without notice, and, due to different timing conditions, also other workers on different clusters 
with the same limited Zookeeper settings may not start up at all. As a resolution, one the 
Infrastructure Administrator must disable the Zookeeper connection limit or increase the limit to 
an appropriate value. 

• The QualiMaster infrastructure can interact with symptoms described above, in particular that 
workers or tasks don’t start due to Zookeeper connection problems. The reason is, as 
discussed in D4.1 and D5.2 that the QualiMaster infrastructure utilizes the Zookeepers for 
communicating enactment signals. Therefore, each task requires an additional Zookeeper 
connection, which can aggravate the lack of Zookeeper resources discussed above. If 

 

Figure 21: Execution results for multiple pipelines and the cross-pipeline adaptation. 
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increasing the Zookeeper timeouts and the connection limit is not sufficient for the expected 
performance, it is possible to switch the QualiMaster infrastructure to a second signal 
processing mode, namely to utilize the QualiMaster Event Bus instead of Zookeeper 
connections. Both approaches require at least one additional thread on the worker nodes, as 
incoming information must be monitored in parallel. The transported signals are implemented in 
a way that both mechanisms are supported transparently. However, the QualiMaster Event Bus 
is also transporting runtime information, in particular monitoring information and so the 
execution performance for enactment signals (10ms for the Zookeeper-based approach) may 
be affected. Therefore, WP5 typically prefers the Zookeeper approach over the Event Bus 
approach. Alternatively, also Storm data flows could be used for transporting such signals, 
however, as far as we can see, this further increases the resource usage and may affect or 
may be affected by the actual data streams, which can be overloaded in peak situations and 
then prevent adaptive enactment. 

In summary, several adjustments to several technical settings are required to successfully execute 
multiple QualiMaster pipelines in parallel, in particular to conduct experiments for cross-pipeline 
adaptation. Depending on the processing demands, even further adjustments might be required. 
However, the available documentation of such (interrelated) issues is rather poor, i.e., individual 
symptoms, potential solutions, often not even success or failure can be found in the internet. In the 
current form, the reported issues can serve as a starting point of own, partially intensive efforts on 
identifying and solving problems (as also in our case). As already mentioned above, the required 
technical settings are detailed in the documentation of the QualiMaster infrastructure. 

For this evaluation, we utilize two fast-as-lightning pipelines on the SSE experimental cluster, 
namely the SwitchPip and the RandomPip (with processing delay and reduced input rate to 
differentiate the results). We can utilize these pipelines as the processing results are not relevant 
to this experiment. We execute both pipelines first for 3 minutes without cross-pipeline adaptation 
enabled as baseline, activate then cross-pipeline adaptation for limited scalability (assuming one 
pipeline on all cluster nodes) and measure the effects. Finally, we start the SwitchPip first, wait 45s 
which is typically sufficient to stabilize it and execute then the RandomPip. 

Figure 21 illustrates the results collected via the QualiMaster from all pipelines executed during the 
experiment. Figure 21 a) depicts the number of assigned executors per pipeline over time. The two 
baseline pipelines operate at 4 executors, the automatically scaled pipelines at 6 depending on the 
pipeline scaling mode. In the final experiment, first SwitchPip is started and scaled into the cluster, 
then RandomPip during the runtime of SwitchPip. Latency and throughput measures in Figure 21 
b) and c), respectively, indicate that all pipelines are running compliant to their respective 
baselines. In particular, SwitchPip reaches the same throughput rate although the startup 
measures for latency differ (similar, but different forms of spikes). The small spike for RandomPip 
around 126s in Figure 21 b) is of particular interest. This is the point in time when RandomPip is 
started in parallel to SwitchPip and becomes active (similar spikes for immediate start-up at 25s). 
The startup time is nearly the same as in the immediate case as indicated by the allocation of 
executors for this pipeline starting at 103s as indicated by Figure 21 a).  

We also experimented with runtime executor migration during of the given pipelines. With the given 
settings, this form of cross-pipeline adaptation was not needed as the pipelines and their startup 
adaptation operated as expected. So we changed the cluster allocation mode to all executors 
(except for the switching reserve) and even reduced the number of available executors in the 
configuration. Now the assigned number of executors for the two pipelines differed, but due to the 
cluster size the assigned difference was not large enough to cause executor migrations. Due to the 
setup of the experiments, no adjustments happened during pipeline shutdown as expected. We 
plan to report more and detailed results for the QualiMaster demo pipelines in D6.4. 

5.6 Dynamic Cloud Deployment 
In QualiMaster, cloud-based execution of the pipelines is not permitted due to data license 
restrictions. However, in other setups, utilization of a cloud even as alternative deployment 
location, e.g., for coping with high load peaks could be interesting. Such a setup was explored in 
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the Master thesis of H. Bendix [2]. We report on this work here in the evaluation section, as the 
work was rather explorative and experimental. Therefore, the author described the entire 
(dynamic) deployment of the QualiMaster infrastructure as well as selected pipelines to a dynamic 
number of cloud machines in terms of IVML and VIL, i.e.,  

● Configuration Meta Model was extended to capture the cloud setup as well as the dynamic 
cloud aspects in terms of runtime variables, such as dynamically assigned IP-addresses or 
other physical resource characteristics. Moreover, additional cloud-specific runtime 
constraints were introduced, in particular to characterize potential settings where a cloud 
could be the intended execution location. 

● Configuration Model was extended for a local Open Nebula7 cloud installation at SUH as 
well as for Amazon Web Service (AWS)8 as target cloud environments. 

● Infrastructure Instantiation Process was extended to enable ad-hoc deployment to a 
selected cloud. 

● Adaptation scripts were enhanced by a cloud selection strategy, i.e., to decided upon load 
and cloud availability criteria whether a migration to a cloud or back to the local cluster is 
appropriate. 

● The QualiMaster infrastructure was extended to communicate with a Cloud Control Unit 
(CCU), a specific software service which observes cloud resources, informs the 
QualiMaster Monitoring Layer about cloud-related measurements, and executes the 
extended Platform Installation process for cloud deployment using the standalone version 
of EASy-Producer. 

If the Adaptation Layer decides for a cloud deployment, the CCU dynamically deploys prepared 
Virtual Machines for Zookeepers, the Storm Nimbus as well as a given number of worker nodes, 
starts up the QualiMaster infrastructure in the Cloud as well as a given pipeline. As the work was 
exploratory aiming at showing the technical feasibility, the handover between the pipeline in the 
cluster and in the cloud is rather basic, i.e., the replaced pipeline is terminated by the respective 
QualiMaster infrastructure if the alternative pipeline is running.  

The work demonstrated the feasibility of dynamically deploying the QualiMaster infrastructure as 
well as configured pipelines into a cloud, in case of a public cloud with nearly unlimited scalability. 
Thus, the work done in the QualiMaster project can (even dynamically) be subject to future cloud 
services. The work showed further, that a student can successfully extend the Configuration Meta 
Model, the Configuration Model, the Instantiation process as well as the Adaptation scripting. 
Regarding the deployment, the experiments in [2] also showed that a local cluster requires an 
optimized network setup and advanced capabilities for Virtual Machine templates, as the dynamic 
deployment of Storm, the QualiMaster infrastructure and a test pipeline like the Random or the 
Switch pipeline with 6 virtual machines to the SUH Open Nebula cloud took around 16 minutes. 
This is due to a high network load during deployment and a saturation of the network and hard-disk 
resources. On AWS, the same deployment took around 6 Minutes, mostly due to waiting times 
which might be avoided in a more optimal setup. The AWS experiments encourage the dynamic 
deployment with prepared machines (Zookeeper, Nimbus + Infrastructure, workers). 

5.7 Experiences and Discussion 

Testing adaptation approaches is a complex task [16]. However, without testing, small changes 
can immediately break the infrastructure, the pipelines and, in particular, the adaptation. Thus, the 
QualiMaster consortium decided to perform a variety of different testing approaches, ranging from 
unit regression tests over integration tests to adaptation (scenario) tests and, finally, manual tests 
for user interfaces, e.g., of QM-IConf or cluster-based tests of the adaptive pipelines. In this 

                                                

7 https://opennebula.org/ 
8 https://aws.amazon.com/ 
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section, we summarize our experience on testing and validation, in particular of the view point of 
WP4. 

For supporting the validation, we rely on a hierarchy of tests and validations. 

● QualiMaster event bus as a basis for the realization of all infrastructure layers (45 
regression test cases), 

● Enactment support (35 regression test cases). 

● rt-VIL language on top of the regression tests for IVML and VIL realized by EASy-Producer 
(505 for IVML, 425 for VIL including 35 for rt-VIL and 14 integration scenario tests).  

● Coordination Layer for performing and coordinating runtime changes (43 regression test 
cases including 4 pipeline scenario and event test cases using a simplified configuration 
model). 

● QualiMaster Monitoring Layer including the constraint-based analysis, the source volume 
prediction and the algorithm profiling mechanism (57 regression test cases and 12 pipeline 
scenario test cases using a simplified configuration model). 

● Adaptation Layer including the execution of rt-VIL as part of the adaptation event queue as 
well as the reflective adaptation (16 regression test cases and 3 top-level adaptation 
pipeline tests using a simplified configuration model). 

● QualiMaster configuration model including the rt-VIL adaptation scripts for validating the 
integration and the overall decision making (30 regression tests on various levels of 
granularity including the adaptation scenario test cases discussed in Section 5.4). 

The individual components as well as their integration have been thoroughly tested in various 
combinations including simulations as well as local mode Storm testing pipelines. As already 
mentioned in Section 4.5, automated testing with Apache Storm is not a trivial task. One particular 
reason is that performing local tests causes the Storm framework to behave differently, e.g., data 
serialization is switched off and processes boundaries that typically exist due to physical 
distribution over a cluster do not hold if a full pipeline is squeezed within one or a few local virtual 
machines. Thus, it occurred frequently, that a pipeline or a certain infrastructure or adaptation 
functionality appeared to work locally or in the test cases, while in distributed model on a real 
cluster the results were completely different (or in extreme cases the respective pipelines did not 
work). For this reason, it is important that tests during development on experimental clusters, e.g., 
the experimental SUH cluster, or in the final execution environment are performed. However, as 
also explained in this deliverable, fully automated cluster-based regression tests were not feasible 
and, therefore, subject to manual integration tests.  

Moreover, (performance) evaluation of the involved components is only possible on a distributed 
cluster of adequate size, as, e.g., on the TSI clusters Okeanos and SoftNet or on the LUH cluster. 
Initially, such performance evaluations involved logging performed by the individual components, 
which easily may affect the runtime behaviour as well as the quality characteristics. In the mean 
time, the Monitoring Layer of the QualiMaster infrastructure supports such experiments, as the 
relevant parts of the observed system state (more details can be enabled through the infrastructure 
settings) are traced and available after pipeline execution. As mentioned in the introduction of 
Section 5, we will report on the results of the cluster-based scenario evaluations in the upcoming 
deliverable D6.4 as part of the overall evaluations of the QualiMaster infrastructure.  

In summary, we subscribe to the well-known statement that testing adaptation mechanisms is still 
a challenge, in particular in a complex, distributed data processing environment as the QualiMaster 
infrastructure. 
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6 Conclusions 
Quality-aware configuration and adaptation are, along with real-time stream processing and 
opportunistic execution on hardware-coprocessors, at the heart of the QualiMaster project. For 
realizing this combination, WP4 identified at the beginning of the project several challenges. At the 
end of WP4, we review now our work with respect to these challenges as an overall conclusion: 

• Unification of configuration and adaptation: WP4 developed an approach to link 
configuration and adaptation for achieving mutual benefits for both activities. The 
configuration frames the adaptation space and can influence the adaptive behaviour in a 
consistent manner. The adaptation can rely on configuration knowledge in order to perform 
adaptive decision making. Generative instantiation increases consistency as the pipelines 
to be adapted comply with the Configuration Model. In QualiMaster, we integrated 
configuration and adaptation seamlessly as discussed as one of the first approaches in [7]. 

• Unification of software- and hardware-based execution: Based on the concept of 
algorithm families, software and hardware-based execution are considered as alternative 
algorithms, which can be exchanged at runtime. Being part of the same family, software- 
and hardware-based algorithms share the same technical interface. The technical 
QualiMaster collaborated to integrate successfully integrate both sides, most notably using 
automated code generation, in particular for software-based sub-pipelines and hardware-
based algorithms. 

• Toplogical configuration: Defining data processing pipelines (or more generally data flow 
graphs) is central to the domain activities of data engineers and data analysis, in particular 
for stream-based data processing. Here, the QualiMaster configuration approach [12] 
relying on the Integrated Variability Modelling Language is the first Software Product Line 
approach supporting topological configuration, including topological constraints, validation 
through reasoning and instantiation through code generation. The QualiMaster case for 
adaptive and configurable data processing pipelines was used to demonstrate and validate 
the approach. 

• Flexible automated instantiation: The QualiMaster configuration approach relies on the 
automated instantiation of the configuration, in particular of data processing pipelines into 
code and, finally, deployable and executable artifacts [10, 11]. The instantiation is 
described using the Variability Instantiation Language using the configuration as control 
information. During the project, we evolved the instantiation so that it supports the most 
recent concepts of the QualiMaster infrastructure. Further, in addition to instantiation before 
runtime, we utilize the QualiMaster infrastructure instantiation process in a flexible manner 
to profile individual data processing algorithms on demand, i.e., to instantiate pipelines at 
runtime. 

• Flexible adaptation specification: The QualiMaster approach to adaptation is based on a 
runtime adaptation and instantiation scripting language, which resembles pre-runtime and 
runtime instantiation. The adaptation language is able to define the adaptive decision 
making for complex adaptive data processing as enabled by the QualiMaster infrastructure. 
We evolved the adaptation scripting over the project life time. The scripts and can be 
changed without modifying the infrastructure implementation, even by a student as 
demonstrated in [2]. The adaptation approach can be customized, including adaptation 
buttons and weighting “knobs” that are available to the user though the QualiMaster 
infrastructure configuration tool. A binding library between the infrastructure and the 
adaptation has been created to simplify the implementation. 

• Combination of data and technical quality: The QualiMaster quality taxonomy defines a 
unified view on both, data and technical quality. The QualiMaster infrastructure, in particular 
the Monitoring Layer, allows measuring, collecting, aggregating and processing arbitrary 
forms of quality characteristics, whereby the internal quality descriptors used for defining 
the aggregation and the access to the monitored information realize the QualiMaster quality 
taxonomy. The QualiMaster adaptation approach is based on the flexible monitoring 
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capabilities and uses the collected information to decide about changes to the infrastructure 
at runtime in an adaptive manner. 

• Adaptation for real-time Big Data analysis: The adaptive decision making is applied to 
and integrated with the real-time Big Data analysis algorithms researched by WP2 and 
WP3. From the beginning of the project, the performance goal for the adaptive decision 
making approach was to be fast, but not to operate in real-time. We managed to achieve 
this goal as shown in this deliverable, in particular due to recent improvements the adaptive 
decision making can be executed in most cases in less than 500ms. Moreover, we 
researched methods on how to enact adaptive decisions on real-time Big Data analysis 
components including fast resource migration for Storm and efficient algorithm switching. It 
is important to mention the algorithm switching approach, which pays attention to 
distributed algorithms and real-time data processing characteristics. The approach 
manages to switch the data processing among alternative algorithms, including hardware-
based and software-based algorithms such as sub-pipelines and sub-topologies in less 
than 200ms effective switching time [21, 22].  

In summary, we conclude that WP4 fulfilled all requirements introduced in the initial deliverables of 
the QualiMaster project. Moreover, WP4 successfully faced its own challenges and, for the 
challenges, contributed important research results to the respective communities. Moreover, we 
made valuable experiences with the approaches as detailed in this deliverable and discussed in 
some publications. 

Although the work of WP4 ends with the QualiMaster project, the researched concepts, tools, 
algorithms and the QualiMaster infrastructure will be valuable assets for our future work. For 
example, we showed the feasibility of topological configurations for Big Data streaming 
applications, but several further application fields for topological Software Product Line 
Configurations do exist. One example is the Autronica case in [4], where our concepts can be 
applied and validated. Moreover, as already indicated in Section 3.9, we are interested in refining 
the specification of the adaptation to simplify the development of adaptive systems. Here, the 
QualiMaster infrastructure as well as the algorithms developed by the partners will act for us as 
platform and validation case. Moreover, our work on increasing the transparency of enactment 
mechanisms is not completed and will go on even after the end of the QualiMaster project. As this 
work is currently focused on data stream processing, the gained knowledge about real-time data 
stream processing and the created artifacts will be a precious basis for further research in hiding 
the effects of adaptations as well as for related evaluations. 
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Appendix A: Additional Documentation 
This appendix summarizes some of the documentation created for the QualiMaster infrastructure 
and tooling. We included this appendix as there will be no final deliverable of WP5 according to the 
Description of Work. In this appendix, we focus on documentation that is in particular relevant to 
the work in WP4. The full documentation of the QualiMaster infrastructure9 is available through 
GitHub and includes: 

• Installation guidelines 

• Release notes 

• Design overview 

• File formats 

• Development guidelines 

• Documentation of the rt-VIL binding library, which now contains 50 types with specific 
operations as well as 19 QualiMaster-specific global operations. 

In this appendix, we provide an overview on: 

• The development guidelines (Section A.1). 

• The infrastructure commands (Section A.2). 

• A how-to for QM-IConf (Section A.3). 

A.1 Development Guidelines 
This section summarizes the development guidelines for all parts of the QualiMaster infrastructure, 
in particular the pipeline components. The guidelines have been collected during the project while 
realizing the QualiMaster infrastructure and the infrastructure instantiation process to foster 
collaboration and to ease the development of adaptive data processing pipelines and the 
underlying data source, algorithm and data sink implementations. The guidelines contain 
information about both, development of components for the QualiMaster infrastructure as well as 
practices for developing underlying Storm components where needed. The most recent version of 
the guidelines is available in the Open Source github repository10 of the QualiMaster infrastructure. 

A.1.1 Pipelines 

Pipelines are realized in terms of (generated) Storm topologies. 

● Inspired by the Storm examples, the implementation topology of a pipeline is instantiated 
via public static void main(String[]), so that it also can be started standalone, 

i.e., not through the infrastructure. Passing in arguments runs the topology in cluster mode, 
passing no arguments causes submission to a local cluster. 

● If not given from external (in terms of a sub-topology), a topology shall use the 
RecordingTopologyBuilder for creating Storm executors. Reasons: 

○ While most of the operations are just passed through, this specific topology builder 
takes into account dynamic PipelineOptions and changes workers, tasks, 

executors and parameters at start of the pipeline. This simplifies experiments and 
profiling. Therefore call in main first options = new PipelineOptions(args); 

passing in the arguments received and pass the options instance then to the 
instance of RecordingTopologyBuilder that you create instead of 

TopologyBuilder for defining the pipeline. 

                                                

9 https://github.com/QualiMaster/Infrastructure/blob/master/documentation/ 
10 https://github.com/QualiMaster/Infrastructure/blob/master/documentation/guidelines.docx 
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○ A storm topology needs to know about the QualiMaster infrastructure, at least the 
event bus for dynamically informing the infrastructure about changes in the pipeline 
etc. Therefore, execute the following lines at the beginning of topology creation that 
take over information from the QualiMaster infrastructure Configuration into the 
Storm topology config: 

■ config.put(Configuration.HOST_EVENT, 
Configuration.getEventHost()); 

■ config.put(Configuration.PORT_EVENT, 
Configuration.getEventPort()); 

■ config.put(Configuration.EVENT_DISABLE_LOGGING, 
Configuration.getEventDisableLogging()); 

○ As long as sub-topologies are not configured and generated, the 
RecordingTopologyBuilder can record the structure of such sub-topologies 

and inform the infrastructure so that at least monitoring can happen correctly. 
Therefore, call builder.startRecording(algorithmName) before including 

the sub-topology and builder.stopRecording(algorithmName) after. In 

order to inform the infrastructure about the collected information, call at the end of 
creating the topology builder.close(topologyName, config), whereby 

config is the Storm topology configuration. 

● A deployable pipeline must have a mapping file (see file formats document), which defines 
the relation between elements of the configuration and implemented components, in 
particular as the names in the configuration may contain spaces etc. and implementation 
names may be completely different depending on the infrastructure instantiation process. 

● The settings folder of a deployable pipeline jar (on top-level) may contain the summary of 

the settings that an external application can rely on, i.e., the external interface of a pipeline. 
Setting files are given in XML format (see file formats). 

● The profiles folder of a deployable pipeline jar (on top-level) may contain profiles for the 
algorithms that have been collected during profiling or previous runs of the pipeline. The 
profiles folder must contain the pipeline=<name> folder of that pipeline including its sub-

folders for all relevant algorithms following the conventions of the algorithm profile 
prediction. Given information will be copied as an initial population into the respective folder 
of the running cluster upon pipeline start if files/folders do not already exist. If a re-
deployment shall be forced, the respective folder on the cluster must be deleted manually. 

A.1.2 Algorithms and Sub-topologies 

A sub-topology represents an algorithm implementation, requires distributed computation over 
Storm and shall be considered in the main pipeline a single unit. The single unit notion is in 
particular important for switching among algorithm, as a sub-topology will always be subject to 
switching as a whole. Please avoid programmed (legacy) sub-topologies and model sub-topologies 
as re-usable sub-pipelines in the configuration adding them as an algorithm to the respective 
algorithm families. 

If a sub-topology shall be scalable regarding its resource consumption during pipeline start-up or 
shutdown, the class implementing the sub-topology must implement the IScalablePipeline 

interface in order to indicate how scaling requests will affect the contained (from the configuration 
not visible) bolts and spouts. Implementation of scaling capabilities and resource demands given in 
the configuration must be consistent. 

A.1.3 Algorithm Families and Algorithms 

● Algorithms are typically not serialized, so arbitrary Java code can be used. If state transfer 
during re-parallelization is important, please consider the rules for Bolts/Spouts. 
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● Algorithms have a common as well as a pipeline specific interface and must implement 
both. Akin to Storm executors, no functional code except for initialization shall be carried 
out in the constructors. Specific methods called by the generated Bolts are provided, which 
shall be overridden. This is in particular true for switch status, which also notifies an 
implementation about a close by termination of the pipeline (cleanup your allocated 
resources). 

● In case that may fail, please catch all potential exceptions and turn them into a 
eu.qualimaster.pipeline.DefaultModeException (see the JavaDoc). The 

generated pipeline catches the exception and switches processing there into default mode, 
i.e., for each input tuple, an output tuple with Java default values will be emitted. 

● Algorithm specific types to be used in input/output tuples shall not define inner classes, also 
not static inner classes. This may cause runtime trouble11 to the Storm serialization. Thus, 
serialization of specific types shall also be validated and tested. StormCommons provides 

support for obtaining a Storm-like kryo instance in StormTestUtils. 

● If algorithms define own types to be passed along with the pipeline, they must be 

○ Defined in the configuration model so that the generation can properly include them. 

○ Shall provide a kryo serializer to allow the pipeline to run at higher throughput (if fast 
serialization is enabled for the pipeline). Also the kryo serializer must be defined 
along with the type in the configuration model. 

○ Must provide a .proto file for the algorithm specific types (in particular if the type 
shall be handled by hardware algorithms), execute the protobuf generator in the 
Maven script and provide a type serializer for the protobuf types (example: 
eu.qualimaster.serializer.StringListSerializer in 

StormCommons). In particular, protobuf and kryo serializers can be combined in 

one class and defined in the configuration as one type. 

● Manifests allow simplified configuration of Algorithms in QM-IConf with just some simple 
clicks. For Java implementations, QM-IConf reads the manifest from META-

INF/manifest.xml and performs a class file analysis. For Hardware-Algorithms, a full 

Manifest must be specified. For details, see the file formats document regarding manifests. 

● For profiling, algorithms shall provide a profiling script detailing the most important 
parameter variations / execution settings and a data file providing normalized input for 
replay during profiling. See the file format document for details on profiling and the 
technical background. 

● For the Java simple algorithm, the calculate method has been extended to handle 

multiple output types and each output can carry multiple item results. Before setting the 
values for respective results, the clear method must be called to clean up the previously 
cached results. And if there is no output for the output type, the noOutput method shall be 

called. 

● Don't implement the interfaces for input/output types yourself. Implementations are 
generated and available through the pipeline interfaces artifact. 

● Algorithms shall free resources and stop all loops when the shutdown of pipeline happens. 
For software algorithms, this can be done by checking the TERMINATING state in the 

switchState method and free resources when this state is met. The switchState 

might be executed twice as it is also included in the storm cleanup method. For hardware 
algorithms, a close message will be sent through socket to inform the hardware to release 
resources. 

                                                

11 http://stackoverflow.com/questions/3575436/why-do-i-get-an-invalidclassexception-no-valid-constructor-
when-inherit-from-a 
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● Please do not delay the response of an algorithm, e.g., by waiting or sleeping for certain 
data as this increases the response time and affects the response time, latency and 
capacity / load measurements of Storm and the infrastructure. In extreme cases, you may 
accidentally cause runtime adaptations to counter high load situations. If some form of 
timed synchronization by sleeping / waiting is needed, sleep / wait at maximum for the 
average response time that the algorithm would take for processing and if the 
synchronization condition is not met, indicate that the algorithm returns no result, i.e., 
fraction the sleeping / waiting by non-productive executions. 

● The profiles folder of a deployable algorithm (src/main/resources/profiles) may 

contain profiles for the algorithm that have been collected during profiling or previous runs 
of the pipeline. The profiles folder must contain the sub-folders of the algorithm=<name> 

folder of that algorithm including its sub-folders following the conventions of the algorithm 
profile prediction. The respective files can be obtained during a profiling run for that 
algorithm and must be downloaded from the profiling cluster and added to the profiles 
folder. 

A.1.4 Sources and Sinks 

● Sources and sinks are typically not serialized, so arbitrary Java code can be used. 
However, if state transfer shall be applied, e.g., during re-parallelization, sources and sinks 
must be fully serializable! 

● connect and disconnect shall be safe to be called again, i.e., calling connect after 

connect shall not have any effect, akin for disconnect. 

● The respective getData method shall return null if there is no data, also in the 

disconnected case. 

● Sources and sinks have a common as well as a pipeline specific interface and must 
implement both. Akin to Storm executors, no functional code except for initialization shall be 
carried out in the constructors. Specific methods called by the Data Management Layer 
upon starting or shutting down a pipeline are provided, which shall be overridden. 

● In case that may fail, please catch all potential exceptions and turn them into a 
eu.qualimaster.pipeline.DefaultModeException (see the JavaDoc). The 

generated pipeline catches the exception and switches processing there into default mode, 
i.e., for each input tuple, an output tuple with Java default values will be emitted. 

● Sources and sinks shall not be initialized directly rather than via the Data Management 
Layer, i.e., their constructors shall not be used directly. On the one side, this allows the 
Data Management Layer to add additional functions to the source and sink instance via 
wrapping (e.g., transparent input caching). On the other side, the sources and sinks are 
then registered with the Data Management Layer, which enables automatic connect / 
disconnect of sources and sinks at the right point in time during pipeline startup / shutdown. 
For example, the respective code for a data source implemented in the class Src may look 

like DataManager.DATA_SOURCE_MANAGER.createDataSource(“pipeline”, 
Src.class, NoStorageStrategyDescriptor.INSTANCE); 

● As we currently do not have a getName method in IDataElement (Data Management 

Layer), sources and sinks shall implement a proper toString() method so that individual 

data sources can be identified in the logs during automatic connect / disconnect of sources 
/ sinks. 

● Manifests allow simplified configuration of Sources/Sinks in QM-IConf with just some simple 
clicks. Therefore, QM-IConf reads the manifest from META-INF/manifest.xml and 

performs a class file analysis. For Maven builds, just put a respective file into 
src/main/resources/META-INF (or your configured resource folder) and it will become 

part of your build. 
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● Akin to algorithms, Sources/Sinks shall also free resources while stopping the pipeline. The 
disconnect method of Sources/Sinks will be called and resources can be released 

through this method. The disconnect method maybe called twice as it is also included in 

the Storm close method. 

● Sources may provide access to historical data in order to increase the precision of the 
source volume prediction. The access provider is a forward object, which shall be self-
contained, serializable to be called independently of the source. Moreover, data sources 
shall provide access to the aggregation key for data items of the same kind can be obtained 
from a data item. This key is important for source volume prediction - if not given, no 
prediction will happen. Access to the aggregation key shall be reentrant and as far as 
possible independent of the usual operations of the data source. 

● Regarding state transfer, see Bolts/Spouts and algorithms. 

● Please do not delay the response of a source / sink by sleeping / waiting for the same 
reasons as this increases the response time / latency and may accidentally affect runtime 
measurements and cause unintended runtime adaptations. As for algorithms, please 
consider fractionated sleeping / waiting. 

A.1.5 Storm Executors (Spouts and Bolts) 

● Storm hint: Spouts that do not emit data shall at least sleep(1) to reduce CPU load. 

● Storm executors must be serializable (through Java POJO or Kryo) in order to enable 
distribution. Check attributes whether they are serializable (writing through an 
ObjectOutputStream can help detecting problems) and if attributes are ultimately not used, 
mark them with the modifier transient. QM algorithms are declared as transient during 
code generation. 

● For state transfer during dynamic migration of Bolts and Spouts, please consider that only 
transient attributes are transferred. For allowing state transfer on algorithms, algorithms 
must be serializable and consider the transient modifier. If explicit control over the state 
transfer shall be taken, use the @Stateful class and the @PartOfState attribute 

annotation. @Stateful declares all non-transient attributes as part of the state unless 

specified differently. @PartOfState can define the integration strategy, currently 

○ DEFAULT: just take over if there is no current value) 

○ CLEAR_AND_FILL: creates collection if it does not exist, clears first and fills then 

from state) 

○ MERGE: creates collection if it does not exist, adds all from state) 

○ MERGE_AND_KEEP_OLD: creates collection if it does not exist, adds all from state 

but preserves existing entries 

● Data used in storm tuples must be serializable (see above). 

● Don't execute functional code rather than plain initialization in constructors. Storm foresees 
prepare and cleanup methods to be overridden and used appropriately. 

● Don't call functional code while building up a topology. Topology code is run once on a 
central machine (Nimbus), terminates and is removed from memory (in plain Storm as well 
as in the QM infrastructure). Keeping references to Storm executors is useless, in particular 
as Storm executors are (re)instantiated when a topology starts and may be distributed then 
through serialization so that the reference you have may work in a local test cluster but not 
on a real cluster. Thus, initializing parameters through calling Storm executors may lead to 
an effect on a local cluster but not in a real cluster. Use events there, in particular the 
transparent event mechanism provided by the QM StormCommons library, which allows to 

alternatively and transparently distribute these events through the QualiMaster event bus. 
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Using the provided BaseSignalSpout and BaseSignalBolt requires overriding methods 

to call the already defined (super) methods! 

● Cleaning up resources in Bolts (cleanup) and Spouts (close) requires calling the already 

defined (super) methods for complete cleanup (if possible, see below). 

● Basically, Storm defines methods for cleaning up resources in Bolts (cleanup) and Spouts 

(close). However, currently it is not guaranteed by Storm that these methods are called 
during the kill process of a topology (akin to Java finalizers when the JVM is terminated by 
a kill signal of the operating system). Thus, the infrastructure now informs executors 
derived from BaseSignalSpout and BaseSignalBolt about an upcoming shutdown of 

the pipeline through signals. Akin to parameters and algorithm change, there is now a 
method notifyShutdown which receives the event. To avoid that subclasses disable 

already implemented shutdown steps, notifyShutdown calls the (empty) 

prepareShutdown, which shall be overridden by new Bolts and Spouts. 

● Bolts and spouts handling algorithm changes shall respond after successful execution to 
the respective signal by an AlgorithmChangedMonitoringEvent. Similarly, bolts and 

spouts handling a parameter change shall respond after successful execution by a 
ParameterChangedMonitoringEvent. This holds particularly for sub-topologies. 

● Signal sending will be deferred until pipeline is in state “initialized” so that no 
startup/initialization messages to (handcrafted) sub-topologies get lost. 

● To enable load shedding, the respective Bolt/Spout implementation shall call 
enabled(Object) on the respective tuple instance to be tested for shedding. 

● For monitoring pipeline components, the following rules apply: 

○ Source (refining BaseSignalSpout): Must call startMonitoring() and 

endMonitoring() at the beginning and end of the nextTuple method. Emitting 

tuples is tracked internally. 

○ Processing Elements (refining BaseSignalBolt): Shall call startMonitoring() and 

endMonitoring() at the beginning and end of the execute method. Execution 

and tuple emitting is tracked anyway internally, but so monitoring plugins (QM-IConf 
use cases) can be considered. 

○ Sinks (refining BaseSignalBolt): Shall call startMonitoring() and 

endMonitoring() at the beginning and end of the execute method. Execution is 

tracked anyway internally, but so monitoring plugins (QM-IConf use cases) can be 
considered. Importantly, call emitted(Object) when information is passed to the sink 
implementation as this cannot be tracked internally. 

○ For writing logs into a file, especially logging the data from tasks, StormCommons 

provides a DataLogger class 

(eu.qualimaster.common.logging.DataLogger). It returns a PrintWriter 

based on the given path/fileName. 

A.1.6 Infrastructure Components 

● One of the components required by the source volume prediction comes with a rather 
outdated XML parser dependency (gnujaxp), for which it is currently unclear whether we 

can grid of it again. gnujaxp registers itself as default XML parser disabling the Java 

default parser (DocumentBuilderFactory). During the automated integration tests, the 

top-level tests using some XML functionality failed while others passed (it seems reading 
the contents of an XML element is not properly implemented). If you are reading XML code 
on infrastructure (not algorithm) level, this may affect your functionality, e.g., in the external 
service. As a workaround, there is now the class XMLFactory in the infrastructure, which 

tries to return the default java factory if possible. Using this class, the infrastructure 
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functionality is back again. Due to compatibility problems, we decided to remove gnujaxp 

from the deployable infrastructure so that the original Java XML parser is used. This may 
cause conflicts with some dependencies, but so far none have been noticed. 

● Infrastructure components that shall become accessible to the adaptation script must use 
specific annotations to enable type safety for their signatures. Basically, all events and 
commands of the infrastructure are considered by default to become visible to rt-VIL. If this 
is not intended, use @QMInternal on class (or method) level to avoid the inclusion. If 

further classes are needed as the signatures to be included depend on them, use 
@QMSupport on class level. The annotation @QMGenerics shall be used to indicate the 

actual type generics of a data type as (at least until Java 1.7) this information is removed 
from bytecode. @QMName can be used to transparently rename a class or a method, i.e., to 

adjust Java to rt-VIL conventions. Moreover, @QMNoSimulation shall be used for 

methods that shall not be executed during dry simulation runs of rt-VIL, e.g., in QM-IConf or 
EASy-Producer. @QMNoSimulation shall in particular be applied to the execute methods 

(renamed by @QMName to exec to avoid keyword conflicts with rt-VIL) of coordination 

commands, so that commands can be created but are not executed without a running 
infrastructure. 

● Maven dependencies for test artifacts must be declared with scope tests. Otherwise, the 
dependency analysis of QM-IConf will fail while reading Algorithm manifests. 

A.1.7 All Components 

Logging shall be done through the provided Apache logging framework as this reduces potential 
dependency conflicts. 

A.2 Infrastructure Commands 
From a technical point of view, the server side of the QualiMaster infrastructure consists of two 
main parts, the infrastructure start script (main.sh on Linux) and the command line interface (cli.sh 
on Linux). The infrastructure start script can also be used to start-up and shutdown the 
infrastructure automatically, e.g., as an operating system service. Some service-specific scripts are 
provided as part of the QualiMaster github in the project of the Adaptation Layer. 

This section summarizes the commands to be issued by and Infrastructure Administrator on the 
command line. As emphasized in Section 2.4.3 and 2.5, start-up and shutdown of the infrastructure 
depends on the installation and are out of scope of the QualiMaster tooling. In contrast, 
administrator operators on infrastructure level are supported by the QualiMaster infrastructure 
command line. For a technical description of the individual commands and their parameters, 
please execute the command line with no parameter, which prints the help. We now list the 
commands that can be issued via the infrastructure command line tool: 

• Start a pipeline (start <pipeline>) 

• Stop a pipeline (stop <pipeline>) 

• Change an algorithm (changeAlgo <pipeline> <pipelineElement> <algorithm> 

(param value)*) 

• Set an algorithm / data source / data sink parameter (setParam <pipeline> 

<pipelineElement> <param> <value>) 

• Rebalance a pipeline using the Storm rebalance command (rebalance <pipeline> 

<#workers> (<pipelineElement> <tasks>)*) 

• Start or stop data replay (replay <pipeline> <sink> <ticket> <boolean> (<from> 
<to> <speed> <query>)?) 

• Start or stop load shedding (shed <pipeline> <pipelineElement> <shedder> 

(<paramName> <value>)*) 
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• Trace monitoring information on algorithm level in addition to the default setting for pipeline 
and pipeline element level (tracing <boolean>) 

• Profile the given algorithm within its family. Profiling information is collected in the folder 
stated in the infrastructure settings (profile <family> <algorithm>). 

A.3 How to use QM-IConf? 

This section briefly describes the usage of the main concepts of QM-IConf. This section is intended 
as a quick how-to rather than a complete documentation, i.e., a step-by-step guide to individual 
configuration tasks. 

A.3.1 Infrastructure Configuration 

The QM-IConf tool facilitates the creation and configuration of arbitrary configuration elements. An 
asterisk behind a variable name denotes a mandatory element. After saving the model, the 
validation function can be used to check the validity of the newly created elements. 

QM-IConf retrieves and stores the configuration in a central SVN repository. Therefore, user login 
and authentication at start-up of QM-IConf are required. If the model has been obtained once (or in 
demonstration mode is shipped with the tool), the user can also use the local configuration without 
authentication or connecting to the repository.  

Below we describe the most important aspects, which should be considered while configuring new 
elements: 

A.3.1.1 Configuration of Algorithm-specific Types 

In addition to the pre-defined types, algorithm-specific types allow declaring own data types 
through type-safe pipelines. Own types must provide implementations of the serialization 
mechanisms (see development guidelines above). 

● Right click on Types. 

● Select Add FieldType to ‘Types’. 

● At least type name and realizing class must be configured, i.e., the implementing 

class name and, if applicable, the providing Maven artifact must be given. 

A.3.1.2 Configuration of General-Purpose Machines 

General-purpose machines execute the software worker tasks. 

● Right click on General-Purpose Machines. 

● Select Add Machine to ‘General-Purpose Machines’. 

● The name must be the canonical network name of that machine (as used by Storm). 
● Ports of a machine must be configured depending on its role. 

○ For a Manager ports must not be configured. 

○ For a Worker ports must be configured. 

● Elements will be grouped by their domain. 

A.3.1.3 Reconfigurable Hardware Machines 

Reconfigurable hardware machines identify the machines to run re-configurable hardware-based 
algorithms on. The type HwNode is the root for all hardware machine configuration settings, while 

sub-types require the configuration of specific information, e.g., the MPCCNode. 

● Right click on Reconfigurable Hardware Machines. 

● Select Add MPCCNode to ‘Reconfigurable Hardware Machines’ 

● Define the specific settings according to the respective installation, in particular the 
canonical network name or IP address as well as the communication ports. 
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A.3.1.4 Data Management 

This part configures all underlying data handling such as data sources and data sinks (backed by 
implementation components specified through class names and Maven artifacts). 

● Right click on Data Management. 

● Select one of 
○ Add DataSource to ‘Data Management’. 

○ Add DataSink to ‘Data Management’ 
○ Add PersistentDataElement 

● For sources and sinks, the following fields should be configured: 
○ The artifact (maybe selected from the maven repository), which is realising the 

element. 
○ The realizing class within the artifact. 

○ The data types of the emitted tuples (source) or the consumed tuples (sink). 

○ The adaptable parameters specify elements, which may be configured by the 

adaptation layer at runtime. 

A.3.1.4 Algorithm Families 

Algorithm families represent alternative algorithms to be selected at runtime. The family defines the 
interface for all algorithms constituting the interface, so it makes sense defining the families before 
the algorithms. 

● Right click on Algorithm Families. 

● Select Add Family to ‘Algorithm Families’. 

● The data types of the input parameters (input fields) and the returned values (output 

fields). 

● The adaptable parameters specify elements, which may be configured by the 

adaptation layer at runtime. 
● Select algorithms which belong to the family in the members section. 

A.3.1.4 Algorithms 

Algorithms perform the computational work. To be used in QualiMaster, algorithms must 
implement one or more family interfaces, added as algorithm configuration and then added to 
families. Algorithms may have specific input/output tuples if they don’t fit into any current family, 
but finally the input/output tuples shall match the target family. 

● Right click on Algorithms. 

● Select one of 
○ Add SoftwareAlgorithm to ‘Algorithms’. 

○ Add HardwareAlgorithm to ‘Algorithms’. 

○ Add SubPipelineAlgorithm to ‘Algorithms’(cf. Section A5.3). 

● input fields and output fields must be the same as defined in the related family 

(cf. Section A5.1.5). 
● Select the implementing artifact and the implementing class of the algorithm. 

After selecting implementing class, the tool tries to detect the input and output types 

automatically to simplify the configuration. The selection of an implementing class is 

not needed for a HardwareAlgorithm. 

A.3.2 Pipelines 

Pipelines can initially be configured without families, algorithms or data management elements, 
potentially leading to validation errors. Families can initially be used without algorithms, but for 
compiling and running a pipeline, all families (with at least one algorithm) and data management 
elements must be specified and the pipeline must be validated successfuly. 

● Right click on Pipelines in tree view and select Add Pipeline to ‘Pipelines’. 
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● Create the topology by adding sources, family elements, data management elements, 
sources, and linking them with flows. All elements should have unique names (unique 
within the pipeline). 

● Click in background and select the Properties view 

○ Specify a unique full qualified artifact name for pipeline (field artifact). The name 

should be a valid maven identifier in form of <group name>:<artifact 
name>:<version>[-SNAPSHOT] 

● Configure pipeline elements. At minimum the following fields must be configured: 
○ For a source the field source. 

○ For a family element the field algorithm family. 

○ For a data management element the field data element. 

○ For a sink the field data sink. 

○ For a flow the field tupleType. This should be done after the preceding element 

was configured to reduce the number of possible suggestions. 
● Validate the model after the pipeline was saved via Validate | Validate All. 

● Mark the pipeline as active pipeline in the Infrastructure view, otherwise the 

pipeline will be skipped during instantiation. 

A.3.3 Pipelines 

Akin to sub-topologies, sub-pipelines represent complex distributed algorithms with their respective 
data flow. Sub-pipelines are modelled through QM-IConf, become in terms of sub-pipeline 
algorithms part of families and can be generated. Sub-topologies must be implemented manually 
and configured as algorithms. 

● Right click on Pipelines in tree view and select Add SubPipeline to ‘Pipelines’. 

● Create a topology as described in in the preceding section. 
● A sub pipeline needs at least one connector, a family element, which serves as a source for 

the sub pipeline. For this purpose select a family element and edit the field Is Connector 

in the properties view. 
● Select the algorithm family to which the sub pipeline shall belong to. This can be done in 

the properties view of the pipeline (click into the background of the editor). Select the family 
in the field Sub Pipeline Family. 

● Add a sub pipeline algorithm to algorithms. For this, right click on Algorithms and select 

Add SubPipelineAlgorithm to ‘Algorithms’. 

○ Configure the algorithm and select the newly created sub pipeline in subPipeline. 

○ Add the algorithm to the same family as specified by the sub pipeline. 
● Sub pipelines must not be selected as active pipelines. 

It is also possible to turn an existing pipeline into a sub pipeline if desired. This can be done if the 
pipeline is selected (click into the background). Edit the field Is Sub Pipeline to turn a pipeline 

into a sub pipeline and vice versa. 

A.3.4 Stable Pipelines 

By default, configured pipelines are committed to the continuous integration and build 
automatically by the continuous integration server. In contrast, stable pipelines are build on local 
side and deployed via QM-IConf to a specific repository (see also D4.3). 

Configuration of the stable Maven Repository Server 
● The user must have an account on server (nexus). This account must have exactly the 

same credentials as used for accessing the meta-model. 
 sudo useradd <user name> 
 sudo passwd <user name> 

● User’s primary group must be mvn to allow changes, especially overwriting artifacts, in 

repository. 
sudo useradd -g mvn <user name> 
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● User must also be member of the ftpusers group to allow upload of artifacts. 
sudo useradd -G ftpusers <user name> 

Upload of Stable Pipeline Artifacts 
● This option is only available after instantiation. The pipeline must be selected as active 

pipeline, otherwise it won’t be instantiated. 
● After instantiation, right click on pipeline in tree view and select Deploy. 

● Follow the instructions and specify if existing artifacts shall be overwritten if necessary. 

A.3.5 Execution of Pipelines 

Currently, execution of pipelines is only supported on a cluster with the QualiMaster infrastructure 
installed. 

● Connect to the Storm cluster via Runtime | Connect. 

● Select host and port (provided by the Infrastructure Administrator). 
● Select a deployed pipeline in tree view, right click, and select Start… to start the pipeline 

or Stop… to stop a started pipeline. 

Monitoring pipeline execution is a further runtime operation which requires connection to the 
cluster. 

● The user must be connected to the Storm cluster (cf. Section A5.5). 
● Pipelines (in tree view) and their elements (in pipeline editor if the editor is open) will 

automatically be colored based their capacity utilisation. 
○ This behavior can be configured via Runtime | Preferences Pipeline 

Coloring. 

● Detailed information are provided in the runtime editor. This can be opened with a double 
click on Runtime in the tree view. 

○ Select a pipeline or an element of a pipeline (first list). 
○ Select one or multiple observables of the selected element (second list). 
○ Press Save Selections. The selection should appear in the third list. 

○ Repeat these steps to create a list of elements which shall be displayed together in 
one view. Press Draw when finished. 

 


